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A METHOD FOR DETERMINING IIQUID-JUNCTION ELECTRCMOTIVE FORCE 
BY CONTACT POTENTIAL MEASUREMENTS
CHAPTER I
HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION
The chronicle of attempts at determining individual phase- 
boundary potential differences is a long and tortuous comedy of errors 
without a satisfying ending. Even today, after more than a century of 
work on this question, no single potential difference is known to within 
reasonable- certainty, -
In the pages of this chapter we shall outline the main courses 
of thought concerning this formidable problem. This discourse will, 
naturally, not be exhaustive and some of it can be found elsewhere^ with 
detailed references which are omitted here. Furthermore, we shall re­
serve the precise conceptual picture for the next chapter which will give 
a modem interpretation of the problem. Here we shall be content to use 
terms loosely in their historical context.
The beginning of thought about phase-boundary potentials is co­
incident with the beginning of electrochemistry. About I8OO Volta dis­
covered his celebrated "pile” and immediately began to conjecture
^J, A. V, Butler, Electrical Phenomena at Interfaces (Methuen 
and Co„, London, 19^1),
2concerning its seat of electrical energy which he tentatively put at the 
metal-metal contact. Volta was led to this postulate by his discovery of 
what has come to be called the Volta effect— the contact charging of un­
like metals. He found that whenever two dissimilar pieces of metal are 
put into contact and then separated, they bear opposite electric charges. 
Thus, it seemed to him that the observed electromotive force of an 
electrochemical cell should be due largely to the metal-metal contact.
By 1870 quantitative methods of measuring the Volta effect had 
been developed. Kelvin made the opposite pairs of quadrants of his quad­
rant electrometer out of unlike metals and thus determined the contact 
potential difference between them. (A similar, though much more compli­
cated, method using liquid quadrants is described in Chapter VI.)
F. W. Kohlrausch used a null method in which an adjustable potentiometer 
is connected across two parallel plates of unlike metals. At balance, no 
deflection of a quadrant electrometer occurs when the plates are touched 
and separated. The potentiometric potential difference is then equal and 
opposite to the contact potential difference. It was Kelvin, however, 
who, in later decades, refined this technique to a relatively high degree 
of precision. The metal-metal contact potential difference was investi­
gated for many metal pairs and was usually found to be of the order of a 
few volts and to be markedly dependent of the state of the surface. In 
particular, oxidation and adsorption of water vapor were found to have a 
most pronounced effect. In some cases even the sign of the potential 
difference could be changed by burnishing or heating in air. In summary: 
the various experimental methods are capable, if suitable precautions are 
taken, of unambiguously measuring the contact potential difference between
3two surfaces—  the difficulty arises only when an attempt is made to 
measure the contact potential difference between pure phases.
Up till the last two decades, it was believed that a measurement
of the contact potential difference between absolutely clean metals in 
vacuum would be ipso facto a measurement of the potential difference at 
the metal-metal contact. That this is not so (due to metal-vacuum po­
tential jumps) seems to be at present universally conceded by those few 
workers who are nowadays concerned with such matters. (We shall discuss 
this question more thoroughly in the next chapter.) Apart from this, 
needless to say, the problem of obtaining pure metal surfaces is exceed­
ingly difficult. Duplication of results among workers using the same as 
well as different techniques has been poor until very recently when mod­
ern ultra-high vacuum techniques were brought to bear on the problem.^
Even now most contact potential measurements between presumably pure met­
als are uncertain to within roughly eighty millivolts or more.
For several succeeding decades the study of contact potential 
difference lay relatively dormant until awakened in the early part of 
this century by the thorough and refined investigations of thermionic 
and photoelectric electron emmission conducted largely by Richardson and 
Millikan. These new and totally different techniques rediscovered the 
phenomenon and its attendant dependence on surface conditions. It was 
also found that the contact potential difference between two metal sur­
faces is equal to the difference of their work functions. (This is only 
approximately true due to the fact that a photoelectric measurement is 
weighted toward that exposed crystal face which has the smallest woik
^J. C. Riviere, Proc. Roy. Soc. 70B, 676 (1957).
ufunction while the Kelvin method of measuring contact potential difference 
measures the statistical average over all exposed crystal faces.)
In 1916, using the new work function data, Langmuir showed that 
the contact potential difference between two metals is very roughly equal 
to the emf of an electrochemical cell composed of the same two metals 
dipping into normal solutions of their salts. This he took to be a strong
indication of the essential correctness of Volta's original hypothesis.
1 2 Butler and Gurney and Fowler seized upon this idea and incorporated it
in their kinetic classical and (later) quantum mechanical explanation of 
electrode potentials. Their treatment, which analyzes the electrode po­
tential into parts contributed by the metallic work function, sublimation 
energy of the metal atom, ionization energy of the metal ion, and hydra­
tion energy of the ion, has entirely supplanted the vague and inconsistent
"solution pressure" hypothesis of Nemst.^ Strangely enough though, even 
the kinetic picture of electrode processes does not, as we shall see later, 
answer the old question regarding the seat of the emf.
Thus far, we have dealt with only one side of the celebrated con­
troversy concerning the seat of emf in electrochemical cells which has 
persisted from the early nineteenth century. By the middle of the nine­
teenth century two coherent and vociferous schools of thought had emerged. 
The so-called ."physical" school, led by Pellat, Ayrton, and Perry, held 
that the observed metal-metal contact potential difference is the prime 
contributor to the observed emf and, indeed, is also the cause of the
^J. A. V. Butler, Phil. Mag. U8, 927 (192b).
2
Gurney and Fowler, Proc. Roy. Soc. (London), I36A , 378 (1932),
H. Nernst, z, physikal. Ghem. b> 129 (1899).
selectrode reactions. The "chemical" school, led by Fabroni, Lodge, and 
Nernst held that the observed contact potential difference is caused by 
surface impurities (however small) and that the real contributors to the 
cell emf are the metal-electrolyte interfaces where the chemical reactions 
take place. Lodge was led to his attempt to explain away the pure-metal 
Volta effect by the fact that the order of metals in the Volta contact 
series was very much the sa/tie as the order of their heats of oxidation.
He thus supposed that each metal had a differential attraction for oxy­
gen, causing a potential difference to be set up. This hypothesis ,wa_s 
not shown to be untenable until the development of modern vacuum tech­
nique— the time for the adsorption of a monomolecular layer of gaseous 
impurities may now be longer than an hour.
Of the several undeniable facts which early militated against 
Volta's hypothesis, perhaps the most forceful resulted from the enuncia­
tion of the principle of the conservation of energy by Mayer, Kelvin, and 
Helmholtz and its subsequent application to the electrochemical cell. No 
changes of any kind except the very small liberation or absorption of Pel­
tier heat (equivalent to at most a few millivolts of emf) could be de­
tected at the metal-metal junction while chemical changes were readily 
apparent at the metal-solution junctions. Kelvin found reasonable agree­
ment between the thermocheraically measured heats of reaction of the sup­
posed electrode reactions and the electrical energy developed by the elec­
trochemical cell. (Actually, as was shown later by Helmholtz and Gibbs, 
it is the free energy of the chemical reactions which appears as the elec­
trical energy in a reversible cell.) Thus, the seat of energy in the cell 
could unambiguously be placed at the electrodes. It was then natural and
6convenient to assume that the seat of emf is also almost entirely at the
two electrodes since the heat evolved at the metal-metal junction is al­
most negligible. Another fact which was used to support the "chemical" 
hypothesis was that if the electrolyte in an electrochemical cell be re­
placed by any metal, the circuit of three metals does not exhibit a meas­
urable emf. A third fact much used in the controversy is that the emf of 
an electrochemical cell is markedly dependent on the concentration of the 
metal ions in the solutions and on the kind of solvent. Indeed, even the 
sense of the emf can sometimes be reversed by merely changing the kind of 
anion.
During the later part of the nineteenth century, and well into
the twentieth, the "chemical" school reigned supreme and the controversy
was subdued until the discovery of the photoelectric effect indirectly 
resuscitated the debate. It should be clear that neither school of 
thought had an "air-tight" argument. The "physical" school had but one 
major point— the undeniably large contact potential differences observed 
between metals and their rough parallel with the electrochemical series. 
This argument loses its impact if it is conceded that a contact potential 
measurement does not ipso facto determine the potential difference at the 
metal-metal junction but determines the sum of it and those at the two 
metal-vacuum boundaries. These latter two potentials then become a part 
of the electrode potentials as was adumbrated in the aforementioned work 
of Butler, Gurney, and Fowler, Such considerations explain in part the 
rough parallel between cell emfs and contact potential differences. On 
the other hand, the "chemical" hypothesis is rendered weaker by the real­
ization that the seats of energy and the seats of electrostatic potential
7are not necessarily coincident. This will be made clearer by the con­
cepts of the next chapter.
During the 1930 decade, a number of serious attempts (largely by 
Gurney and Butler) were made at reconciling the two divergent views. Un­
fortunately, these endeavors are almost entirely vitiated because of mis­
conceptions regarding the nature of electrostatic potential in condensed
phases. For example, Gurney in his very interesting and original book 
%
Ions in Solution considered the contact potential difference to exist 
solely at the metal-metal contact. This vitiates many important aspects 
of his treatment of electrochemical cells.
From the standpoint of general knowledge in the field of electro­
chemistry, the present situation regarding phase-boundary potentials is 
no less confused. An examination of most of the textbooks and some of 
the review articles on physical chemistry and electrochemistry written 
in the last three decades shows that they can usually be grouped into two 
classes concerning their treatments of phase-bound.arj'" potentials. The 
larger group totally ignores the metal-metal junction and thus implies 
that the cell emf is composed of the two electrode emfs and the (small) 
solution-solution emf. The smaller group mentions the Volta effect and 
assumes that the full contact potential difference exists at the metal- 
metal junction. This then implies that the standard electrode potentials 
tacitly contain the metals' work functions as well as the electrode emf. 
Neither viewpoint is totally consistent.
At this point it might not be amiss to mention a few of the rea­
sons why the problem of interphass (including the solution-solution emf)
^R. W. Gurney, Ions in Solution (Cambridge Univ. Press, London,
1936).
8potentials has commanded so much attention for the past century. Natu­
rally, the quest is of interest per se as knowledge for its own sake. 
Beyond this though it is really the central problem of electrochemistry 
which, if solved, would put the discipline on a considerably firmer theo­
retical foundation. Accurate knowledge of a single electrode emf and/or 
a solution-solution (liquid junction) emf would enable calculations to be 
made (for the first time in most cases) of
a) activities of single ionic species in solution,
b) heats of hydration of single ionic species,
c) partial molar entropies of single ionic species,
d) chemical potentials of single ionic species, and
e) accurate, consistent pH.
Needless to say, the utility of such knowledge would ramify throughout 
most branches of electrochemistry.
Further considerations along these lines as well as discussions 
concerning the invariably unsuccessful experimental and theoretical meth­
ods of determining single phase-boundary potentials must be postponed un­
til after the concepts have been rendered more exact. Suffice it to say 
for now that, as might have been anticipated from acquaintance with other 
historical controversies, both schools of thought are partially wrong and 
both partially right. We shall see that, also as usual, the outcome of 
the issue depends in part on the definitions used. But, in spite of all 
that has been done, no man can yet claim knowledge of the magnitudes of 
these elusive potential differences in the electrochemical cell.
CHAPTER II 
THE CONCEPT OF INTERPHASE POTENTIALS 
Definitions
By the word "phase" we shall mean a region containing matter 
which is macroscopically homogeneous in all significant physical and chem­
ical properties (especially density, temperature, and chemical composi­
tion). At thermodynamic equilibrium, all regions of a phase (even "insu­
lators" if enough time is allowed) are macroscopically at the same poten­
tial. Since gases are not normally equipotential, the word "phase" as 
used in this treatment will refer only to a condensed state of aggregation. 
Adding the requirement of equilibrium regardless of mensurationally sig­
nificant elapsed time demands that only conducting phases be considered. 
For concreteness then, the term "phase" will refer to homogeneous metallic 
conductors, semi-conductors, or ionic liquid solutions.
By a phase boundary we shall mean the transition region between 
two phases or between one phase and a gas or vacuum. This transition re­
gion is usually of atomic dimensions although (for example, between two 
aqueous solutions) it need not be.
From these restrictive definitions it follows that at thermody­
namic equilibrium macroscopic differences of potential can only exist at 
phase boundaries. Thus, in the electrochemical cell, we are justified in
9
XU
assigning a potential difference to each of the three or more phase bound­
aries. Indeed, there is good reason to believe that wherever two unlike 
phases of any kind come into contact, a difference of potential arises.
Several more or less distinct probable causes of phase-boundary 
potentials can be enumerated:^
a) Transfer of ions and/or electrons across the boundary.
b) Unequal adsorption of ions of opposite charge.
c) Adsorption and preferential orientation of dipolar 
molecules.
d) Deformation of polarizable atoms or molecules in the 
unsymmetric non-Coulombic force field at the boundary.
Undoubtedly in many cases each "cause" can depend on the others so that
the concept of independent causes is debatable. In particular, (a) is
likely to be influenced by (c). In any case it is safe to aver that any
re;?.l phase-boundary possesses a tremendously complicated structure.
In this section we shall put forth a scheme of phase-boundary po-
2
tentials which was, in slightly different form, originated by Lange and 
has since been elaborated by Parsons^ in a review-type treatment of the 
subject. However, the scheme given here is perhaps more similar to that 
given by Strehlow^ than to the others. It distinguishes six "potentials" 
between a phase and vacuum— three purely Coulombic and three non-Coulombic.
^R. Parsons, "Equilibrium Properties of Electrified Interphases," 
Modern Aspects of Electrochemistry, ed. by J. O'M. Bockris (Butterworths 
Scientific Publications, London, 19^h)■
^E. Lange, Wlen-Harms Handb. exp. Phys. 12, 2, 26? (1933).
^Parsons, op. cit.
^H. Strehlow, z. Elektrochem. 119, (1932).
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The electrochemical potential of constituent particle
^  in phase oi. is the (non-gravitational) work required to 
carry the particle from field-free infinity through vacuum, 
through the phase boundary, and into the bulk of the phase.
The chemical potential of constituent particle ^
in phase ^  is the (non-Coulombic, non-gravitational) woric re­
quired to carry the particle from field-free infinity through 
vacuum, through the phase boundary, and into the bulk of the 
phase.
The real potential of constituent particle in
phase is the (non-gravitational) work required to carry
the particle from field-free infinity through vacuum, through 
the phase boundary, and into the bulk of the phase vdien the 
phase has no net electrostatic charge (therefore when = O).
The Volta potential IjJ of phase is the Coulombic
part of the total work required to carry a particle bearing unit 
positive charge from field-free infinity to a point "just out­
side" the phase.
The Galvani potential C p of phase o C  is the Coulombic
part of the total woric required to carry a particle bearing unit 
positive charge from field-free infinity to a poj.nt inside the 
bulk of the phase.
The surface potential ^  of phase o< is the Coulombic
part of the total work required to carry a particle bearing unit
positive charge from a point "just outside" the phase to a point
inside the bulk of the phase.
12
By a point "just outside" a phase we mean a point far enough re­
moved from the phase boundaiy so that all short-range (that is, all non­
inverse -square") forces between the test particle at the point and the 
atoms of the boundary are vanishingly small, but not so far that the spa­
cial fall-off of electrostatic potential becomes appreciable. These two 
limitations require that "just outside" mean between roughly 10 cm and 
10 cm from the boundary for phases of normal laboratory dimensions. A 
detailed analysis for the case of a spherical phase of one centimeter ra­
dius is given by Parsons.^ The limitation imposed by spacial fall-off 
could be obviated by defining the Volta potential as the electrostatic po­
tential at a point inside a cavity within the phase and more than 10~^ cm 
distant from the cavity walls. However, this prescription has no direct 
relation to experiment.
The six potentials are by no means independent. It is easy to 
arrive at the following basic relations among them:
=  ' f  - h
pr =  +  il e
e. y  .
In these equations ^ which may be positive or negative, is the num­
ber of electronic charges carried by the particle and S  is the magnitude
A!
of the electronic charge. The real potential of an electron in a
^Parsons, op. cit.
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metal is the negative value of the work function Gt/ of the metal. The 
Volta potential of a phase is due to its net electrostatic charge and to 
its electrostatic capacitance. It thus corresponds to the electrostatic 
potential of ordinary electrostatic theory.
These potentials, which are defined here from a particle stand­
point, can also be looked upon as partial free energies in the thermody­
namic sense. Indeed, it is the latter view which has priority in the
case of and J-A which were defined originally by Gibbs and Guggen-
2
heim respectively.
Contact Potential Difference and the Electrochemical Cell 
For a system of phases sharing a common neutral constituent ^  
in thermodynamic equilibrium at constant temperature and pressure, Gibbs^ 
was able to show that
g/ y
A -  =  A  =  / i ,"  =  • • -
By applying exactly analogous reasoning to phases sharing a common charged 
constituent Guggenheim^ was able to show that
=  / < /  =  J  =  ...
This is a formally powerful theorem in the field of phase-boundary poten­
tials. Thus, at equilibrium between two conducting phases, we have
ii&cf -  -h iu. e
where is the potential-determining ion, that is, the charged particle 
that moves across the phase boundary. Or, Cp —  (p
^The Collected Works of J. Milliard Gibbs (Longmans, Green, and 
Co., New Yoik, 1928).
2
E, A. Guggenheim, J. Phys. Chem. 33> 8^2 (1929); l^kO (1930), 
^Gibbs, op. cit. ^Guggenheim, op. cit.
lU
From Earnshaw's theorem of electrostatics it is known that no con­
figuration of electric charges can be stable if the only forces acting are 
electrostatic. Thus, a Coulombic phase-boundary potential difference can 
only be sustained if non-Coulombic forces are operative. In this sense 
/dyX can be regarded as the (non-Coulombic) electromotive force which 
causes and maintains the Coulombic potential difference Zl ^  . Under 
non-equilibrium conditions, it is— that is the "driving force" act­
ing on a charged particle. At equilibrium,
V/Z = 0 = V ^  + Sj e V<P
and the equilibrium interphase distribution of charged particles is gov­
erned by the equality of the two opposed "driving forces" fA and 
(p . — acts on the particle through its non-Coulombic as­
pects while — ]/cp acts on its electric charge.
After Lange,^ we define the contact potential difference between 
two phases to be the Volta potential difference between the phases when
they are in direct contact. For the special case of two phases in which
the charge carriers are electrons only, it is simple to show that the 
contact potential difference is equal to the work function difference.
At equilibrium, but yXg ■= ^  ,
I, e f e ~ ~ ^  i p  ,Thus, .
e -  , -  - ' ' ■ - ^ e
Now, by its definition, the real potential ^  is the negative value of 
the woric function ùJ . Thus, we have I p  —  ^
The contact potential difference between a metal and a solution of its 
^Lange, op. cit.
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ions is more complicated because the charge carriers are electrons in 
one phase and ions in the other. For this case it can be shown^ that
where refers to
the chemical potential of the neutral atom in the metal and de­
notes the real potential of the metal ion in solution. Because of the 
aura of confusion which has so long enveloped the subject, it should 
again be emphasized that the contact potential difference between two 
phases does not exist solely at their common boundary and that a Volta 
potential difference is not necessarily a contact potential difference.
It is also easy to show that, as is found experimentally, the in­
sertion of a third electronic conductor between two others does not affect 
the contact potential difference between the latter two if thermodynamic
equilibrium is maintained throughout. For example, let C  be inserted
I —  ^  TT  ^  ~~T’ *“  7~T ^between and h . Then, we have —  //g and // =. ,
—  «X to
whence before. Thus, no electronically conducting im­
purities (such as metallic oxides) a± the junction between two metals can 
affect the contact potential difference between the metals. This is ob­
viously not true for ionic conductors such as electrolytes. Therefore, 
so long as moisture is excluded, any method of joining metallic conduc­
tors is proper in an electrostatic circuit.
The following paragraph constitutes a very brief excursion into 
the physics of metals which, while not entirely necessary, may well be 
useful for purposes of illustration.
The Fermi energy level of "free" electrons in a metallic lattice 
is that energy at which an allowed state has an equal probability of
^Parsons, op. cit.
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being occupied or empty. Thus the Fermi energy, referred to field-free 
infinity, is the electrochemical potential of the metal since it requires 
on the average the negative value of this energy to remove electrons from 
the metal. According to the simple Sommerfeld wave-mechanical model, at 
0° K (and to a good approximation at room temperature) only energy levels
having a 'kinetic" energy less than the critical energy c  = — z  (----)
> o m g  \  TT/
where n is the number of free electrons per unit volume, are completely 
filled by electrons. All levels of higher energy are always vacant. How­
ever, in addition to this "kinetic" energy, the electrons also possess a 
mean potential energy with respect to the lattice of positive ions.^
This "inner potential" 9^ , as it is referred to in electron diffraction 
studies where it is the experimentally determinable refractive potential, 
is also a part of the total electron energy with respect to infinity.
Thus, -h ^  , which is determinable, or, ^  S  .
Further resolution is impossible. Again, as always, while JLA, can usually 
be determined, its Coulombic and non-Coulombic components cannot be re­
solved. The only partition that has been accomplished here is to divide 
the electrochemical potential of an electron in a metal into potential 
energy and kinetic energy terms— or, in perhaps more meaningful language, 
into energies of interaction with the local lattice and with the poten­
tial well constituted by the metal as a whole.
From previous definitions we can write the following relation for 
the work function of a metal: O J  ;= —  jPg =  c®. ^  * That
the surface potential of a metal is not negligible is shown by the
^Ibid.
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variation among the experimentally determined work functions of different 
faces of the same metallic crystal. For example, photoelectric measure­
ments of the 111 and 100 faces of a copper crystal give^ U .89 ev and ^.6h 
ev respectively. For tungsten, thermionic measurements on five different 
crystal faces give^ h.39, U.69, h.39, and ii.68 ev. Since is
defined for the bulk of the crystal, this variation is attributed^ to the 
variation in ^ . From this it can also be inferred that the Volta po­
tential of a crystal depends on which plane is exposed. Thus, too, a 
Kelvin-type metal-metal contact potential difference is an average over 
the exposed crystal faces of the elementary surface crystals.
The surface potential of a pure metal is presumably due to the 
asymmetry of the force fields at the surface which polarizes the electron 
distribution. Several exploratory attempts^'have been made at calcu­
lating the metallic surface potential from simple models using wave-me­
chanics. The numerical values thus obtained are little more than order- 
of-magnitude approximations but.they are consistent in giving negative 
values in the neighborhood of a few tenths of a volt. This means that 
the equivalent surface double layer is oriented with its positive side
facing vacuum. Rough calculations of the magnitude of the Galvani poten-
7
tial difference across a metal-metal junction have also been attempted 
Underwood, Phys. Rev. $02 (193$).
2
M. Nichols, Phys. Rev. £[, 297 (19iiO).
^Parsons, op. cit. ^J. Bardeen, Phys. Rev. 6$3 (1936).
^Huang and %-llie, Proc. Phys. Soc. 62A, I80 (I9ii9).
^R. Smoluchowski, Phys. Rev. 60, 66I (I9UI).
"^ Lange and Nagel, z. Elektrochemie U2, $0 (1936).
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showing that it is likewise of the order of a few tenths of a volt.
So far, we have not considered methods for measuring these poten­
tials. The discussion of practical methods of measuring Volta potential 
differences will be reserved for a later chapter. Here we shall describe 
the simplest method conceivable which, while correct in principle, is too 
insensitive in practice. In this method the two phases— for concreteness 
call them metals— are made into plane parallel plates separated by a nar­
row gap and joined by a wire connecting their non-opposed sides. Now the 
Volta potential of a phase is determined by its net charge and electro­
static capacitance. Thus, in this case the most direct method of meas­
urement is to measure the force of attraction between the plates and, from 
it and the geometry, to calculate the potential difference. Then, by defi­
nition, ÿ  —  J) —  ( T ÿ ^ ^
(p^ —  Cp ^  -h y(f> —  ^  3 which relates the internal Coulombic po­
tential difference at the metal-metal junction to the external
Coulombic potential difference across the vacuum gap between the
metals. The phase-boundary potential difference Is A  Cp while the con­
tact potential difference Is A ' p  . Unfortunately, A l p  i-S the only 
purely Coulombic potential difference capable of measurement.
If metals ^  and A» dip into solutions and /<3 of their
ions respectively, the cell thus formed can be represented by the schema^
I I ^  I ^  , which implies that the emf of the cell is to be meas­
ured between two pieces of the metal ^  . (The prime merely signifies
electrical separateness.) The Volta potential difference of the cell 
measured across the gap in metal CL is
C y ‘" ~ y > ' 0 - + - C f ‘' - < r V  f O
19
or,
y  =  -f -f- -y-
But ^  z=: ^  ^  and therefore#
-f-'^ d'^ cp 4- -k èl^ cp ,
Thus, the Volta potential difference and the Galvani potential difference 
of the cell are equal and are composed of the four phase-boundary Galvani 
potential jumps. In more common notation, E = ^  ^  ^  .
In textbooks on electrochemistry E^^ is usually denied existence. Even 
when it is recognized, it is put equal to the metal-metal contact poten­
tial difference. This is wrong unless (as is never done) all of the 
other E's are also defined as contact potential differences since it is 
true that A ^  ^  A  A  ^  - h  A ^ y  ' A  ^  ~ h ^  'p.
However, even if this should be done, a serious inconsistency would re­
main since contact potential differences are not the thermodynamically 
valid electrode potential differences used in the development of electro­
chemistry.
Since the measured emf of an electrochemical cell can be regarded 
either as the sum of the Galvani potential differences or as the sum of 
the contact potential differences, the historical controversy as seen in 
retrospect was in part due to the lack of precise definitions. In brief, 
it arose partly because pf a lack of appreciation of the importance of 
distinguishing between the inner potential and the outer potential of a
#There is no need to make the assumption of identical surface po­
tentials, which is probably not realized in practice anyway because of 
different amounts of surface impurities on the two surfaces. With the 
assumption of time constancy of the surfaces, the determination oî If) 
of the cell can still be effected by measuring A  If) with both pieces of 
metal a  connected metallically and subtracting this value from the 
measured AlfJ oî the cell.
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phase. Perhaps most of the blame lies with the discipline of electro­
statics which in effect regards electricity as a continuum or fluid sepa­
rate from matter. As will now be shown, the essence of the difficulty 
arises from the fact that any electric charge is inextricably linked with 
a material particle which experiences other interactions than the purely 
Goulombic.
Conceptual Difficulties 
Heretofore, the scheme of potentials has been dealt with largely 
as pure formalism— little attempt has been made to relate the potentials 
to physical reality. In the definitions it was tacitly assumed that the 
woik of transporting a charged particle into condensed matter can be par­
titioned into a Goulombic and a non-Coulombic part. Yet it is from this 
very dichotomy that all of the conceptual difficulties arise. For ex­
ample, the Volta potential difference is the only Goulombic potential dif­
ference that can be measured. Nonetheless, as has been mentioned previ­
ously, if yX could be partitioned into yX and Cp , then and
/d <p across the junction could be obtained and could be calcu­
lated from and A  <p . However, this Goulombic versus non-Gou-
lombic inseparability prevents our knowing anything but A  Ip *
What then is this thing called non-Goulombic? It is widely re­
cognized that forces of attraction and repulsion exist between uncharged 
particles. Phenomena such as sublimation energy and surface tension dem­
onstrate the existence of non-Goulombic attractive forces between the 
particles of condensed phases. The condensation of inert gases shows 
that non-Goulombic attractive forces exist even between atoms possessing 
no permanent dipolar or higher multipolar moments. Gompressibility
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measurements performed on crystals of known lattice structure can deter­
mine the space-dependency of the repulsive force. With respect to energy, 
perhaps the homopolar valence bond is the most impressive. These non- 
Coulombic forces can be differentiated from the inverse-square forces by 
naming them "short-range forces" since their space-dependency is given by 
a higher inverse power of the distance.
The main categories of non-nuclear short-range forces are van der 
Waals, spin-spin, and homopolar valence forces. The category of van der 
Waals forces includes all permutations of the possible interactions among 
permanent and induced multipoles as well as the non-specific London dis­
persion (fluctuating dipole) force which exists between atoms possessing 
no permanent multipolar moments. Several of the van der Waals forces vary 
approximately as the inverse seventh power of the distance. Thus, they 
are negligible beyond ten Angstrom units. The London dispersion inter­
action is distinguishable from the homopolar valence bond by the fact that 
it does not depend on the symmetry of the interaction wave-function, is 
thus independent of spin, is non-saturable in forming aggregates, and is 
smaller by almost two orders of magnitude. Of the several van der Waals 
interactions, the London dispersion is the most energetic except for the 
case of molecules (like water) with extremely large permanent moments.
The short-range forces, especially those not involving permanent 
dipoles, are often called "chemical" forces. However, with the possible 
exception of the spin-spin interactions, they can all be reduced to elec­
trical (or electromagnetic) interactions although the form of the non- 
multipolar interactions is governed by quantum mechanical rules.
Since a Galvani potential difference is always established by the 
motion of charged particles or the orientation of multipoles, in this woric
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we shall not be directly concerned with the homopolar bond. On the other 
hand— for example in solvation— van der Waals forces play predominant 
roles in determining the chemical potential of the charge-carriers. In 
the case of electrons in metals it is unlikely that van der Waals forces 
play any part; however here spin interactions combine with Goulombic 
interactions to determine the electrochemical potential of the charge- 
carriers.
The electrostatic potential difference between two points in a 
vacuum or within a single phase is a meaningful concept since the time- 
average force experienced by a charge-carrier is only Goulombic as is 
shown by the following treatment of non-equilibrium conditions in a phase. 
The total time-average force on the charge-carrier is given by the gradi­
ent of its electrochemical potential as is implied in the definition of 
the latter. Now ^ylX : =  V ~ h  Z  Ê. . In a vacuum or a gas far 
from its critical point, yX. which is due to short-range interactions, is 
zero over a time-average. In a homogeneous condensed phase is zero
macroscopically, that is, as a space-average. If we assume that in a sta­
tistical mechanical sense temporal and spacial averages are equivalent, 
then is zero as a time-average also. Thus, ^yx. —  Z  g  Cp -
At thermodynamic equilibrium, becomes zero macroscopically. In the
practically important case of a current in a conducting phase, the elec­
trochemical potential difference across the phase is identical with the 
"IR drop." It is noteworthy that it is the tremendously large charge-to- 
mass ratio of charge-carriers which permitted the above partition of 
into and V c p  in a condensed phase. To be sure, the redistribution
of charge-carriers required to provide s. A  (p across a phase does cause a
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slight change in A ^  but usually this is less than roughly one part in 
910 as can be shown by a simple calculation.
What has been done in the previous pages is, for the most part, 
to furnish a foundation for the comprehension of the following statement: 
no operational significance can be attached to the concept of the Galvani 
potential difference between two points in different phases. In essence, 
the reason for this is that in different phases charge-carriers experience 
different local electrical (or electromagnetic) environments. Naturally, 
this is true a fortiori for the case of a metal and an electrolyte in 
which the charge-carriers are different.
For concreteness, let us consider the case of water and benzene 
in contact when each contains dissolved hydrogen chloride. The HCl will 
be completely dissociated in water but only partially in benzene. There 
is good reason to believe that the solvation energy of the ions— which is 
a measure of the van der Waals interaction between the charge-carriers and 
the solvent— is drastically different in the two solvents. This is borne 
out by measurements on the solvation of electrolytes in different solvents. 
(The solvation energy of individual ions cannot be measured.) In water, 
which is strongly polar, considerable attraction and orientation of the 
water molecules around an ion exists. This leads to a large ionic solva­
tion energy. In benzene the solvation energy is smaller because no orien­
tation can exist since the molecules possess no permanent dipole moment.
At equilibrium between the water and the benzene, since the elec­
trochemical potentials are equal, no net work is required to transport an 
ion from one to the other. By definition the Galvani potential difference 
between water and benzene is the Goulombic work required to c arry a unit 
positive charge via any path from a point within the water to a point
2h
within the benzene. Thus, at equilibrium, a Galvani potential difference 
must exist at the phase boundary if non-Goulombic work is done in carrying 
an ion across the boundary. Since the other arguments indicate that non- 
Goulombic work is done in transporting an ion across the phase boundary, 
the existence of a phase-boundary Galvani potential difference is estab­
lished. It is regrettable that a determination of this potential has, 
Tantalus-like, remained beyond our reach.
While the conceptual difficulty with interphase potentials was
1 2 
recognized by Gibbs, it was Guggenheim who first made a thorough study
of the problem. By considering the types of possible thermodynamic sys­
tems he was able to show that, in every case, it is the sum of the chemi­
cal potential and the Galvani potential of a conducting phase which ap­
pears in the thermodynamic equations. Thus, there is no hope of thermo- 
dynamically resolving the electrochemical potential into its Goulombic and 
non-Goulombic components. For the future there remains a possibility of 
effecting the resolution by means of improved knowledge of the molecular 
architecture of condensed matter. But, at present, there is no possibil­
ity of measuring and little possibility of calculating the phase-boundary 
Galvani potentials within the electrochemical cell with any reasonable 
accuracy although theoretical work, mostly in the Soviet Union, toward 
this end is currently in full swing. The calculations are complicated 
and beyond the scope of this cursory survey. Suffice it to say that they 
are usually based on calculated single ion solvation energies, work func­
tions, calculated metal surface potentials, the calculated surface poten­
tial of water, Volta potential measurements, and the like.
1 2 Gibbs, op. cit. Guggenheim, op. cit.
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In Chapter V we shall describe how Volta potential measurements 
combined with a non-thermodynamic experimental result can effect a meas­
urement of the Galvani potential difference between two aqueous solutions. 
If this method proves to be valid, it will provide the first experimental 
evaluation of a single Galvani potential difference. While not intrinsi­
cally as important as an evaluation of a metal-solution Galvani potential 
difference, it can nonetheless provide crucial data on such fundamentally 
important constructs as single ionic activities and energies of hydration 
which are measures of the ion-ion and ion-water interaction energies.
To close this brief treatment of the concept of interphase poten­
tials, we shall now consider two methods— one theoretical and one empiri­
cal— which have been proposed for determining Galvani potentials.
Latimer, Pitzer, and Slansky^ calculated the "absolute electrode 
potential" of the calomel half-cell reaction
Hg (1.) + Cl" (aq.) =  Hg 01 (s.) + e (in Hg) 
by regarding its Gibbs free energy as the sum of five artificially in­
troduced sub-reaction free-energies involving the sodium ion.
Na^ (g.) =  Na^ (aq.) A  =  - 89.7 kcal.
Na (g.) =  Na"^  (g.) + e" (g.) Z) =  118.1 kcal.
Na (s.) =  Na (g.) zù F^ == 18.7 kcal.
Hg (1.) + Na^(aq.) + Gl"(aq.) =
Hg 01 (s.) + Na (s.) A F ^  =  68.8 kcal.
e~ (g.) =  e” (in Hg) ^  F^ = IOU.5 kcal.
Hg (1.) + 01" (aq.) =
Hg 01 (s.) + e~ (in Hg) /d F =  11.14 kcal.
Latimer, Pitzer, and Slansky, J. Ohem. Phys. 7, IO8 (1939).
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F
E = — ^ —  = - 0 .5 . volt.
Fg is the work-function for mercury. The zd F^, /j F^, and ^  F^ terms 
are from the measured ionization energy, sublimation energy, reaction 
energy, and solution energy. The hydration energy Z) F^  ^is by far the least 
certain of the set. It was calculated from electrostatic theory with three 
parameters; the effective hydration radius of the sodium ion, the dielec­
tric constant of the solvent in the immediate vicinity of the sodium ion, 
and the temperature coefficient of this dielectric constant. The numeri­
cal values of these parameters are much in doubt as is also the validity 
of the calculation of /d F^. The uncertainty of the final result is made 
evident by the fact that an uncertainty of 10 kcal in ^  F^ represents an 
uncertainty of 0.ii3 volt in E.
While several criticisms have been directed at the calculation 
with regard to its numerical uncertainty, the method is believed^ to be 
correct in principle. However, this validity in principle seems dubious 
if one asserts that the calculated E is the electrode Galvani potential 
difference as is usually implied. For what is calculated is certainly 
not just the Goulombic part of the total energy required to carry a charge 
from the solution into the mercury but is the free energy of three revers­
ible processes each of which requires a specific non-Coulombic energy.
And, if this calculated "absolute potential" is not the Galvani potential 
difference, there is some question as to what thermodynamic significance 
it may have.
The first systematic attempts at measuring a phase-bomidary
^R, E. Wood, "Absolute Half-Cell Potentials," Electrochemical 
Constants, (National Bureau of Standards Circular ^2k, 1953).
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potential occurred in the latter part of the nineteenth century and grew 
out of Lippmann's classic study^ of the relation between the applied elec­
trical potential difference between mercury and an aqueous electrolytic 
solution and the observed surface tension of the mercury-solution inter­
face. Lippmann found that the graph of the surface tension versus applied 
potential is very roughly parabolic so that at some applied potential, the 
surface tension goes through a maximum. The theory of this effect was in­
vestigated by Lippmann and was elaborated and put on a firm thermodynamic
2
foundation by Gibbs. The theory predicts that the maximum in the surface 
tension occurs when the mercury-solution interface is uncharged— that is 
when no double-layer due to ionic separation exists at the interface.
Many workers concluded that the electrostatic potential difference between 
the mercury and the solution therefore must be zero at the electrocapil­
lary maximum and set about using this "null electrode" as a means of de­
termining the electrode potentials of other electrodes. Scores of experi­
ments over a span of half a century were performed on this null electrode 
system. The usual set-up used was to form a cell composed of the mercury- 
solution interface and a calomel electrode. The choice of the latter 
electrode has the advantage that essentially the only metal in the cell 
is mercury, thus precluding any metal-metal ambiguities. In general, the 
solution in contact with the mercury is not identical with the potassium 
chloride solution of the calomel electrode and therefore a solution-solu­
tion diffusion emf is set up. Since the maximum uncertainty (as will be 
shown in the next chapter) caused by this emf is around five millivolts, 
it will be regarded as negligible in what follows.
1 2 
G. Lippmann, Ann. Chem. Phys. hSh (18?^). Gibbs, op. cit.
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Thus, if indeed the Lippmann electrocapillary electrode behaves 
as a null electrode, a measurement of the cell emf when the surface ten­
sion of the mercury-solution interface is at its maximum gives the much- 
desired Galvani potential difference of the calomel electrode. However, 
much to the detriment of the foundation of electrochemistry, the situation 
is not that simple. ■ The foremost ambiguity is that putting different elec­
trolytic solutions in contact with the mercury causes the emf of the cell 
to vary by roughly O.U volt.^ This variation is attributed to preferen­
tial ion adsorption. Thus, not all solutions in contact with mercury at 
the electrocapillary maximum form null electrodes and there is no indis­
putable way of telling which, if any, do.
A theoretical objection of devastating consequence is that the 
absence of net charge on the mercury-solution interface does not neces­
sarily imply that the Galvani potential difference across the interface 
is zero. This is because the thermodynamic derivation ignores the pos­
sibility of surface potentials at the mercury and solution boundaries. 
Theoretical calculations of doubtful accuracy show that the surface po­
tential of mercury is about - 0.2 volt while that of water is about 
— O.U volt. The present consensus, contrasted with the long prevailing 
one, is that the electrocapillary electrometer does not, even approxi­
mately, furnish a method of determining a phase-boundary potential dif­
ference.
More than a score of attempts have been made at finding a null 
electrode by other empirical devices. These will not be described here 
because, in every case, more ambiguities in results and a greater number
G. Grahame, Chem. Rev. Ul, UUl (19U7).
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of difficulties in interpretation exist than in the case of the electro­
capillary electrometer. These experiments usually involve two unlike 
metals. As a basis for comparison, the supposed null electrode in each 
case is used to measure the "absolute electrode potential" of the calomel 
electrode. These "absolute electrode potentials," as determined by the 
several methods, vary over a range of about one volt. Moreover, the tabu­
lations comparing the results given in several treatments of the subject 
are incorrect in that either no correction is made for the metal-metal 
Galvani potential difference or else the whole contact potential differ­
ence is assumed in its stead.
CHAPTER III 
THE riQUID-JUNCTION POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE
Up till now our consideration has been directed toward the general 
problem of the potentials of condensed phases with special emphasis on the 
metal-metal and metal-solution boundaries. Since it has been shown that 
the main potential difference of interest at these two boundaries— the 
Galvani potential— is, at least at present, indeterminable; we now turn 
toward the lesser problem of the liquid-junction potential difference. 
While the general remaries of the preceding chapter concerning interphase 
potentials are also applicable to the case of two homosolvent solutions, 
the calculation of the potential difference for dilute solutions is on 
somewhat firmer ground because no change of charge-carrier and little 
change in the microscopic environment of an ion exists between the two 
phases. Moreover, there is some hope of determining the homosolvent 
liquid-junction potential difference experimentally in the case of mod­
erately dilute solutions. The remainder of this dissertation is dedi­
cated to that hope.
The importance of homosolvent liquid-junction electromotive forces 
to the field of electrochemistry is rather great. In practical woric, so­
lution-solution boundaries are perhaps most troublesome in pH measurements 
where lack of knowledge of liquid-junction emf precludes the possibility 
of even defining pH rationally. In many measurements involving "standard
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electrode potentials," it is the liquid junction which largely limits the 
accuracy. In more fundamental work, the problem of determining the ac­
tivity coefficients of individual ions outside the concentration range of 
the Debye-Hückel limiting-law is inextricably bound up with the problem 
of determining the emf of a liquid junction.
In physiology too, the lack of knowledge of liquid-junction emf's 
is often an impediment to unambiguous measurements. For example, in the 
determination of the potential difference across the bounding membrane of 
a cell, a microtube of KCl solution is inserted into the cell and a sec­
ond capillary of KCl solution of the same concentration is put into con­
tact with the extra-cellular fluid. Identical metallic electrodes are 
placed in the two identical KOI solutions to form an electrochemical cell 
the emf of which can be measured. This measured emf is the sum of three 
liquid-junction potential differences:
KCl I intracellular fluid | extracellular fluid j KCl 
of which one is the desired cell-membrane potential difference. While 
arguments are given to the effect that the emf's at the KCl boundaries 
are fairly small, nonetheless, the justification for equating the meas­
ured emf with the cell-membrane emf is limited since the accuracy is per­
haps only twenty per cent.
The Concept of Activity 
Whenever a solute is dissolved in a solvent to form a solution, 
the properties of the latter differ from those of the pure solvent. The 
relative change from the properties of the pure solvent due to the pres­
ence of the solute may be calculated by equating the chemical potentials 
in the two states in thermodynamic equilibrium if the chemical potentials
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are taken to depend logarithmically on the mole fraction of solute or 
solvent present in each phase, as Gibbs showed they must in ideal solu­
tions. For ideal solutions the chemical potential of constituent ^  in 
phase is given by T" ^ (1)
where J^^ji the arbitrarily defined chemical potential of the stand-
cH »
ard state and is the mole fraction of ^  in phase oC ,
As an example, let us derive the Nernst distribution law for the 
partition of a common uncharged solute (monomeric in both phases) between
two immiscible solvents. At equilibrium, the chemical potentials of the
^  /S
solute are equal: jA.j^  =  that is,
4- ==r -r ./Cvi /rj"",
or, == C T .
Thus is a constant at a given temperature. Likewise, all col-
ligative properties of dilute solutions can be derived. When one of the 
phases involved is a vapor, the mole fraction becomes the partial pressure.
At high or even moderate concentrations the above procedure is no 
longer verified. The concentration at which marked departure from "ideal­
ity" first occurs varies tremendously with the kind of solute and the kind
of solvent. For solutions of non-electrolytes in water concentrations 
—2
above x = 10 may behave ideally while in the case of electrolytes even
-6
concentrations below x = 10 often exhibit signs of non-ideal behavior. 
For ideal behavior, the average mutual energy of interaction between the 
solute particles must be small compared with kT. For non-electrolytes, 
the inter-particle forces are short-range forces and a high concentration 
is required to give a relatively large time-average interaction energy.
The Goulombic forces between the ions of dissolved electrolytes, on the
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other hand, are long-range and cause relatively large time-average inter­
action energies even at very low concentrations.
The concept of activity is introduced to make the form of the laws 
for dilute solutions invariant as the concentration increases beyond the 
limits of ideal behavior. Therefore, it is a construct which furnishes 
no new physical insight but is a great aid in simplifying both thought 
and its mathematical expression. Thus, for the general case, we write:
=  f\ji -f- R T  x&Yl (2)
in which the activity replaces the mole fraction. Thus the Nernst Dis- 
tribution Law becomes, for all concentrations: ~  constant at
a given temperature. Usually, the thermodynamic equations are developed 
in terms of concentrations and then the activities are substituted as an 
afterthought.
As an aid in comparing the degree of non-ideality of solutions, 
the concept of activity coefficient is introduced. The defining rela­
tion between the activity, the activity coefficient f and the mole frac­
tion is simply a = fx. Precisely, f is the so-called rational activity 
coefficient. If the concentration is expressed in molarity (moles of 
solute per liter of solution), then we write a =  f^c where f^ is the mo­
lar activity coefficient. Furthermore, if the concentration is expressed 
in molality (moles of solute per 1000 grams of solvent), we then write 
a =  f^m where f^ is the molal activity coefficient. In cases of extreme 
dilution a — >• x and thus f^ —^  1. But fg and f^ do not approach unity 
at extreme dilution. To obviate this they are "normalized" by compli­
cated expressions^ and the resulting "practical" activity coefficients
^A. J. Rutgers, Physical Chemistry (Interscience Publishers Inc., 
New York, 1 9 ,  p. 379.
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and do then approach unity at extreme dilution. It is these "prac­
tical" activity coefficients which are most frequently used. Fortunately, 
at the low concentrations considered in this work, molarity and molality 
are always equal to within a tenth of one per cent.
Thus, the departure of the activity coefficient of a solute from 
unity serves as a measure of the time-average energy of interaction be­
tween the molecules or ions of the solute. In the case of a "strong" 
electrolyte— which is the only one that will concern us— the molecules 
are essentially fully dissociated in common aqueous solutions, and the 
interionic interactions are usually predominantly Goulombic. In this in­
stance the two or more species of ions are regarded as separate solutes 
which are interrelated by the requirement that any macroscopic region of 
the solution be electrically neutral. Therefore, the total chemical po­
tential of the solute is the sum of the individual ionic chemical poten­
tials. For a binary electrolyte,
h-x =  +  +  R T ^ a ^
or, we can write: ~ h  R  ~ T  OL_^ ,
where , Now, it is found that all measurements—
whether they be of colligative properties or the emf of a cell— made on 
systems involving electrolytic solutions yield only values of with
reference to the standard state. Thus, from an operational point of view 
( X^ and are inseparable and their product is raised to the status
of an entity by defining the "mean activity" (X+ as ^
For a binary electrolyte, we write in compact form:
+ 4- p. R - y ' ,
But, also ^  where ^  is the mean activity
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coefficient. A  f^ ji and therefore between two solutions are un­
ambiguously determinable. If the assumption is made (as is borne out by 
theory and experiment) that ^  as — >■ û j  then for a
given solution is determinable as a function of concentration.
In order to demonstrate some of the relationships between activity 
and emf, we shall now discuss the concentration cell composed of two iden­
tical metallic electrodes dipping into two solutions of their ions at dif­
ferent concentrations. For concreteness, let the electrolytes be silver 
nitrate in water at concentrations and Cg respectively;
M I (G^) j (C^) j M . At the metal-solution interfaces, it is the Ag^ 
ion which is the potential-determining ion and therefore, at equilibrium, 
J À  ' and f We have from the first equation^
T -h G  ^+ R~T Jtr/y ' -h & <p \
Thus, ^
+
Similarly, the second equation gives
e('<p'^ -  f t )  =  A » ! "  -  X Z  +  R i -  _
Now the cell emf ^  is given by
£  =  C f " -  f - g  +  C 9 " ' -  W .
Substituting, the above values for the metal-solution Galvani potential 
differences and replacing the electronic charge by the faraday in order 
to obtain a molar equation, we obtain ^
£  —  ^  (3)
where is the Galvani potential difference across the liquid junction.
This equation makes the experimental interdependency between the liquid- 
junction emf and the single-ion activity very clear. If one were measured, 
the other could be determined. In the next section it will be shown that
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any accurate theoretical calculation of the liquid-junction emf also de­
pends on knowledge of the single-ion activities.
It is interesting to attempt a calculation of the diffusion emf 
of the concentration junction by assuming thermodynamic equilibrium and 
equating the electrochemical potentials of both ions which carry charge
across the junction. For the above illustration we would have for the
— 1^ 1 ——
equilibrium of the silver ion, zzz or,
c l J  +  =
VJhence,
Similarly, from the equilibrium of the nitrate ion,
=  .
Now these two equations are incompatible in general and only become com­
patible when the solutions become identical, in which case Ey = 0. This 
shows that, as would certainly be expected from the irreversibility of 
the diffusion process, two different homosolvent solutions can never be 
in thermodynamic equilibrium.
The Concentration Junction 
A concentration junction is formed between two homosolvent, homo­
solute electrolytic solutions. Contrasted with that of the homosolvent, 
heterosolute junction, the emf of the concentration junction is more re­
producible, varies considerably less with time, and is better understood 
theoretically. It is thus eminently suited for exploratory investigations 
directed toward establishing a new experimental method and, indeed, is so
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utilized in the experiments to be described in later chapters. In spite 
of its greater inherent difficulties, however, the heterosolute junction 
continues to receive much attention due to its larger practical importance 
in pH measurements, standard electrode measurements, and cell meinbrane emf 
measurements.
In this chapter and, indeed, throughout the remainder of this 
work, our considerations will largely be restricted to binary, uni-univa­
lent electrolytes in aqueous solution. These are the electrolytes which 
have received the preponderant share of theoretical and experimental in­
vestigation over a span of a century. Generalization of the equations to 
cover more complicated electrolytes is straightforward but usually com­
plicated and, furthermore, adds nothing new in principle.
Let us, for concreteness, consider the concentration junction be­
tween two HCl solutions. The free diffusion coefficient of the H^ ion is
about five times greater than that of the Cl ion. Thus, at the instant
+ —
of contact between the two solutions, while both the H ions and the Cl
ions diffuse toward the less concentrated solution, the H^ ions "outrun" 
the Cl ions and therefore the more dilute solution acquires a net nega­
tive charge. The Coulombic potential difference thus set up across the
junction causes a field strength in a sense which will retard the diffu-
+ — + 
sion of the H ions and enhance the diffusion of the Cl ions. The H
ions continue to outrun the Cl ions at an ever decreasing pace until,
finally, the resulting field strength causes the rates of diffusion to
equalize. Thus, a stationary state of diffusion is set up in which the
flux of positive ions toward the more dilute solution just equals the flux
of negative ions in the same sense and the electrolyte thenceforth diffuses
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as a whole. In this stationary state the Galvani potential difference 
between the solutions remains constant for durations as long as several 
days, as is shown experimentally, if no appreciable net current is al­
lowed to flow across the junction.
A purely kinetic derivation of the emf of a concentration junction 
will now be made which is slightly similar to the hybrid kinetic-thermody­
namic derivation given by Kortüra and Bockris.^ In this derivation the key 
assumption is that the ions of the solute possess diffusion and mobility 
properties which are related in the same manner as those of ideal gases,
In the derivation proper, no allowance is made for interionic effects.
The net particle current densities, J+ and J_ of positive and neg­
ative ions due to both free diffusion and the influence of electric field 
strength are expressed by
<j+ =  - D+ Çfn+ - n+ U+Tyg)
and J == — D_ ^  n_ + n U_
where n = number of ions per unit volume, D = diffusion coefficient, and 
U = mobility (speed per unit field strength). Now, due to the tremendous­
ly large charge-to-mass ratio of ions, even the most intense space charge 
is caused by relatively few excess ions so that in any macroscopic volume 
n+ = n_ = n with amazing exactness. The insertion of this equality into 
the above equations and specialization to a plane boundary yields:
 “ê -  " "
^orttlm and Bockris, Textbook of Electrochemistry (Elsevier Pub­
lishing Co., New York, 19^1), p. 270.
and J = — D
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» n .
~ dx “ dx
When the stationary state is attained, = J_ and thus
(u,
dx U+ + U_ n dx
which is a generally valid equation for uni-univalent electrolytes.
k T
Assuming that D = —^  U, as is shown in the kinetic theory of gases,
U+ - U_
and that ---------  is concentration-independent, we can perform a
+ U_
simple integration and obtain
ot-
f -  f ^  -n-
which, expressed in molar quantities, becomes
This equation was originally derived by Nernst^ from a thermodynamic argu­
ment. As it stands, the equation is capable of only crude accuracy be­
cause interionic effects have been neglected. These Goulombic effects are
-U
quite important even at 10 N— that is, even at the lowest concentration
that can conveniently be studied experimentally.
In order to generalize somewhat the expression for the emf of a 
concentration junction, we return to the differential equation (1|) and 
make allowance for interionic effects by use of the Debye-Hückel theory. 
Instead of the concentration we put a = fC where f = e is the
^¥. H. Nernst, z. physik. Chem. U, 129 (1889).
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form of the activity coefficient given by the Debye-Hückel limiting-law 
and A is a constant (the same for all univalent ions) calculable from 
the Debye-Hückel theory. Also from the Debye-Hückel limiting-law, the 
expression for the variation of mobility with concentration is 
U =  — (aUoo +b)'rc” where Uoo , a, and b are constants determinable
from measurements and from the Debye-Hückel theory. With these substi­
tutions, the differential equation takes the form:
RT - kgyTc" / I A
d (p dC (6)
^  k3 - k^ >/~c' V.° 2/c/
in which the k's are complicated constants involving a and b and the ion­
ic mobilities at infinite dilution, . Integration combined with the 
approximation of replacing In (1 + y) by y, yields
o< /3 nrj. —
f  -  f  =  - ^  — In (7)
2k,
where B SE A —
Expressed in common logarithms and specialized to 2$ C (the standard tem­
perature for electrochemical measurements), the equation becomes
9-9
where B =
- 0.0591S
-
u,IX»-f + Uoo_
log - b '(>/c^ -  n/c^ )
c (?')
B
This equation for binary electrolytes can be re-2.303
garded as correct within the range of validity of the Debye-Hückel limit­
ing law— that is, up to concentrations of about 0.00^ N for uni-univalent 
electrolytes. To a fair approximation (say within about three per cent).
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it probably is valid up to 0.02 N. The coefficient B is a slowly varying 
function of temperature and valence as well as of , and the
Debye-Hückel constants. It may be either positive or negative. For the 
three most thoroughly studied electrolytes, HCl, KCl, and NaCl, b' takes 
on the values 0.3B3, O.I6O, and 0.097, respectively, at 2$°C. Thus, for 
NaCl, the Nernst equation ($) is approximately correct. For multiple- 
valent electrolytes, the departure from the Nernst equation is usually 
extreme.
The mobility U of an ion constituent in an electrolyte is not de­
termined directly but is calculated from the transference number t, the 
equivalent conductance -A. and the faraday ^  (which are experimentally 
determinable) by the relations,
t. t- A.
» .  ■ — ÿ -  = — 5 ^  •
The transference number of an ion is that fraction of the total current 
which the ion constituent carries. Thus, t^ + t = 1.
U+ - u_
Since -r—  = -r—  and t — tU_ + U
the mobility factor in the concentration junction equation may be written
U00+  + Uoo_ +
The cation transference number at infinite dilution t^^^ is, of course, 
obtained by extrapolation from experimental measurements.
We have seen that a thermodynamic calculation utilizing the
h2
equality of the electrochemical potentials across a liquid junction is 
impossible since the two solutions forming the junction are not in thermo­
dynamic equilibrium. It may, however, be of some interest to give here a 
quasi-thermodynamic derivation which appears in different guises in most 
of the textbooks on the subject. This derivation has, at least, the merit 
of giving an answer in agreement with the kinetic derivation given above.
The passage of one faraday of charge across the junction results
t . t_
in the displacement of — —  mole of cations and — —  mole of anions in
opposite senses across that junction. If an infinitesimal layer of the ' 
junction is considered, the total ionic concentration will be C at one 
plane and C + dC at the other. Therefore, the "reaction" due to the pas­
sage of charge may (with specialization to the HCl junction for concrete­
ness) be written as
t, , _ t + t
-g—  H (C) + 01 (C + dC) — >  H (G + dC) + 01 (O) .
A basic assumption is now introduced: the Gibbs free energy of the sysr
tem is a minimum with respect to the changes brought about by the passage 
of charge. From thermodynamics we appropriate the relation
dG =  VdP — SdT + ^  yC/j^ dn^
i
in which the electrochemical potentials are here written in place of the 
commonly used chemical potentials. Equating dG to zero under conditions 
of constant temperature and pressure enables us to write for the above 
"reaction,"
t __ 0 t C+dO t C+dO t G
 ___  tor.
U3
t
Or, + RT In a+ + d(y/g_ + RT In a_ + zJT^)
Insertion of the uni-univalent values z+ = 1 and z_ = -1 gives;
RTt^d In a^ + 5^t^d cp - RTt d In a - S ”t d cp
or,  d (p = t^d In a^ - t_d In a_ (8)
which may be integrated to give
~  ^   ^f  ~  9^^) = /t+d In a^ - /t_d In a_ (B')
when the limits of integration are logarithms of the activities at the 
respective ionic concentrations in the bulk of the two solutions. Ideal- 
zation to the case in which the transport numbers are independent of con­
centration gives
  . ^  oC ^
«qr* %  a_
" "RT ( f  " f  ) = 773 “ . (9)
If the limiting-law result that a+ *= a_ s a is used,
1) l n _ ^  (10)
a'
which is the Nernst equation with activities written for concentrations. 
Indeed if, as was originally done historically, we had defined the chem­
ical potential to be an explicit function of concentration instead of 
activity, the original Nernst equation would have been obtained.
As before, the treatment can be somewhat generalized by inserting 
the Debye-Hûckel limiting-law concentration dependency of t^ and a into 
the differential equation (8). Integration then gives an equation which 
can be shown to be identical with equation (7). However, it is either
hk
the Nernst equation or the Nernst equation written with activities which 
appears in textbooks. Frequently, the assumption that a^= a _ is not 
made explicit in the derivation.
We now undertake to compare four methods of calculating the emf 
of a concentration junction utilizing the above equations with various 
degrees of empiricism introduced at different stages. A tabulation of 
the four sets of results for aqueous HCl concentration junctions at 2$°C 
will be given. HCl was chosen because it forms perhaps the most common 
concentration junctions, the relevant constants are known to high accu­
racy because of the large amount of woric done with this electrolyte, and 
the discrepancies should be relatively large because of its large B factor
and relatively large E..
Method I utilizes the equation
E = - 0.0^9l5(2t^^- 1) log b '(/c^
which should be correct within the range of validity of the Debye-Htckel 
limiting-law and accurate to within one millivolt or so up to about 
0.03 N. It is the most purely theoretical of the four methods.
Method II utilizes the equation
Ej = - 0.0591$
<sk
^av_ av a_
log "IS - t- log
a^ a
in which the average values of the empirically determined transference
oC /(3
numbers at C and C are used. Furthermore, the single-ion activity 
coefficients are calculated from the extended Debye-Hückel theory and thus 
are probably accurate up to 0.07 N. (In this range the Debye-Hückel 
theoiy has indirectly been verified by measuring f^ and comparing it with
calculated from the theory.)
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Method III utilizes the modified Nernst equation
E = - 0.05915 (2t - 1) logJ +
in which t^^ is the average cation transference number as above and the 
mean activity coefficients are the "best values" gleaned from the results 
of several different experimental methods.
Method IV utilizes Methods I and Methods II in their respective 
unique ranges of validity. Where both solutions forming the junction are 
less than 0.01 N, the exact limiting-law equation of Method I is the meth­
od of choice since Method II does not precisely take the concentration- 
dependence of the transference numbers into account. On the other hand, 
where both concentrations are greater than about 0.01 N, Method II becomes 
the method of choice by default. Method II should be reasonably exact up 
to about 0.1 N if the two concentrations are nearly equal because the 
transference numbers are fairly slow functions of the concentration.
(Since Method III assumes the equality of the ionic activity coefficients 
and does not adequately take the variation of t with concentration into 
account, it has nothing to recommend it a priori in any concentration 
range. It is included here for purposes of comparison since it is the 
method of computing Ej given in most textbooks.) For cases in which one 
of the concentrations lies well within the limiting-law range and one lies 
without, it is difficult to choose between Methods I and II. In these 
cases we use Method IV which mathematically divides the junction in ques­
tion into two junctions: (f^  | in which is given the somewhat
arbitrary value of 0.01 N. For concreteness, if we wish to calculate E. 
for C = 0.001 N and C ^= 0.05 N, we use Method I to calculate
k6
0.001 N 0.01 N and Method II to calculate 0.01 N | 0.0^ N. The sum of 
the two calculations is then for 0,001 N | 0.0^ N by Method IV.
Table 1 gives a comparison of values of E. calculated by the four 
methods for various HCl concentration junctions in water at 2$°C. The 
four sets of values obtained using the diverse methods— which, of course, 
employ different specializations of the same basic equation— are not much 
disparate except for cases in which one concentration is very low and the 
other is relatively high. It is interesting to note that Method III, 
while theoretically suspect, is vindicated a posteriori by the fact that 
its Ej values lie between those of Method I and Method II. Whether this 
would also be true in the case of other electrolytes has not been deter­
mined here. Another surprising observation is that the tabulated values 
of Method H  can be rather accurately represented by the equation,
Ej = - 0.0^915 (2t^^_ 1) log —
which is even simpler than the Nernst equation. Thus, according to either 
Method I or Method II, a circuit of three or more HCl solutions would—  
analogous to a circuit of metals— give zero emf.
The behavior of transference number with respect to concentration 
differs markedly among electrolytes— for HCl t^ increases with C, for KCl 
t^ is almost independent of C, for NaCl t^ decreases with C. In these 
cases t^ is rather accurately given by the limiting-law up to almost 
0.01 N. By way of contrast, the concentration variations of f^ or f 
calculated from the extended Debye-Hückel law are roughly parallel for 
different electrolytes up to about 0.1 N. The fact that, at concentra­
tions above about 0,01 N, specific differences between ions of the same
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TABLE 1
VALUES OF Ej IN MILLIVOLTS CALCULATED BY FOUR METHODS AS DESCRIBED IN THE 
TEXT FOR AQUEOUS HCl CONCENTRATION JUNCTIONS AT 2$ DEGREES C.
(THE CONCENTRATIONS ARE IN MOLES PER LITER)
Junction
c "
Solutions
I
Method of 
II
Calculation
III IV
0.0001 0.001 37.6 37.8 37.7
0.0001 0.005 63.5 6b.1 63.9
0.0001 0.01 7b.5 76.1 75.2
0.0001 0.1 109.3 113.8 112.3 112.8
0.001 0.002 11.2 11.3 11.2
0.001 0.005 25.9 26.1 26.0
0.001 0.01 36.9 37.5 37.3 0 • •
0.001 0.02 U7.7 b8.9 b8.2 b8.2
0.001 0.05 61.6 6b.0 62.9 63.1
0.001 0.1 71.7 75.5 7b.0 7b.5
0.002 0.005 lb.7 15.0 lb.8
0.002 0.01 25.7 26.2 25.9
0.002 0.02 36.5 37.5 37.0 37.0
0.002 0.05 50.b 52.5 51.5 51.9
0.002 0.1 60. b 63.9 62.5 63.3
0.005 0.01 11.0 11.3 11.2
0.005 0.02 21.8 22.6 22.3 *22.3
0.005 0.05 35.7 37.5 36.8 37.2
0.005 0.1 b5.7 b9.0 b8.0 b8.6
0.01 0.02 10.8 11.3 11.1
0.01 0.05 2b.7 26.2 25.5
0.01 0.1 3b.8 37.6 36.7 . . .
0.02 0.05 13.9 lb.8 lb.6
0.02 0.1 2b.0 26.b 25.5 . . .
0.05 0.1 10.1 11.6 11.1 . . .
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valency type appear is an indication that interionic interactions also in­
volve non-Coulombic forces.
Ideally, it should be possible to obtain precise values of Ej at 
any higher concentration for which the differential equation (8) is valid 
by inserting the empirical values of the transference numbers and the cal­
culated values of the single-ion activity coefficients into the equation 
and using numerical integration. Unfortunately, the amount of labor re­
quired for each junction would be large. Furthermore, such an undertaking 
will remain of doubtful merit until methods of determining single-ion ac­
tivity coefficients empirically beyond the limiting-law range are developed.
The Heterosolute Junction 
Contrasted with the concentration junction, the heterosolute junc­
tion poses more experimental and theoretical difficulties. It is found 
experimentally that its emf usually varies with time and also with how the 
junction is formed. The method of formation which yields time invariance 
as well as the greatest reproducibility is the so-called "flowing junction" 
in which the two solutions flow toward a common, stationary boundary at a 
rate of at least ten drops a minute.* Since, in the experimental work to 
be described later, the non-salt-bridge heterosolute junction has not been 
studied, its treatment here will be cursory.
The first recorded attempt at calculating the emf of a heterosol­
ute junction was made by Planck^ who achieved a kinetic derivation with
'An ambiguity in the flowing-junction method (in the case of very 
dilute solutions) that is often overlooked is caused by the concomitant 
streaming potential difference which is difficult to separate from the in­
trinsic junction emf.
Planck, Ann. physik (3), l6l (I89O); (3), ^6l (I89O).
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with the aid of the following postulates:
a) The properties of the solvent are unchanged throughout
the junction.
b) The mobility of the ions is constant throughout the 
junction.
cl The laws of ideal solutions are obeyed. (That is,
the single-ion activities equal the ion concentrations.)
dl The junction is of the constrained diffusion type.
(Ions may diffuse freely between the parallel planes A and 
B but to the left of A and the right of B the concentrations 
of the original solutions remain unaltered.)
Not only is the derivation quite involved, but the general final expres­
sion for the emf is transcendental. For the case of the homosolute junc­
tion, Planck's equation reduces to the previously derived Nernst equation 
(5). There is another case in which the final result is especially sim­
ple— that in which both solutions have the same concentration and one ion 
in common. Here, for two uni-univalent electrolytes sharing, for example, 
a common anion, Planck obtains
j 3" U + U
2+ -
Henderson^ was able to give a somewhat simpler derivation by 
starting with the equation
t.RT 1 
i f  - - d l n a i
which is a generalization of the quasi-thermodynamic equation (8) derived 
^P. Henderson, z. physik. Chem. ll8 (1907); 32$ (I908).
previously. His assumptions are identical with those of Planck save that 
the assumption of a "constrained diffusion" junction is replaced by a 
"continuous mixture" junction in which the concentration of each ionic 
species is assumed to vary linearly from the bulk of one solution to the 
bulk of the other. The general final equation is different from that of 
Planck and is somewhat simpler. However, for the special cases mentioned 
above, it reduces to the same expressions.
For the junction HCl (0.1 N) jKCl (0.1 N) both the Planck and the 
Henderson treatments predict = 26.8 mv. For the junction
HCl (0.1 N) KCl (0.01 N) Planck's equation predicts ^2.7 mv while Hen­
derson's predicts ^7.3 mv. In many cases the disparity is greater than 
fifteen per cent.
In both the Planck and Henderson treatments the assumptions were 
made in order to achieve an analytical integration— not because they are 
the most physically reasonable. In order to reduce the amount of arbi­
trariness, Maclnnes^ gives a graphical method utilizing the assumption 
of a free diffusion boundary and using, experimentally determined mean ac­
tivity coefficients and concentration-dependent transference numbers.
Thus, most of the simplifying assumptions of the analytical treatments 
are rendered unnecessary. Nonetheless, a questionable element remains in 
that it is necessary to assume that the two electrolytes diffuse independ­
ently. Apart from this, moreover, the graphical method is limited, at the 
present time, to the junction HCl (O.l N) j KCl (0.1 N) since data of the 
requisite precision and completeness are lacking for other junctions. For
^D. A. Maclnnes, The Principles of Electrochemistry (Reinhold Pub­
lishing Corp., New Yoiic, 1939), pp. 237-2U3.
this junction graphical integration predicts 28.2 mv for a free diffusion 
boundary and 28.6 mv for a mixture boundary.
If, as is often done, it is assumed that the activity of the chlo­
ride ion at a given concentration is independent of the kind of cation 
present in the solution, then it follows that the emf of an electrode re­
versible to the chloride ion is independent of the kind of chloride elec­
trolyte in which it is immersed. Thus, it further follows that the emf 
of a cell composed of two electrodes reversible to chloride ions and the 
junction between two different chloride solutions of identical concentra­
tions is just the emf of the junction. Many measurements by different 
workers have been made on cells containing the HCl (0.1 N) | KCl (0.1 N)
junction and values distributed between 26.8 and 28.3 mv have been ob- 
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tained. Thus experiment, even granting the above assumption, does not 
furnish a conclusive test of the theory. In many cases involving other 
chlorides, the discrepancy between the predicted and the "observed" val­
ues is rather large.^
Since the graphical meithod is, at present, so limited by the lack 
of complete and precise data on the concentration variation of the trans­
ference numbers and the activity coefficients and since the analytical 
methods as yet cannot take the concentration variation into account even 
in the limiting-law region, theoretical calculations of the emf of hetero­
solute junctions are of dubious accuracy— as, indeed, are the so-called 
experimental determinations which, at best, even in the limiting-law re­
gion, lack reproducibility.
^bid., p. 2U3. ^Ibid., p. 230.
^Ibid., p. 236.
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The Salt Bridge
Since in many kinds of electrochemical measurements (such as 
those of pH) liquid junctions are an unavoidable evil; since in most cases 
of practical importance the calculation of is impossible (because of 
unknown solution composition) or at best is of doubtful validity; and 
since no reliable empirical method of obtaining is generally available, 
for a long time methods of abolishing or at least minimizing E^ have been 
sought. The most common expedient is to interpose a concentrated solution 
of a binary salt (whose ions have nearly the same mobility) between the 
two solutions which would otherwise form a single junction. This "salt 
bridge" is usually composed of saturated potassium chloride solution but 
other electrolytes are occasionally used instead. In essence the salt 
bridge is a device which puts two liquid junctions of supposedly small and 
opposed emf in the place of the single junction of larger emf. The ra­
tionale behind this artifice will now be given.
Consider the system of two junctions formed by the three solutions 
5^(0^) S (C) 2^(0) in which S is the salt-bridge solution of concentra-
S (G) junction the Henderson equation becomes for 
uni-univalent electrolytes
(1) _ c (u+ - ü_) - Ci(U^^^- c (u, + u_)
 ^ ^  C(U+ + U_) - Ci(U^^+ Ci(U^) +
(0)
An analogous expression obtains for Ej but with the opposite sign. If 
it is arranged that and Gg , then E^ s E ^  + E^ ^^  becomes
tion G. For the S^(C^)
n
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Now the logarithmic factor gives very roughly the expected emf of the 
S^(C^) SgtCg) junction. Thus, the salt-bridge diminishes the unaltered
— U
emf by roughly the factor which is small if the salt-bridge
electrolyte has ions of nearly equal mobility. In water at 25°C at a 
concentration of 0.20 N, the cation transference number of KCl is 0.^89.
0+ -
Thus   = (2t^ - 1) = - 0.022
0+ +
and if the theory were on firm ground we could confidently assert that 
the saturated potassium chloride salt bridge reduces the liquid junction 
emf to a few per cent of its unaltered value or, in most cases, to about 
one or two millivolts. An uncertainty of this magnitude can just be tol­
erated in many electrochemical measurements.
Unfortunately, the matter is scarcely this simple. Even taking 
for granted that the fundamental differential equation is correct, many 
assumptions (which have been previously stated) must be made before the 
above equation (11) emerges. In the case of saturated potassium chloride 
(li.2 N at 25°C) the assumption of constant mobility and an activity co­
efficient equal to unity throughout the concentration range to U.2 N is 
utterly preposterous. Thus, the actual salt-bridge emf may be only a 
fraction of a millivolt or many millivolts— there is no way of knowing at 
present. The consensus seems to be that it is safe to assume the salt- 
bridge emf to be less than five (or, in rare cases, ten) millivolts. In 
summary then, the salt-bridge artifice is an expedient which probably re­
duces, but in no way eliminates, the uncertainty occasioned by the
sa
inclusion of a liquid junction in an electrochemical circuit. In the 
case of a concentration junction at low concentrations, theoretical cal­
culation would seem preferable to the use of the salt bridge.
CHAPTER IV
THE VARIABLE CAPACITANCE METHOD OF MEASURING 
VOLTA POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE
Various techniques have been developed to measure the contact po­
tential difference between two metals. Exhaustive lists of references on
metal-metal contact potential experiments are available in the litera- 
1 2
ture. ’ The techniques which have been most frequently employed are 
based on photoelectric, thermoinic, electron beam, gas ionization, and 
variable capacitance methods of measurement. The variable capacitance 
method (as was mentioned in Chapter I) was invented by Kohlrausch but re­
fined by Kelvin, after whom it is usually named. This method of measur­
ing metal-metal contact potential difference in vacuo, the first histor­
ically, fell into desuetude but has recently been revived in England.
With the modern refinements employed, it is again believed^ to be the 
method of choice for cases in which the metal sample is of sufficient 
size. However, by far most metal-metal contact potential differences 
have been determined from the photoelectrically or thermionically meas­
ured work functions. As has been mentioned previously, these measurements
B. Michaelson, J. Franklin Institute 2k9, LSS (1950).
^W. R. Harper, Proc. Roy. Soc. 20$A, 83 (1931).
^J. C. Riviere, Proc. Phys. Soc. TOB, 676 (1937).
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%yield values usually in the range between one and five volts. The agree­
ment between different workers is often poor and, at best, is within about 
eighty millivolts. However, the variation among measurements taken with 
the same apparatus employed in the identical manner is often only between 
twenty to fifty millivolts. This limit of reproducibility is thought to 
be caused by different amounts of surface impurities present even at the 
highest vacuum attainable.
Of the several techniques listed above, only those utilizing gas 
ionization and variable capacitance are adaptable to contact potential 
measurements between a metal and an aqueous solution since the unavoidable 
presence of water vapor precludes the possibility of accurately employing 
electron space currents. In the gas ionization technique, the gas between 
a narrow gap separating the two phases in contact is ionized (usually by 
polonium) and a potentiometric ”IR drop" is adjusted so that no current 
flows in the circuit. At this state of balance the potentiometric poten­
tial difference is equal and opposite to the Volta potential difference 
between the phases.
In spite of the fact that the gas ionization method is perhaps 
somewhat simpler, the method utilized in the experimental work to be de­
scribed later is the variable capacitance method. Of the two, the gas 
ionization method contains more potential ambiguities— for example, alpha 
particle bombardment could alter the surfaces. Furthermore, there is the 
practical consideration that a variable capacitance instrument can easily 
be adapted to the gas ionization technique whereas the converse is not 
necessarily true. An additional advantage is that in the later experi­
mental work the solution surfaces were covered with a film of non-conduct-
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ing liquid; in which case the gas ionization technique would probably be 
ineffective or at least ambiguous.
The Variable Capacitance Method
Since it has previously been shown that the insertion of a third 
electronic conductor between two others does not affect the Coulombic po­
tentials of the original two, we shall for simplicity consider a system 
constituted of only two metals (X. and h  which are fashioned into two 
opposing plates, the quadrants of a quadrant electrometer, and connecting 
wires as illustrated in Figure 1. and (X ^ are of the identical met­
al as A  — the primes indicate that they can be at a different potential 
than (X ,
The theory of the experimental method will receive more detailed 
consideration in the next section. For now, suffice it to say that the 
potentiometric "IR drop" A V ^  Cp — ' (p is adjusted in sense and 
magnitude until a "balance" is attained; that is, until a movement of 
plate h  with respect to plate CX produces no deflection of the quad­
rant electrometer. As will be made apparent later, this state of balance 
or null deflection implies that the opposed surfaces of (X and h  are 
at the same Volta potential.
Referring to Figure 1, we see that IjJ ^ may be written as
or, in other notation,
=z 4- —  %  . (1)
phase boundary
switch
condenser
plates
electrometer
potentiometer
a.
u\
00
Fig. 1. The Variable Capacitance Instrument
SimilarlyJ
IjJ ^  ^  4 -  ^
jt —vy. ^    -y ^
Assuming that /Cp Z=Z. /tp we obtain
y ‘^ = y ‘^ - h A V .  (2)
Subtraction of equation (1) from equation (2) gives:
■y^— ij'^ =  y^ '— y'^"-h
-h  7(f —  %  -h ^  V . (3)
Now in practice both pairs of quadrants are connected metallically by 
closing the switch (which makes "1^ then the switch
is opened and the plates are separated. If the switch operates correctly 
(a method of dealing with imperfect switches will be given in Chapter VI),
then ^  ^  after the switch is opened also. At balance, as
o{ ^
is shown by no deflection of the electrometer vane, —  IjJ
still equals zero when the plates are separated. Thus, equation (3) be­
comes at balance
or, we have
^  A V q =  —  c p ^  4 -  %  —
Thus, is the negative value of the contact potential difference
between the metals CL and io .
^ n  practice this equality is probably not exactly true because 
of different surface impurities on even ostensibly identical pieces of 
metal. However, even if the equality is not at all true the derivation 
is still valid because the only effect of the inequality is to shift the 
"zero" of the electrometer.
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In practice, of course, surface impurities such as oxides and ad­
sorbed gases are almost inevitably present on the metal surfaces so that 
what is actually measured is the contact potential difference between the 
surface which happens to exist on ip and the surface which happens to 
exist on opposite h  ,
Here for conceptual simplicity we have considered a quadrant elec­
trometer to be the potential-change detector. Indeed, this was also the 
instrument used in our earliest experimental investigations. In our later 
work we employed a vacuum-tube electrometer of special design. The treat­
ment presented in this chapter is also valid for a vacuum-tube electrometer. 
This was verified in our work by showing that the measurements of contact 
potential using both instruments are identical within the experimental un­
certainty.
Theoretical Sensitivity of the Variable Capacitance Method 
Since the variable capacitance method is an electrostatic meas­
urement, it is evident that the electrostatic shielding of the instrument 
must be extraordinarily good if high accuracy is to be attained. Details 
of the shielding construction will be given in Chapter VI.
For simplicity, as before, the system proper will be idealized 
to the case of only two metals with the shielding consisting of a third 
metal. It is easy to show that the derivation gives the same result for 
a system and shielding consisting of any number of different metals.
Thus, the system to be considered here is that of Figure 1 surrounded by 
electrostatic shielding composed of metal -S • The equivalent circuit is 
represented in Figure 2 in which Ô  is the capacitance of the two opposed 
plates of metals and h ,  C^is the total capacitance between the
potentiometer
a.a.
A Y
Ù.
ON
Fig. 2. The Equivalent Circuit of the Variable Capacitance Instrument
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insulatable of "floating" part of the circuit and the electrostatic shield­
ing, and is the capacitance of the electrometer. As indicated in the
figure, the Volta potential difference between the condenser plates is 
^ — • 'IjJ — ' ^  ^  and that between the "floating" part of the cir­
cuit and the shielding is .
We further introduce the notation that when the
plates are at the distance of least separation and ^
when the plates are at the distance of maximum separation in the measur­
ing process. Since motion is a requisite of the measurement, it must be 
true that changes by at least a small amount. To allow for this we
let become ^  when the plates are at the distance of
maximum separation.
Thus, with the plates at least separation and with the switch 
closed, the total electrostatic charge on the insulatable part of the 
circuit is
Q  =  (t, (7 /  -  (%'’- y " ^ .  (5)
We now assume that the switch behaves correctly and that the insulation 
is adequate so that the total charge remains the same after the switch 
is opened. Then, after the plates have been separated, we have
q  =  C c , - A c ) ( y ' ° ^  y ^ -  A  v )
- h C c ^ - ^ s v!) +
Elimination of between equations (5) and (6) and judicious algebraic 
manipulation enables us to write:
+ SÙ- +  C .  -h -  A c .
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where represents the voltage deflection read on the elec­
trometer. Thus, at balance, A  does not equal ^  ^ the con­
tact potential difference between the metal plates, unless
S is negligible. In Chapter VII design techniques 
will be described which make both Ù  and separately small
so that their product is negligible. Assuming this to have been done, we 
have
18)
in which — ^ A V  is the Volta potential difference between
the plates when the switch is closed.
If the apparatus sensitivity is defined by
voltage deflection of electrometer
voltage between plates
d ,  -  A - Ù  .
It is interesting to note that when ^  is negligible,
the sensitivity does not depend on the existence of the phenomenon of con­
tact potential. Equation (?) is of great value in determining the size 
and configuration which an apparatus must have in order to furnish a given 
sensitivity.
CHAPTER 7
A METHOD FOR DETERMINING IIQUID-JUNCTION POTENTIAL DIFFERENCES
A Method for Measuring Liquid-Liquid 
Contact Potential Differences
The variable capacitance method of measuring the contact poten­
tial difference between two metallic conductors described in Chapter IV 
is also valid if the lower metal plate is replaced by a conducting liquid. 
In general this measurement will be of the metal-solution Volta potential 
difference rather than of the metal-solution contact potential difference 
because of the usual necessity of putting other electrodes in the solution. 
In this chapter we shall explore the possibility of measuring solution- 
solution contact potential differences by an elaboration of the variable 
capacitance method.
The measurement of solution-solution contact potential differences 
is complicated by the fact that we live in a gravity field. In a non-zero 
gravity field two liquid phases cannot face each other without the inter­
position of at least one wall of the containing vessels. For this reason 
and also because no all-liquid electrometer has yet been devised, it is 
necessary to use an intermediate metallic phase in the measurement. In a 
non-spinning artificial satellite it should be possible to measure liquid- 
liquid contact potential differences directly between two spheres of the 
liquids.
6U
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For more mundane laboratories the system schematized in Figure 3 
is suggested. A single metal disk M serves as the Volta potential probe 
for solution and for solution . When M is over cxC the liquid
switch — a glass tube filled with solution — is in the position 
drawn in order that the "circuit" be completed. When M is positioned over 
5^ is put into the position indicated by dotted lines in order to 
complete the / S  "circuit." is essentially a reference electrode; its 
function is to connect solution to the potentiometer. E^ represents
the emf of the junction between solutions and y<3. This junction
may be either static or flowing but is represented here as a static junc­
tion in a matrix of glass wool. E^ and E^ are interchangeable electrodes 
which provide electrical contact while allowing the levels of csL and 
to be varied independently without disturbing the liquid junction.
Since the theory of each Volta potential measurement is the same 
as that developed in Chapter IV, we shall here show only that the differ­
ence of the two Volta potential measurements indeed gives the contact po­
tential difference between the two liquids.
Measurement I: M over cü
Using the notation of the previous chapters, we can write at bal­
ance (null electrometer deflection) "y —  IjJ ^  zzr O  in which
^  .^ground ^ . E^ *
Whence,
/ M ground ^
A\^ •=  ^ cp " Eg - Ej - E^ + Eg + .
Now unless E^ and Eg are exactly identical they may introduce a net emf
I-----------  1
-- 1
potentiometer
8^
Fig. 3. The Principle of the Liquid-liquid Contact Potential Measurement
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into the c< circuit. In order to preclude this possibility, and Eg 
are interchanged and a new balance is talcen. Then
, ^ , M ground <^<
" y  - _ E ^ - Ej + E ^ - Eg + .
Z\^ + M ground U
Thus, /) ^  =   ~ J ~ ^  - E^ - Ej + /w .
Measurement II : M over /3 
Making the basic assumption (which can easily be checked experi­
mentally) that changing the position of the metal Volta potential probe 
does not change its Volta potential, we can write for this case also
y ' ^  —  y ' ^  =  Û
_ ,/3 ^ground ,
in which 'iJ = (p + ^  + E^ - %  ,
. M ^  ground .
Whence, A  ^  = 'Ip - - E^ + ,
The difference of the two potentiometric balancing potentials
yields = Ej - (1)
or, alternatively expressed,
^ ^ .
Thus ^  V^ - A'^^ measures the solution-solution contact potential 
difference.
Determination of the Liquid-junction Emf 
We have seen that the difference of the two metal-solution Volta 
potential measurements gives the solution-solution contact potential dif-
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ference. It is apparent from equation (1) that the liquid junction emf 
Ej would be determined if Xf '—  =  O  ^ that is, if the two
solutions had equal surface potentials. In the case of two different 
solvents this is definitely not true; in the case of dilute aqueous solu­
tions it is probably true within limits as will be elaborated.
1 2Several attempts, of which those of Hush and Strehlow are the 
most recent, have been made at calculating X p for pure water. The most 
recent values given range from about - 0.3 to - 0.5 v (that is, the posi­
tive ends of the water dipoles point toward the gas phase). However, some 
uncertainty even remains concerning the sign of X ?  for pure water. It 
is evident that such calculations, while of interest in themselves, are at 
present useless as an aid in determining because of their quasi-specu- 
lative nature. Furthermore, whatever the value of ^  for pure water, 
it is only the variation of Xf with the concentration and kind of elec­
trolyte which is of immediate interest here.
Fortunately, some experimental work of a different nature from, 
contact potential measurements furnishes some evidence for the variation 
of X  among different aqueous solutions. Gdrlich^ confirmed earlier ob­
servations that water exhibits a true photoelectric effect and carried on 
extensive experiments under carefully controlled conditions. Electron 
scattering by water vapor was minimized by using reduced pressure and 
placing the collecting electrode very close to the solution surface. Sev­
eral effects such as the influence of gas pressure and frequency on the
^Hush, Aust. J. Sci. Res. U82 (19U8).
H^. Strehlow, Z. Elektrochemie 119 (1952). 
^F. Gflrlich, Ann. d. physik 13, 831 (1932).
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photoelectric current per unit incident energy were studied. However, the
data of importance here pertain to the effect of concentration and kind
of solute on the threshold wave-length: it was found that the threshold
0
wave-length was the same (203^ ±5 A) as for pure water up to concentra­
tions of 0,5 N. Altogether five different salts of different valence 
types were studied.
Thus, since the work function depends on the surface potential as 
well as the chemical potential (see Chapter II), it seems probable that 
for aqueous solutions is a constant independent of concentration and 
kind of electrolyte up to perhaps 0.5 N. If this is so, equation (l)
could be written as =  Ej and the liquid junction emf
could be determined ipso facto by contact potential measurement and would 
thereby become the first phase-boundary emf to be at all determinable.
However, there is no need to rely blindly on this interpretation
of the photoelectric measurements alone. To some degree a check is pos­
sible by ascertaining whether or not the contact potential differences 
agree with the calculated values of the liquid junction emf. As is made 
clear in Chapter III, the theory of Ej for the homosolute junction formed 
between very dilute (-<0.01 N) solutions seems to be on firm ground. In 
the case of much-studied electrolytes such as HCl for which the relevant 
constants are known to relatively high precision, it might be surmised 
that the calculated values of Ej for very dilute solutions are accurate 
to within a few per cent. Thus, the measurement of the solution-solution 
contact potential differences between very dilute solutions of certain 
electrolytes can serve as a check on whether or not is independent
of concentration at low concentrations. At higher concentrations (up to
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0.1 N) the theory is probably fairly reliable as long as the range of 
concentration between the solutions forming the homosolute junction is 
small.
Thus, once agreement has been found between the measured contact 
potential difference and the calculated liquid junction emf for different 
solutes forming homosolute junctions, one can with some confidence pro­
ceed to measure the essentially unknown emf of the heterosolute junction 
and the salt bridge. Almost none of the very important junctions in elec­
trochemistry can be calculated with any confidence. This is especially 
true in pH measurements where the establishment of a rational scale of pH 
awaits the determination of the relevant liquid junction emf's. Various 
methods of forming the junction (including semi-permeable membranes) could 
be utilized and studied for their effects. Even the emf between solutions 
of unknown composition could be determined if the total concentration is 
known to not be too high.
Determination of Single-ion Activity
In practical chemistry and biology it is the liquid junction emf 
itself which is of direct importance while the determination of the activ­
ities of the individual ionic species is of derived importance. In theo­
retical chemistry the converse is true since knowledge of the elusive sin­
gle ion activities would facilitate the calculation of many other proper­
ties of solutions and would serve as a check on several theories.
In accordance with the development given in Chapter III, the fol­
lowing equation for the emf E of an electrochemical cell with electrodes 
reversible to the anion can be written:
.ot 
RT a
E = Ej+E^- Eg = E ^ + ^ l n —  (2)
a ^
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in which and E^ are the emf's of identical electrodes dipping into so­
lutions oL and /(3  respectively. Thus, if E and E^ are measured, the 
ratio of the activity coefficients of the anion in solutions o C and / 3  
can be calculated. Moreover extrapolation of ^ <3 to extreme dilution 
gives the activity coefficient of the anion in ^ and conversely.
However, a more direct way of determining the single-ion activi­
ties is available: if and in the contact potential apparatus
are connected by E^ dipping into and E^ dipping into then the
measured contact potential difference gives
f
directly. This technique should be the more reliable since the electrode 
emf's are more constant in time than is the liquid junction emf.
A simple check on the precision of the measurements (but, unfor­
tunately, not on the assumed equality of the surface potentials) can be 
made by measuring E^-E^, E _ , and E separately and comparing E with 
+ - Gg.
Regrettably, however, little inaccuracy in the determination of 
E^- Eg can be tolerated if values of the activity coefficient precise 
enough to be of importance are to be obtained. For example, since
9yRT ( % -  Eg)
'
C< f ^ C ^  3F/RT (El-Eg)
or, f_ = ----— —  e , we obtain
ot.
df_ g:
RT
d(E^-Eg) = 39.0 d (E^-Eg) at 2^°C.
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Thus, an inaccuracy of one millivolt in the determination of E^- Eg 
would produce an inaccuracy of four per cent in the value of the activity 
coefficient. A check on the validity of the extended Debye-Hflckel theory 
would require an accuracy of at least two per cent.
CHAPTER VI 
THE EXPLORATORY EXPERIMENTAL WORK 
The Exploratory Apparatus
The original purpose of our investigation was to make an attempt 
at detennining phase-boundary potential differences. Specifically, our 
main interest lay in a measurement of the metal-solution emf— the classi­
cal problem of electrochemistry. Our tentative intent was to effect the 
determination by means of contact potential measurements. Many paper-and- 
pencil stratagems were devised— quadrant electrometers with liquid-film 
vanes, quadrant electrometers with liquid quadrants, and variable-capaci­
tance electrometers with both metal and liquid encased in identical plas­
tic films— but all shared the same shortcoming of introducing as many un­
known phase-boundary potential differences as they abolished. One super­
ficially promising artifice involved abolishing the water interface and 
its concomitant dipole orientation by using a gradual gradient of various 
organic solvents from oil on top to water on the bottom and performing the 
contact potential measurement with a "clean" Volta potential probe above 
the oil in an inert gas at reduced pressure. However, the coup de grace 
was administered to our naive hopes by the eventual realization that a 
Coulombic potential difference would even exist between perfectly clean 
metal and vacuum. It was then sadly admitted that, because of differing
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surface potentials, contact potential measurements offer no possibility 
of determining phase-boundary potential differences between unlike phases. 
We had been misled by the older literature which assumed that a measure­
ment of the contact potential difference between two perfectly clean met­
als is per se a determination of their phase-boundary potential difference.
We then directed our attention toward the possibility of using the 
contact potential technique to determine the junction emf between dilute 
aqueous solutions which could be expected to have nearly identical surface 
potentials. The photoelectric work of Gflrlich mentioned previously- 
strengthened the contention of equal surface potentials. Measuring the 
contact potential difference between two solutions seemed to promise more 
experimental simplicity than the classical measurement between two metals, 
since the excruciatingly meticulous vacuum technique necessary to obtain 
and maintain clean metal surfaces would be neither necessary nor possible. 
However, as was later amply validated in the laboratory, two other consid­
erations nullify this advantage: the need for at least an order-of-magni-
tude greater sensitivity than in the metal-metal case with the attendant 
need for special electrostatic shielding and the necessity of obtaining 
solution surfaces totally free of organic dipoles. These requirements 
were destined to make the final apparatus much larger and more elaborate 
than was originally forseen and to necessitate a corresponding refinement 
of technique.
In order to gain experience with contact potential measurements 
in general and to carry out some preliminary measurements designed to 
show what equipment and techniques would be necessary for the ultimate 
measurements, we early constructed a simple, small instrument which we 
shall here designate as the "exploratory apparatus." This apparatus
7S
consisted externally of a one-foot cube constructed of galvanized sheet 
iron on five sides. To the open side a brass flange was soldered and was 
provided with bolts so that the hood could be tightened down against a 
gasket on an aluminum base-plate in order to furnish an air-tight seal.
Two Lucite windows were provided and a large rectangular projection of 
galvanized sheet iron was fashioned into one side to furnish a niche for 
storing the plastic sheet as described in the Appendix. This sheet iron 
hood and the aluminum base plate formed an essentially air-tight Faraday 
cage.
In the early experiments the contact potential difference was 
measured between two accurately plane, horizontally parallel, metal discs 
of six inch diameter. At first, a brass and aluminum pair of plates were 
used; these were later replaced by a brass pair plated heavily with nick­
el and gold. The upper plate was rigidly supported by a polystyrene rod 
attached to a supporting framework and its angle of tilt could be accu­
rately adjusted. The lower plate was attached by means of a polystyrene 
rod to a five-eighth inch diameter vertical shaft passing through the one- 
half inch aluminum base plate and controlled in vertical translation by a 
finger-manipulated split-clamp and adjustable stop-clamp. Near one corner 
a similar vertical shaft was provided to furnish a support for a rotatable 
plastic sheet (see Appendix).
The lower plate was connected to a potentiometer while the fixed, 
upper plate was connected through a grounding switch to an electrometer. 
The "floating" or upper plate-switch-electrometer part of the circuit was 
insulated by polystyrene of one-inch minimum surface path length and was 
thoroughly shielded electrostatically by sheet metal. (Screen wire— prob­
ably because of static charge carried by falling dust— did not prove
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totally effective.) Since ordinary solid-dielectric coaxial cable had 
too much capacitance, the connections were made with air-dielectric, alu­
minum flexible tubing of two-inch internal diameter. The schematic dia­
gram of this apparatus is that shown in Figure 1 of Chapter IV.
Considerable difficulty was experienced in devising a suitable 
grounding switch, (No discussion of this problem was found in the contact- 
potential literature.) Ideally, when the switch is opened (system un­
grounded) , the system should stay at ground potential except for very slow 
leakage drift. In practice, with four different types of switch contacts 
this condition was never realized. Whenever contact with ground was brok­
en, large deflections, random in magnitude and sense, occurred. These de­
flections naturally make the contact potential measurement unreliable, 
since a requisite of the measurement is that the potential of the "float­
ing" part of the circuit at the moment the plates are separated be the 
same as when it is grounded. These potential changes at the instant con­
tact is broken are probably due to last-millisecond transfer of charge as 
the two metal oxide films separate. A large part of this charge transfer 
is due to sixty-cycle stray fields from alternating currents which induce 
alternating emf's in the shielding and ground connection. (A discussion 
of this effect will be given in the chapter devoted to the final appara­
tus.) Since, even when all alternating currents in the room were turned 
off, a smaller but still appreciable and mostly unidirectional effect re­
mained, a small part of the effect is probably due to intrinsic proper­
ties of the separating oxide films.
The problem was finally solved by accepting these potential fluc­
tuations of the switch as inevitable (they were found to also occur be­
tween tungsten contacts in a vacuum) and designing a variable capacitor
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(charged by contact potential difference) which afforded control over the 
potential of the "floating" system after the switch was opened. The vari­
able capacitor and switch were combined in a single unit by constructing a 
large rocker-arm double-dip mercury switch in which the two mercury wells 
were grounded and the metal>rocker-arm was connected to the "floating" 
part of the circuit. A second rocker-arm switch— included for another 
purpose— was positioned beside the first. Well-cleaned polystyrene of 
one-inch minimum surface path provided the insulation and a 8x8x10 inch 
cage of sheet aluminum provided electrostatic shielding. The shielding 
was completely maintained in spite of rocker-arm motion by having the 
handle move an aluminum strip along with the rocker-arm. Contact with 
the mercury was made by small amalgamated brass rods on either end of the 
rocker-arm. The mercury wells were made of plastic after it was discov­
ered that wells made of brass with three-eighth inch thick containing 
walls allowed the mercury to diffuse through at the rate of two drops an 
hourI The internal contact potential fields were adjusted by lining the 
inside of the cage with aluminum foil and, by trial and error, putting 
pieces of aluminum foil around the rocker arms. When the fields were thus 
adjusted, movement of the rocker-arm between the two grounded positions 
allowed the potential of the "floating" part of the circuit to be adjusted 
(either positively or negatively) to bring the electrometer back to its 
zero (grounded) position and thus compensate for the deflection caused by 
breaking ground contact. The second rocker-arm may be used as a "vernier" 
adjustment for the internal contact potential fields. This whole proce­
dure, while difficult to describe in detail, can be learned easily with 
practice.
Since, when the work was started, no commercial vacuum-tube elec­
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trometer possessed the requisite high input impedance, low grid current, 
and high sensitivity necessary for precise contact potential measurement, 
the early measurements were made with a standard quadrant electrometer.
This instrument furnished a sensitivity (in terms of extreme variation) 
of about ±8 millivolts and was used for about seven months. Its chief 
disadvantage lay in its relatively long period so that a series of null 
determinations required about forty-five minutes. Moreover, low zero- 
drift was only attained after the suspension was aged ^  situ for about 
a month; thus, changing the sensitivity by changing suspensions was im­
practical.
Meanwhile, a line of high impedance, high sensitivity vacuum-tube 
electrometers (Keithley Instruments, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio) had become 
available and the model 200B was purchased. This electrometer has a bat­
tery-powered, two-stage balanced-bridge amplifier with a cathode-follower 
output. The input tubes are a matched pair of Raytheon #5886. The full- 
scale voltage range is variable from eight millivolts to twenty volts. 
Because of practically complete negative feedback, the voltage drift after 
two hours warm-up is less than one millivolt an hour. The input impedance 
is greater than 1 0 ^  ohms and the grid current varies from about ü x 10
-lU
ampere to about 3 x 10 ampere depending on the actual matched pair of 
input tubes used and on their age. Accuracy on all scales is within two 
per cent and is essentially independent of age. For our work a very im­
portant feature of this instrument is that the needle can be electrically 
centered on the scale, thus enabling the instrument to be used like a gal­
vanometer. While the life of the batteries is rated at four hundred hours, 
it not infrequently happens that one of the miniature thirty-volt batteries
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develops emf fluctuations after a hundred hours or less of operation. Ex­
perience has shown that it is advisable to replace the D-cell filament 
supply after two hundred hours and to keep a complete complement of re­
placement tubes on hand— the #^886 tubes sometimes go bad in less than a 
thousand hours.
Besides the advantage of higher sensitivity, the chief advantage 
of the vacuum-tube electrometer over the quadrant electrometer is its 
much faster response time. With the vacuum-tube instrument the exact 
course of the potential change as the plates are separated can be observed 
and extraneous fields due to shielding contact potentials or to static 
charge can thereby be detected. And, most important of all, the time re­
quired for a series of null determinations is reduced from about forty- 
five minutes to about five minutes. A disadvantage of the vacuum-tube 
electrometer is that its grid current charges the "floating” part of the 
circuit after ungrounding. In the case of the exploratory apparatus of
-T ||
about 1 1 0 y  total capacitance, a grid current of about 2 x 10 am­
pere caused a voltage drift of 12 mv/min toward the positive side of the 
scale. In practice the rocker-arm switch was moved to put the needle to 
the negative side of zero and the plates were separated at the instant 
the needle crossed zero under the impetus of the grid current. But, of 
course, the steady needle motion introduced some uncertainty into the 
measurement, so that, while the intrinsic (no grid current) sensitivity 
of the apparatus was calculated to be two millivolts, the effective sen­
sitivity was only about four millivolts. In the case of the final appa­
ratus to be discussed later, the total capacitance was so much higher 
that the grid current had inappreciable effect on the sensitivity.
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The Exploratory Experiments 
Experiments with plates made of brass and aluminum (including 
those with plastic described in the Appendix) were made over a period of 
five months using the quadrant electrometer. Besides the plastic-effect 
data, most of the other data have to do with the functioning of the appa­
ratus components such as the switch, the effectiveness of the shielding 
and insulation, the effect of relative humidity on the measurement, and 
the long-time stability of the plate surfaces. Since these data have no 
appreciable significance beyond showing that the apparatus was function­
ing as it should, that relative humidity had only a slight effect (around 
fifteen to twenty millivolts) on the metal-metal contact potential dif­
ference, and that the contact potential difference decreases at an aver­
age value of about three millivolts a day with day-to-day fluctuations of 
five to fifteen millivolts, the data will not be reported in detail here. 
As might be expected, it was also found that care must be taken not to 
charge the insulators since such static charges cause strong extraneous 
fields which disturb the measurement for several days.
For the next set of measurements the brass and aluminum plates 
were replaced by nickel and gold plated plates of six inch diameter. The 
initial C.P.D. was 368 ± 3 mv (gold negative) and after two weeks stabi­
lized at 38U mv. Daily variations were then within the three millivolt 
uncertainty with some indication of being only about one millivolt. In­
terchange of the plates (after the static charge on the supporting insu­
lators had dissipated) caused no measurable difference in the C.P.D. other 
than the obvious change of sign of the balancing potential.
Spurred on by our previous discovery of contact charging between 
a metal and a plastic and the strong effect of the "storage" field
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strength (that field strength, of overnight duration, between the plates), 
we decided to investigate the behavior of the gold and nickel plates under 
the same experimental conditions as described in the Appendix but without 
the presence of plastic. To our surprise we indeed found an effect but 
one which is independent of the "storage" field strength. We found that 
alteration of the "storage" separation of the plates produced a small but 
unquestionable effect. With the plastic we had found an effect of the or­
der of a few volts depending on the magnitude and sense of the field but 
independent of whether the field was caused by the intrinsic metal-metal 
C.P.D. acting across the gap or whether the field was applied potentiomet- 
rically; here we found an effect of around twenty millivolts dependent 
only on the "storage" gap between the plates.
The discovery and attempted elucidation of this effect took six 
months during which time the equilibrium C.P.D. at the distance of least 
separation (about two millimeters) drifted from 38I4. mv to 3U3 mv. During 
this time the following facts concerning this effect were discovered:
a) Changing the "storage" gap from two millimeters to fifty 
millimeters reduces the C.P.D. by an amount varying from fifteen 
to twenty-five millivolts with the most frequently occuring 
change being a little less than twenty millivolts. The new equi­
librium C.P.D. is usually established in about two days.
b) Changing the "storage" gap from fifty millimeters to two 
millimeters raises the C.P.D. by an amount varying from twelve 
to twenty millivolts with the most frequently occuring change 
being about seventeen millivolts, The new equilibrium C.P.D. is 
usually established in about three days.
c) The effect of all gap separations from about ten to
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fifty millimeters are equivalent while those from two to ten 
millimeters produce effects roughly inversely proportional to 
the gap separation.
d) Overnight "storage" field strengths from about -2$ 
volts/cm to +2^ volts/cm produce no measurable change in the 
C.P.D.
e) Relative humidity changes in the normal range do not 
seem to have an appreciable influence on the above effects al­
though 100 per cent relative humidity reduces the magnitude of 
the effect to about four millivolts or less. Saturation humidity 
reduces the C.P.D. between gold and nickel plates by about forty 
millivolts. All humidity effects are approximately reversible.
f) The effect is not due to different amounts of light in­
cident on the oxide films depending on the separation of the 
plates. The effect was shown to occur the same in total darkness 
(obtained by covering the Lucite windows of the hood) as in day­
light.
g) The effect is not caused by the fact that at different 
gap separations the metal-plastic boundaries of the insulators 
are subjected to slightly different fields of contact potential 
origin and thus could be expected to acquire different charges. 
The effect persisted unchanged when all plastic was carefully 
shielded electrostatically from the metal plates.
h) The effect is not altered when the plates are inter­
changed.
i) When two gold plates were used— C.P.D. about 1^0 mv—  
the effect remained but was slightly diminished.
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j) The effect is independent of the kind of electrometer 
used in the measurement. When the vacuum-tube electrometer was 
put into service the same balancing potentials were obtained and 
the same effect at the "storage" gap separation was noticed.
■ k) The effect probably remains when the hood is removed.
However, the data in this situation are not very reproducible 
due to stray electrostatic fields.
No satisfactory hypothesis capable of bringing some degree of order out 
of the chaos of these observations has been found. Again here, as in the 
case of contact charging at the metal-plastic boundary, the effect should 
be investigated in a vacuum.
When measurements at essentially 100 per cent relative humidity 
were attempted it was found that the electrometer needle upon ungrounding 
moved across the scale within one or two seconds thus rendering measure­
ment impossible. Since this voltage drift only occurred very close to 
saturation humidity, it was assumed that surface conductance along the 
polystyrene insulators due to a film of adsorbed water was responsible.
A thick coating of silicone vacuum grease was applied to the insulators 
but this had no appreciable effect on the voltage drift. When the poly­
styrene insulation was replaced by polyethylene, the drift was appreciably 
but not sufficiently reduced. Thereupon the insulators were fashioned 
from Teflon (Du Pont tetrafluoroethylene polymer) and the residual (grid- 
current) voltage drift became totally independent of the relative humidity 
in the chamber. In later woiic the Teflon exhibited no measurable conduc­
tivity even when continuously subjected for weeks to an atmosphere satu­
rated with vapor from aqueous HCl solutions. However, in laboratory air 
and up to roughly saturation conditions, polystyrene is always an excel­
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lent insulator. In every case, however, surface conductance is inappre­
ciable only if the insulators are carefully cleaned and kept free of sur­
face contaminants such as finger grease.
Concurrently with the exploratory work just described a new in­
strument was designed and built. This instrument is a quadrant electrom­
eter in which the diagonally opposed quadrant pairs are the solutions be­
tween which the contact potential difference is to be measured. The in­
strument will only be described briefly here, since, although the princi­
ple of the measurement is sound, the techniques of its use turned out to 
be so difficult as to render it of doubtful value.
The quadrant vessels, square boxes 2%x2^ inches with one-inch 
depth, were constructed of polystyrene sheet and were individually sup­
ported on polystyrene posts. In use they were filled brimful. A four- 
inch long, sixty-degree central angle, butterfly-shaped deflecting vane 
was constructed from flat aluminum foil. A tiny galvanometer mirror was 
affixed to the vertical stem of the vane and deflected a spot of light 
onto a distant scale. The deflecting vane was suspended from an insulated 
mechanical system possessing vertical, horizontal, and rotational degrees 
of freedom which was attached to a rigid framewoiic a foot high. A gold 
suspension of 0,001 inch diameter (before it was rolled into a ribbon) and 
five-inch length with an air gap of two millimeters between the vane and 
the quadrant solutions furnished a sensitivity of about one-third of a 
millivolt at a scale distance of 130 centimeters when a potential of 68 
volts was applied to the vane. The period was slightly more than a min­
ute.
Air-tight enclosure and electrostatic shielding were provided by 
a hood constructed of galvanized sheet iron with a flange bearing against
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a sponge-neoprene gasket. Several mechanical adjustments including level­
ing screws were provided. The junction between the solutions was made in 
a separate chamber on the same base plate containing four glass vessels 
which allowed the level of each solution to be adjusted separately, pro­
vided a means of forming the junction, and provided connections via inter­
changeable silver chloride electrodes to the potentiometer. The adjust- 
able-height junction chamber vessels were connected to the respective 
quadrants by means of Tygon (polyvinyl chloride) tubing.
Many experiments were carried out in order to ascertain the effect 
of vane and suspension shape and size, vane-solution air-gap distance, 
quadrant-quadrant air-gap distance, and vane potential on the sensitivity 
and linearity of response of the instrument. In general it was found that 
the proper adjustment of these parameters is important but not critical 
to the performance of the instrument. However, before even these tests 
could be carried out it was necessary to minimize the intra-enclosure con­
vection currents by surrounding the quadrants and the vane by a gold- 
plated, heavy steel, capped cylinder of eight inch diameter and three inch 
height which effectively limited vertical convection. The effect of ex­
traneous contact potentials was minimized by the uniformity of the gold- 
plate and by carefully leveling and centering the cylinder. This cylinder 
to some extent thus compensates for the fact that a liquid-quadrant elec­
trometer lacks the intrinsic convection and electrostatic shielding pos­
sessed by the ordinary quadrant electrometer.
Unhappily however, while the vertical position of the hollow quad­
rants in the ordinary electrometer is not of critical importance, the rel­
ative vertical position of non-hollow quadrants is of extreme importance. 
The effect is caused by a combination of the contact potential difference
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between the vane and the quadrants and the capacitance between the vane 
and the quadrants. For the ideal case in which all four quadrants would 
lie in a level plane, it is easy to see that the standard theory of the 
quadrant electrometer is valid with the magnitude of the deflection re­
duced by a factor of one-half. In the actual instrument a change in rel­
ative height of the liquid-quadrant pairs of only about three thousand 
Angstrom units produces a detectable deflection of the vane. Thus— and 
to our considerable chagrin— we have built an extremely sensitive relative- 
height detector. We have worked out a theory for this instrument which 
includes the effects of the several contact potential differences and the 
torque caused by a relative height difference. Unfortunately, this theory 
is much more complicated than that of the ordinary quadrant electrometer 
and this complication is reflected in the involved prescription for the 
use of the instrument. Briefly, what one finds is that the instrument can 
indeed be used to measure liquid-liquid contact potential differences if 
both the vane-liquid contact potential difference and the quadrant-pair 
height difference are reduced to a minimum. From the theoiy means were 
found for balancing out the vane-solution contact potential difference and 
of electrically determining when the solution pairs are equal in height to 
within about three thousand Angstrom units. This procedure relies on much 
switch reversing, trial and error in adjusting potentiometric potentials, 
and finally plotting a graph of the differences of the differences (under 
various switch reversals) of the deflection readings against very small 
changes (applied by means of finely pitched screws) of relative solution- 
quadrant height. When all this has been done— which takes over forty-five 
minutes under optimum conditions— and if everything stays constant, then 
the instrument can be used to measure the solution-solution contact po-
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tential difference.
The main weakness of the system lies in the zero drift of the 
suspension. Even with suspensions which have aged m  situ for several 
months, the zero drift in an hour is equivalent to five to twenty milli­
volts. This drift appears to be random in sense and magnitude, is not 
correlated with changes of room temperature, and after ageing was roughly 
the same for three suspensions. Perhaps very careful annealing ^  situ 
would reduce the drift to a manageable amount but this was not attempted. 
However, even if the drift were nil, a problem remains in that for most 
cases of interest the contact potential difference between the solutions 
caused by changing surface conditions varies considerably in an hour and 
thus would vitiate the complicated procedure outlined above.
In summary then, the liquid-quadrant electrometer for measuring 
contact potential differences between liquids is a valid instrument in 
principle and can be made highly sensitive; however, even at best, it is 
in practice limited to cases in which the contact potential difference 
does not change appreciably in an hour. Moreover, it would seem almost 
impossibly difficult to obtain clean solution surfaces in it (in order to 
measure the liquid-junction emf) by the sweeping technique used with the 
final apparatus. A possible way out might lie in using insoluble films 
of non-polar organic liquids in the manner described in the last chapter. 
However, because of its limitations and difficulties, work with this in­
strument was reluctantly discontinued and our attention was given to 
building an elaborate variable capacitance instrument to take its place.
The next set of experiments to be considered here involves the 
final work with the exploratory variable capacitance apparatus concerned 
with the behavior of the system when metal-solution Volta potential dif­
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ferences were measured. For this work the upper six-inch gold plate was 
replaced by a four-and-a-half inch gold plate and the lower nickel plate 
was replaced by a six-inch diameter, one-inch deep Lucite box which 
served as the solution vessel. Connection was made by means of Tygon 
tubing to a small Pyrex solution vessel housed in an ancillary chamber in 
which a silver chloride electrode was immersed in order to furnish connec­
tion to the potentiometer. In order to prevent electrode emf changes due 
to alternating solution level changes, the silver wire stem of the silver 
chloride electrode was thoroughly coated with acrylic spray before depo­
sition of the silver chloride. Thus, the solution only came into contact 
with silver chloride and plastic and the solution surface only touched 
plastic.
In this system the solution vessel was moved up and down to vary 
the capacitance and the gold plate, connected to the special switch and 
electrometer, remained fixed. The smaller gold plate reduced the sensi­
tivity somewhat so that with an air gap of about 2 ram, the (extreme vari­
ation) sensitivity was ± $ mv. The vacuum-tube electrometer was used in 
this work. No definite variation in the measured Volta potential differ­
ence could ever be traced to the fact that some bulk motion of the solu­
tion occurred during the measurements. (However, in order to be safe, 
the final apparatus was designed to avoid this possibility.)
The metal-solution Volta potential experiments which were con­
ducted with this apparatus occupied a period of about two-and-a-half 
months. Measurements were taken with 0.001 N and 0.01 N HCl solutions 
made with doubly distilled water. The experimental results can be sum­
marized as follows:
a) No effect caused by changing the overnight "storage"
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air gap distance between plate and solution could be found 
which was greater than the ± ^ mv uncertainty.
b) No effect caused by changing the "storage" field 
strength could be found.
c) The gold-solution Volta potential difference (which 
included the silver-chloride electrode emf, the silver-gold 
Galvani potential difference, and the gold-solution contact 
potential difference) could not be reproduced (between differ­
ent fillings from the same bottle of solution) either initially 
or terminally. The initial Volta potential differences varied 
over a range of roughly eighty millivolts despite manj»- precau­
tions taken to insure cleanliness and duplication of procedure. 
The terminal or steady-state Volta potential differences (at­
tained after about two-week intervals) varied over a range of 
roughly a hundred millivolts.
d) When the Lucite vessel was filled more than brimful, 
allowed to stand for more than a week in order to come to an 
approximately steady Volta potential, and then swept consecu­
tively by two carefully-cleaned, Lucite-coated brass strips 
(in order to remove the surface film); the Volta potential 
difference increased by roughly four hundred millivolts. How­
ever the variation among ostensibly identical runs spread over 
a range of roughly seventy millivolts which was also roughly 
the spread among the different post-sweeping measurements.
After a week or less the Volta potential difference would again 
be in the neighborhood of what it had been before the sweeping 
and would remain more or less constant.
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e) With a large air gap between the plate and the solution, 
removal of the galvanized iron hood for half an hour (after 
which it was replaced) resulted in a change in the Volta poten­
tial difference of about fifteen to fifty millivolts depending 
on the age and treatment of the gold surface. After about 
twelve hours adsorption equilibrium was again re-established as 
indicated by the fact that the Volta potential difference was 
constant and equal to the value oafore the hood was removed to 
within about ten millivolts. This lack of precise adsorption 
reversibility precluded the possibility of using this instru­
ment to measure solution-solution contact potential differences, 
since the hood would have had to have been removed for the 
cleaning and refilling not to mention sweeping the solution 
surfaces.
The salient points of these exploratory data are: (1) the lack
of sufficient reproducibility exhibited by either the initial (after fill­
ing) or the steady-state (after more than a week) solution Volta potential 
demonstrates that some means of cleaning the surfaces must be provided,
(2) the lack of sufficient reproducibility shown by the sweeping process 
employed shows that a better and more carefully controlled sweeping method 
is needed, and (3) the lack of sufficient water-vapor-on-gold adsorption 
reversibility indicated that an apparatus must be so designed that the 
saturation atmosphere is not disturbed when the sweeping process is car­
ried out and the two solutions between which the contact potential dif­
ference is desired must be enclosed in a single chamber. Moreover, for 
sufficiently accurate determinations of liquid junction emf's, the sensi­
tivity must be increased at least ten-fold.
CHAPTER VII 
THE FINAL APPARATUS 
Over-all Design Considerations
While the exploratory apparatus with Teflon insulation performs 
quite well as a metal-solution Volta potential electrometer, its limita­
tions preclude its being used to measure solution-solution contact poten­
tial differences with the necessary accuracy. Foremost among these limi­
tations is sensitivity which must be increased in the final apparatus so 
that one-third of a millivolt can be detected without difficulty.
The actual sensitivity of a variable capacitance instrument de­
pends on the intrinsic sensitivity (that with no voltage drift after un­
grounding) and upon the Volta potential drift of the "floating" part of 
the circuit. With good insulation the voltage drift is due entirely to 
the fact that the grid current of the electrometer input tube charges the 
capacitance of the floating system. Since little control can be exer­
cised over the grid current, the voltage drift can be minimized only by 
making the total capacitance of the floating system as large as is con­
sistent with other demands.
In the previous chapter, we referred to the apparatus sensitivity 
in terms of the least potential difference which can be reproducibly de­
tected. We now pull a semantic switch and return to the definition of
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sensitivity used in Chapter IV. By the intrinsic sensitivity we shall 
mean the voltage deflection of the electrometer per unit of metal-solu­
tion Volta potential difference. Then, by equation (9) of Chapter IV, 
the intrinsic sensitivity is given as
s .
Cs* CE* Co - ZIC •
In this equation C^+Cg is the total capacitance of every part of the 
"floating" system except that between the Volta potential probe and the 
solution, C^ is the capacitance between the Volta potential probe and 
the solution at the distance of least separation, and yjC is the change 
of capacitance between the Volta potential probe and the solution as they 
are separated to the distance of maximum separation during the measure­
ment process. Thus Cg+ Cj; + Cq - <4 C represents the total capacitance of 
the "floating" system when the metal disk and the solution are at the 
distance of maximum separation.
Under the simplifying assumption that the capacitance between the 
Volta potential probe disk and the solution is that of a parallel plate 
condenser with no edge effects, the following useful relation can be eas­
ily obtained:
S = ^/^o ~ ^  ^ 1
1 *-L . (c . 0.)
dn Co A ® ^
in which A is the area of the Volta potential probe disk, d^ is the gap 
distance at least separation, and d is the gap distance of maximum sepa­
ration during the measurement process. As might be anticipated, when d
becomes very large, the intrinsic sensitivity approaches + c , ♦
s E
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We now proceed to utilize the equation for S as a means of deter­
mining A for an instrument which, with the Keithley Model 200B electrom­
eter described in the preceding chapter, will detect at least one-fourth 
of a millivolt. For this electrometer is about and is negligible
for our purposes. Experience has shown that a metal-solution air gap dis­
tance of about 2 mm is the practical minimum. Somewhat arbitrarily, we 
take the distance of maximum separation to be 1$ mm since at too great a 
separation extraneous fields are admitted under the shielding around the 
Volta potential probe and, moreover, the sensitivity does not depend very 
much on the value of d chosen if this value is beyond about 10 mm. Also 
somewhat arbitrarily, we choose the desired intrinsic sensitivity to be 
unity, since on the lowest electrometer scale deflections of 0.1 mv can 
be easily read. On the basis of experience with the exploratory apparatus, 
we choose 100 statfarads as the total shielding capacitance. From the 
preceding equation we can obtain
liTTd
which, when the above values are inserted, gives an area equivalent to 
that of a circular disk of approximately 8.5 inches diameter.
Since the required area is directly proportional to the shielding 
capacitance, it might be argued that reducing the latter would reduce the 
size requirements of the apparatus significantly. This supposition, how­
ever, ignores two practical considerations which are very important. 
First, reduction of the total shielding capacitance to less than about 
60 statfarads is impractical, since the adjustable-capacitance switch
9h '
requires about 30 statfarads and for reasons which will become clear later 
the remaining shield capacitance cannot be reduced below about 30 or UO 
statfarads. A second and even more important consideration results from 
the fact that the grid-current-caused voltage drift after ungrounding is 
inversely proportional to the total capacitance of the "floating" system. 
Thus, even though a smaller instrument might possess an intrinsic sensi­
tivity of unity, its actual sensitivity would be much less because the 
larger voltage drift would prevent the establishment of accurate null 
determinations.
As a numerical illustration, we shall here take the values from 
the actual final apparatus: diameter of probe disk is 9.3 inches, Cg+Cg
is about 3.0'3^jÀy^ , d^ is 2 mm, and d is 13 mm. For one matched pair of 
electrometer tubes, the grid current was 2 x 10”^  ampere. The intrinsic 
sensitivity is calculated to be about 1.3. is about 21Q/JfA:f. Thus 
the voltage drift after ungrounding with the probe at the least distance is
dV 2 X 10“^  amp mv
=  0.06
(it 3V3fA!^J^ ' sec
Since separation of the plates and perception of the deflection of the 
electrometer needle requires about two seconds (with the final apparatus) 
and about one extra second is needed for variations in response time, it 
is clear that the uncertainty in a null determination due to the voltage 
drift is about 0.2 mv. With very small voltage drift (as was later ob­
tained using a particular matched pair of tubes) the sensitivity was such 
that measurements could be made within 0.1 mv. It is thus clear that the 
total capacitance of the instrument is important in determining the accu­
racy of measurement and that (with the usual matched pairs of these elec-
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trometer tubes) a smaller instrument can not— as was shown by the explor­
atory apparatus itself— provide the requisite accuracy.
The over-all schematic diagram of the final apparatus appears in 
Figure 3 of Chapter V. The troughs holding the two solutions are mounted 
side-by-side and the 9.5 inch diameter Volta potential probe turns from 
one to the other. The chosen diameter of the metal probe determines with­
in broad latitudes the size of the solution troughs. Since electrostatic 
shielding is the more complete the larger the solution surface, a diameter 
of 13.5 inches was chosen for each of the solutions, thus providing two 
inches between the edge of the probe disk and the edge of the solution.
A concomitant advantage of large solution troughs arises from the fact 
that the large volume-to-wall-surface ratio renders possible wall impuri­
ties less important. The Volta potential probe (l), two solution troughs 
(?), and the electrostatic shielding to be described later are enclosed 
in the main chamber, as shown in Figure U. For the photograph, a side 
panel of the shielding has been removed for clarity and the two (inner) 
hoods for the junction chamber (3) and the main chamber (U) have been 
raised. The lower part (5) of the outer, thermostatic hood runs horizon­
tally across the photograph and the upper part (6) in its raised position 
can just be seen in the upper left corner of the photograph. The wall- 
mounted platform with thermostatic hood (7) for holding two five-gallon 
carboys of the solutions forming the flowing junction can be seen at the 
upper right of the photograph. It is mounted slightly behind the appara­
tus proper. The junction chamber (8) containing the five vessels shown 
in Figure 3 and the attendant mechanisms can be seen at the right of the 
main chamber. The variable-capacitance switch (9) described in Chapter VI 
can be seen beneath the apparatus mounted on a very massive iron stand
X)On
Fig. U. An Over-all View of the Final Apparatus
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which also supports the elctrometer which is hidden from view here. The 
three other photographs to be referred to later show the components in 
more detail. As is indicated by the presence of the swivel chair in the 
lower left corner of Figure Uj the experimenter sits underneath the appa­
ratus and a bit to the left of center in order to make the observations.
The structural foundation of the apparatus is provided by a welded 
trapezoid of 2x2^ inch angle iron lying on three piers of concrete blocks 
at a height of UU inches above the floor. The centers of the piers are 
located at the corners of an isoceles triangle of U8 inch base and 66 inch 
sides. The center-line dimensions of the angle-iron trapezoid are (paral­
lel sides) L8 inches and 12 inches, (non-parallel sides) 62 inches. In 
Figure U the larger base of this isosceles trapezoid is to the left. Four 
1^ inch diameter, 19 inch long steel uprights, threaded for the upper ten 
inches, serve to attach a horizontal 1x3 inch aluminum angle framework of 
36x^2 inches extreme dimensions to the angle iron framewoik:. This alumi­
num framework consists of a %xl2x23 inch aluminum plate as well as six 
aluminum angle members. This entire structural framework is designed to 
provide great rigidity so that the solutions in the troughs would not be 
agitated during a measurement. Two |xlOxii8 inch aluminum plates (10) are 
mounted side-by-side directly across the angle-iron trapezoid to furnish 
support for much of the mechanism to be described later and, secondarily, 
to provide shelf space for several of the potentiometer components.
The floor of the main chamber hood is positioned 1; inches below 
the aluminum framework and is secured by means of large bolts and washers 
turning on the threads of the four 1^ inch diameter support posts. The 
bottom (fixed) part of the main chamber hood is constructed from 3/h inch 
thick plastic-coated plywood and consists of a U8x?8 inch sheet (with one
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corner truncated) with 7& inch vertical walls capped with a plywood flange 
to provide gasket area. The plywood sheet also supports the junction cham­
ber and considerable ancillary apparatus. The horizontal dimensions of 
the main chamber proper are nominally U8x56 inches. The gaskets of the 
main chamber and the junction chamber are elaborately constructed arches 
of 3/16 inch thick sponge Neoprene stuffed with cotton. A portion of these 
gaskets is shown in Figure h and Figure 3. The removable part of the main 
chamber hood is constructed of galvanized iron sheet which is supported 
externally by a welded angle-iron framework which also serves as a gasket 
flange on the bottom. A I/I6 inch extension of the sheet metal bites into 
the sponge Neoprene gasket. The hood can be easily raised and lowered by 
means of a ceiling-mounted block and tackle. With the top, galvanized 
part lowered the nominal dimensions of the main chariber are L8x$6x2Tg 
inches. (Actually, the main chamber is in its horizontal dimensions an 
irregular pentagon with the "side" toward the junction chamber being re­
ally two sides meeting symmetrically at an angle of II3 degrees. Because 
of the presence of water vapor and usually HCl also during the operation 
of the instrument, the apparatus of and in the main chamber is constructed, 
wherever practicable, of difficultly corrodible metals. The zinc lining 
of the galvanized hood and all wood are thoroughly coated with clear acryl­
ic plastic. All shaft or tubing openings are sealed with Neoprene, Teflon, 
or felt so that the main chamber is air-tight.
The junction chamber hood is a rectangular parallelepiped of 
12x20 inches horizontal dimensions and 27 inches vertical dimension.
Like the main chamber, its lower (fixed) part is constructed of 3 A  inch 
thick plastic-coated plywood with walls 7^ inches high. The internal 
supports and mechanism of the junction chamber are mounted directly on
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an aluminum base plate which is fixed to the large plywood sheet which 
also supports the main chamber. The upper portion of the junction chamber 
hood is constructed of galvanized sheet iron and is attached to the ceil­
ing by a pulley mechanism. Again here, the zinc coating and wood are 
plastic coated and easily corrodible metals have been avoided.
The bottom of the outer hood is supported by large nuts and wash­
ers turning on the threads of the four 1^ inch diameter support posts at 
a distance of 9 inches below the aluminum framework. It is constructed 
of ^ inch thick plywood and supported by wooden frameworics which also 
serve at the proper places as gasket flanges. The bottom (fixed) part is 
lit inches high and the top part— which' is supported, rolled out of the 
way, raised or lowered, and positioned by a fairly elaborate mechanical 
system fixed on the ceiling— is 2h inches high. The horizontal dimensions 
of the outer hood are 60x90 inches with one corner truncated. A minimum 
of five inches of air space is thus included between the inner and outer 
hoods on all six sides in order to facilitate the establishment of thermal 
equilibrium by means of convection currents as well as to provide room for 
hands and arms during adjustments. The outer hood is air-current tight 
and all shaft openings are sealed with felt or Neoprene. The chief func­
tion of the outer hood is to act as an air thermostat. Provision is made 
for controlling the temperature (particularly at 2^°C) of the main chamber 
and especially the junction chamber by means of nine distributed fifteen- 
watt incandescent lamps connected through a sensitive bimetallic thermo­
regulator. Temperature sensing is by means of nickel-copper thermocouples 
in the inner chambers and in the solutions themselves. During the summer 
control of the temperature at 2^°C would require room air conditioning.
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The Solution System
Figure ^ is a photograph of the two solution troughs, the sweep­
ing apparatus, the Volta potential probe assembly, and the electrostatic 
shielding. The nearer side panel of the shielding has been removed for 
this picture. The two solution troughs, each machined from a 1x15x20 inch 
sheet of low density polyethylene, are constructed as identically as pos­
sible. Their function is to contain the solutions and guide the sweeping 
assemblies as they are pulled across. The sweeping assemblies are con­
structed entirely of plastic with the sweepers (two to each assembly) be­
ing edgewise-oriented Teflon strips accurately machined and mounted so 
that the two bottom edges of the sweepers lie in a plane. In the photo­
graph the nearer sweeping assembly is shown in the pre-sweeping position 
while the farther sweeping assembly is in the post-sweeping position on 
two polyethylene runners. The sweeping assemblies are attached by nylon 
cord to four inch diameter, h2 inch diameter, U2 inch long polystyrene 
rods— one rod on each side of each trough— which pass through the elec­
trostatic shielding tanks, the lower inner hood, and the lower outer hood. 
Thus, the sweeping can be performed inside an air-tight, thermostatic en­
closure. A portion of these rods can be seen at the extreme left center 
of Figure h. Their bushings are made of Teflon so that the usual stick- 
slip of sliding friction, which would be deleterious to the sweeping proc­
ess, is avoided.
The solution vessel of each trough is a conical concavity in the 
shape of a very shallow funnel of 13.5 inches diameter and 5/8 inch cen­
tral depth machined into the 1 inch thick polyethylene sheet. Since 
polyethylene is essentially non-wettable by water, the solution is "heaped" 
about two millimeters above the trough surface. A rectangular indentation
ëFig. B. The Solution Troughs and the Probe Assembly
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is milled into one end of each trough to catch any excess solution which 
may be carried along with the sweepers. A 5/8 inch I.D. polyethylene tube 
is heat welded to the center of each trough to provide connection to the 
junction chamber vessels. Eight polystyrene posts provided with leveling 
screws are attached to the aluminum angle frame-work and pass upward 
through cylindrical "boots" in the shielding tanks in order to furnish 
support for the troughs. Each trough is provided with machined recesses 
for the support posts so that it may easily be removed for cleaning and 
then quickly repositioned. Eight other plastic posts, likewise passing 
through cylindrical "boots," provide support for the four polyethylene 
runners. The centers of the two solution troughs are 21 inches apart so 
that their nearer edges are 6 inches apart and their outer edges are ap­
proximately 6 inches from the closest plywood wall of the inner hood.
A close-up photograph of the junction chamber apparatus is shown 
in Figure 6 . The arrangement is similar to that of the schematic diagram 
of Figure 3. The six solution vessels are Pyrex cylinders of 63 or 70 mm 
diameter and about 6 inches height. The solution vessel at the extreme 
left is mounted on an adjustable-height table and is connected to the 
nearer trough in Figure 5. The vessel to the right holds one interchange­
able electrode and one tube from the junction cell. The junction cell is 
the oddly shaped piece of glassware with two neoprene stoppers in the up­
per central part of the photograph mounted high on its own table— its odd 
shape derives from the requirements that intersolution mixing be minimized, 
that a plug of Pyrex glass wool can be inserted and removed easily, and 
that the motion of the junction due to siphoning movement caused by slight 
initial inequality in the heights of the two solutions be minimized. The 
next vessel to the right holds one tube of the junction cell and one tube
o
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Fig. 6 . The Junction Chamber Apparatus
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of the liquid switch when the latter is in one of its two positions. The 
vessel at the extreme right holds the silver-chloride reference electrode 
Eq and one tube of the liquid switch. When the liquid switch is in the 
other position than the one shown, one of its tubes dips into the vessel 
behind (and almost hidden by) the vessel at the extreme right. This ves­
sel is mounted on an adjustable-height table and is connected to the more 
distant trough in Figure 5). A sixth vessel, not included in the diagram 
of Figure 3, is provided so that a salt bridge can easily be set-up by 
using another junction cell beside the one shown and turning the latter 
to a different orientation: this vessel appears behind the nearer two on
the central table. The liquid switch, mounted on its own rotatable plat­
form appears above the vessels at the right. It consists simply of an 
inverted yoke-shaped Pyrex tube drawn down to capillary ends and mounted 
so that one of its tubes is on the axis of rotation. The vertical spac­
ing and rotational restraints are provided by a mechanical system so that 
moving the switch from one vessel to another can be done blindly from be­
neath the outer hood without removing the junction chamber hood. Indeed, 
all of the variable-solution-height and interchangeable-electrode controls 
can also be operated from beneath the outer hood.
The two vessels on adjustable-height tables are connected to their 
respective solution troughs by Tygon tubing, glass connecting tubes, and 
finally 3A  inch I.D. Tygon tubing which connects directly to the poly­
ethylene tubing heat welded to the troughs. Along the way provision is 
made for mounting two U ounce volume rubber squeeze bulbs which allow the 
solution level in the troughs to be varied quickly in order that a meas­
urement of the Volta potential difference can be made while the metal 
probe is stationary. This serves as a check on the other, more convenient
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method of measurement. The squeezing of each of the bulbs is done between 
two metal plates, the lower of which is moved by a long vertical shaft ex­
tending down through both hoods and the 2 inch aluminum plate attached to 
the angle iron framework of the apparatus proper. Each of these shafts 
is moved up and down by a cam (11 in Figure U) which is attached to a long 
horizontal rod terminating at the operator's position beneath the appara­
tus. Thus, the bulbs can be squeezed while the electrometer needle is 
being observed.
The Volta Potential Probe and the Electrostatic Shielding 
Equation (7) of Chapter IV demonstrates that a variable-capaci­
tance null determination does not measure the Volta potential difference 
unless ^ S Cl- is negligibly small in comparison with
Thus we must seek to make both the contact potential 
difference between any part of the "floating" system capable of movement 
and its shielding negligibly small and the change of capacitance between 
it and its shielding (due to the motion) also negligibly small. Since 
motion is a requisite of the measurement, S Ù  cannot be completely elim­
inated but it can be markedly reduced by arranging that the shielding of 
the Volta potential probe move rigidly with it. <S C  can be further re­
duced by making the capacitance between any necessary stationary shield­
ing and the probe disk very small. The only practical way to minimize
^  ^  is to give the Volta potential probe and all of its shield­
ing identical conducting surfaces. By the same token, any movable part of 
the "floating" system and its shielding must have identical surfaces.
For purposes of illustration, let us consider the following typi­
cal numerical example:
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Thus, in order to have an error of no more than 0.3 mv in the measurement 
we must insure that ^  and S  Ù. -^= Û . S ^
Since, as was found in the exploratory experimental work, even ostensibly 
identical metal surfaces may in air have a contact potential difference 
of as much as 100 mv, it is mandatory to make SCl. as small as practi­
cable. In the actual apparatus every part of the "floating" portion of 
the circuit which moves during a measurement (except, of course, the vari­
able-capacitance switch which depends on contact potentials for its ef­
fect) is shielded by metal having a surface "identical" to that of the 
moving part. Moreover, S  C, for each moving part is probably less than 
0.3^yHi^, Besides the problem of the metal-metal contact potential dif­
ferences, the problem of metal-insulator contact charging (see Appendix) 
must be dealt with. Since the effective contact potential difference be­
tween a metal and an insulator at their surface of contact may be of the 
order of one volt, it is apparent that this too could cause extraneous 
fields which would induce potentials on any moving part of the floating 
system. In the apparatus all metal-plastic boundaries in the vicinity 
of moving parts have been shielded from those parts. For example, the 
cylindrical metal "boots" in the bottom of the large shielding tanks have 
the function of shielding the metal-plastic contact at the bottom of each
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support post from the Volta potential probe. This is also one of the rea­
sons why the sweeping assemblies incorporate no metal. Throughout the 
main chamber, no unshielded metal-plastic contact exists.
Since in operation the main chamber is to contain water vapor 
and— what is worse— usually HCl vapor too, the ideal coating for the Volta 
potential probe would probably be platinum or gold. (In the exploratory 
work it had been observed that gold was somewhat more stable in time than 
nickel.) Unhappily however, the coating on the large and elaborate shield­
ing must be the same as that on the probe. An estimate on the job of gold 
plating the necessary shielding amounted to so large a sum of money that 
it was decided to use nickel plate instead. All of the shielding was then 
nickel plated on all sides. The Volta potential probe was nickel plated 
especially heavily.
The shielding to which the Volta potential probe is rigidly at­
tached as it moves up and down and rotates from one solution trough to 
the other is shown centered above the more distant trough in Figure 
The 9.5 inch diameter probe disk is accurately machined plane with smooth­
ly rounded edges and is mounted concentrically flush with the bottom of a 
13 inch diameter steel cylinder of b.5 inch height. A 20 inch diameter 
steel flange is soldered to the bottom of the shield cylinder and serves 
as a 3.5 inch barrier for possible extraneous fields. The probe disk is 
rigidly attached to the top of the shielded cylinder by means of a 1^ inch 
diameter Teflon rod of U inch length. The U inch length serves the dual 
purpose of minimizing the probe-to-shielding capacitance and providing a 
long surface insulation path against the possibility of adsorption of 
aqueous HOI vapor in the possibly supersaturated region above the solu-
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tion surrounded by the shield cylinder when the probe is kept very close 
to the solution. The shield cylinder and flange are attached to the hor­
izontal steel tubing by means of a sliding-adjustment clamp and four lev­
eling screws. The image of the probe disk mounted in its shield cylinder 
is shown in Figure 5 reflected in the solution in the nearer trough. A 
gap of about two inches exists between the rim of the probe disk and its 
shield cylinder. A #30 B. & S. nickel wire runs from the probe disk 
through a 5 inch diameter disk of ^ inch thick Teflon mounted in the bot­
tom of a 3 inch diameter cylinder which is brazed end-on to the steel tub­
ing and which has a removable lid so that a hand can be inserted to make 
adjustments and the final wiring connections. The #30 B. & S. nickel wire 
then passes through a Teflon disk insulator in the end of the steel tubing 
and thence, under tension, runs concentrically through the tubing. The 
first Teflon insulator was made large so that a minimum insulation path 
of more than two inches could be attained everyplace where the insulation 
was exposed to an aqueous HCl atmosphere. The five inch cylinder and the 
steel tubing were made gas-tight with Teflon sealant so that no water va­
por can gain admission to the smaller insulators inside. The horizontal 
length of the steel tubing terminates in an elbow which joins it to a i;2 
inch length of vertical steel tubing. The dimensions of the probe shield­
ing assembly are such that the center of the probe disk swings in a cir­
cular arc of precisely 2k inch radius. The tubing used is cold-drawn, 
seamless mechanical tubing of 2 3/8 inch O.D. and 3/l6 inch wall thickness. 
This size tubing was chosen to satisfy the demands of low capacitance per 
unit length (about 3 with #30 wire), high mechanical rigidity,
and an insulation path of at least one inch. For these requirements this
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size tubing seems to be close to the optimum, since larger tubing would 
not perform significantly better. At every corner the wire passes through 
a precisely oriented, tiny hole in a 5/8 inch diameter Teflon rod which, 
together with the wire tension, assures coaxiality. The tubing is nickel 
plated on the inside as well as on the outside since, in spite of the ten­
sion some oscillation of the long wire could occur during the measurement.
To complete the discussion of the main-chamber shielding, the 
large shielding tanks will now be discussed. These tanks may be seen in 
Figures k and 5. In both photographs the side panel of the nearest tank 
has been removed for clarity. The side panel of each tank slips on and 
off easily to allow wide access to the solution troughs and sweeping as­
semblies. The two tanks sit side-by-side and are identical except that 
one is the mirror image of the other. Each is of nickel plated sheet 
iron, has the nominal dimensions of l8x20xUO inches, and sits directly 
on the aluminum angle framework. Thus, when the solution troughs and 
runners have been removed, the tanks can be lifted up and out over the 
polystyrene support posts for cleaning. The cylindrical "boots" previous­
ly referred to not only have the function of shielding but also enable the 
tanks to hold an inch or so of solution should this prove necessary by 
accident or design. The side panels have windows made from nickel plated 
wire screen which center symmetrically with the solution surfaces and are 
in line with the Lucite windows of L^xlOg inches on both sides of the in­
ner and outer hoods. The Lucite windows are thick and mounted between 
heavy, plane flange rims so that almost no optical distortion occurs.
This planarity allows accurate measurements of the disk-solution air gap 
distance to be made even when both hoods are closed. A fluorescent lamp
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is mounted on one side of the apparatus and aligned with the top of the 
solutions so that a telescopic vernier cathetometer mounted across the 
room sees the air gap sharply outlined against a broad, diffuse light 
source. The air gaps are crudely adjusted by adding or subtracting solu­
tions and are finely adjusted by turning the large screws on shafts be­
neath the lower hood which raise or lower the appropriate junction chamber 
vessels. The minimum distance between the Volta potential probe disk and 
the shielding tanks is about seven inches and even then the probe is most­
ly shielded from the tanks themselves since any extraneous field would 
have to pass between the previously mentioned 20 inch flange and the solu­
tion. With these elaborate precautions incorporated in the electrostatic 
shielding, it is perhaps not surprising that evidence of imperfect shield­
ing has only been found experimentally with this apparatus when the solu­
tion troughs themselves bear static charge.
To conclude the discussion of the apparatus of the main chamber 
it should be mentioned that no hydrocarbons were used as sealants or lu­
bricants because of the remote possibility that by means of their slight 
volatility they could contaminate the solution surfaces. For this reason 
also, all wood was thoroughly coated with plastic. The hazard of great­
est moment, however, is constituted by the fatty acids (especially those 
from human skin) which could conceivably volatilize from the surfaces of 
the main chamber to form a monomolecular layer on the solution surfaces. 
Because of their relatively great dipole moment (in common with most non- 
hydrocarbon organic compounds) fatty acid molecules readily spread to 
form monomolecular layers which may change the solution Volta potential 
by four hundred millivolts or so. All components of the main chamber
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were thoroughly cleaned before their final assembly and care was taken 
that they were not contaminated with skin grease during the assembly and 
the later operation of the instrument. However, it is obvious that keep­
ing an apparatus of this size free from trace amounts of organic impuri­
ties is a practical impossibility.
The Mechanical System 
¥e have seen that the probe disk is rigidly attached to a large 
shielding assembly which in turn is attached to a 2h inch horizontal sec­
tion of 2 3/8 inch O.D., 3/l6 inch wall seamless steel tubing which con­
nects by means of an elbow and pipe threads to a U2 inch vertical length 
of the same tubing. This vertical tubing passes through a graphite-lubri­
cated brass bushing mounted on the aluminum plate of the upper structural 
assembly, through double-felt-lined holes in the two hoods, and finally 
through a brass bushing mounted on one of the aluminum plates rigidly at­
tached to the angle-iron trapezoidal framework. A portion of this verti­
cal tubing can be seen in Figure 7 just to the left of the electrometer 
dial which appears as the rectangular white area toward the upper right 
of the photograph. Firmly attached to the tubing by means of large Allen 
bolts in an adjustable split-clamp is a large ^ inch thick brass "helm” 
which has the form of a semicircle with radial handles. This "helm," 
shown in a raised position in the photograph, is used to steer the Volta 
potential probe assembly when it has been raised sufficiently by a screw- 
type car jack to clear the 1 inch diameter guide post which slips pre­
cisely into two holes in the "helm" having a central angle of 51° lj-6' be­
tween them. The jack can raise the "helm" six inches so that the probe 
assembly will just clear the shielding tanks and can be swung out beyond
Fig. 7. The Underside Instrumentation
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the outer hood of the apparatus for cleaning and adjustment. The jack 
also serves to raise the probe assembly so that the sweeping assembly 
can pass beneath it. A large-mechanical-advantage system is necessary, 
since almost two hundred pounds force is required to raise the whole 
assembly.
In the lowered position the guide rod is in one of the two pre­
cisely aligned holes in the "helm" and thus the Volta potential probe is 
centered over one of the two solution troughs. In this position the 
"helm" sits on a rigidly mounted cam surface to which is attached a lU 
inch long arm-and-handle assembly which gives the necessary mechanical ad­
vantage. A portion of this lever arm may be seen running obliquely up out 
of the picture in Figure 7. This cam assembly, which is mounted on the 
bottom aluminum plate, allows the probe assembly to be quickly and smoothly 
raised to a maximum of one-half inch.
Because of the slightly microphonie behavior of its vacuum tubes, 
the electrometer must remain stationary during the measurement. There­
fore, the problem of how to couple the moving (during a measurement) wire 
of the probe assembly to the stationary electrometer arises. Any twist­
ing or pulling of the wire along an insulator must be avoided because this 
has already been shown in the exploratory apparatus to cause static charg­
ing . Dipping an amalgamated wire into a cup of. mercury avoids static 
charging but causes a spurious voltage deflection due to the contact po­
tential difference between the fresh mercury surface and the shielding 
and to the change in capacitance. The problem was effectively solved by 
mounting a six-inch long, thin coil spring of #30 nickel wire coaxially 
in a nickel-plated cylinder of 11 inch length and 5 inch diameter. Thus,
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when the spring is elongated j inch during a measurement the change of 
capacitance amounts to only a few tenths of a micro-microfarad and, be­
sides, the contact potential difference is also small. In order that the 
spring not be inelastically distended when the jack is raised, provision 
is made for disengaging the smaller cylinder connected to the upper por­
tion of the spring and holding it fixed while the U2 inch vertical tubing 
connected to the probe assembly is moved. The wire passing coaxially 
down the h2 inch tubing terminates in a 1/8 inch diameter, 10 inch long 
length of amalgamated brass tubing which dips into a long slim cylindri­
cal mercury well made from steel which is held by the uppermost of the 
three telescoping cylinders. This mercury well allows rotation and ver­
tical translation of the probe assembly while contact is maintained and 
the spring remains undeformed. During a measurement the three large, 
finger-operated set screws on the upper cylinder are tightened and the 
three set screws on the middle cylinder are loosened so that the brass 
tube dipping in the mercury well does not move while the nickel spring 
elongates one-half inch. The internal mechanism within the cylinders is 
rigidly mounted with Teflon insulation of approximately one-half inch 
minimum path length. Before the upper part of the probe assembly was 
mounted, a test was conducted to ascertain whether or not the nickel 
spring and nickel cylinder arrangement produces an appreciable voltage 
deflection when the spring is elongated one-half inch. It was found that 
movement of the spring produced a negative deflection of about 0.2 mv 
which seemed to duplicate every time (and thus would be subtracted out 
anyway in a contact potential difference determination). On the other 
hand, when the spring was held stationary and the amalgamated brass tube
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was moved one-half inch upward in its well of mercury, a negative voltage 
deflection of about 19 mv was observed which failed to duplicate within 
about 2 mv. Thus, it seems that the spring-and-cylinder stratagem solves 
the problem of obtaining relative motion without an appreciable change in 
Volta potential of the "floating" system.
The probe-to-electrometer part of the circuit is completed by 
#30 wire in steel tubing of the same diameter as used in the other parts. 
The tubing emerges horizontally from the bottom of the spring-cylinder, 
goes vertically upward and then over to the electrometer and the variable- 
capacitance switch mounted on the massive iron stand. (A writing table 
obscures the electrometer controls in the photograph.) Again, as before, 
the wire is mounted coaxially under tension on Teflon insulators. It was 
found that this part of the coaxial system had to be braced very rigidly 
in spite of the inherent rigidity of the steel tubing otherwise vibrations 
of microscopic amplitude would cause appreciable potential oscillations. 
Although it is not readily apparent from the photograph, the diverse con­
trols from the switch-board on the extreme left to the variable-capaci­
tance switch on the extreme right are arranged in a semi-circle around 
the operator. The only control which cannot be reached from the operator’s 
seat is the liquid switch handle which must be turned from beneath the 
junction chamber.
The Electrical System
The special vacuum-tube electrometer and variable-capacitance 
switch were described in some detail in Chapter VI and will not be fur­
ther considered here. The two identical decade resistance boxes can be 
seen in Figure 7 mounted side-by-side in an obliquely inclined wooden
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rack. These General Radio Type 1Ü32 (accuracy ± O.OS per cent except
the 0.1 ohm step decade) resistor decades with 1.0000 ma of current
through them enable the balancing "IR drop" to be adjusted from zero to
over five volts in steps of 0.1 mv. A standard cell, a Wolff standard
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resistance box, and a Rubicon light-spot galvanometer of 3x10 amp/mm 
sensitivity comprise the other major components of the potentiometer.
The working current is supplied by four large (#6) dry cells which, to­
gether with the standard cell, are enclosed in an air-current-tight wood­
en box which minimizes emf fluctuations caused by short-term room temper­
ature fluctuations. Experience has shown that these large dry cells have 
a useful life of more than six months even if the working current is nev­
er interrupted. Under these conditions the working current remains so 
constant that it need not be standardized more than once a day. This po­
tentiometer may, through the proper electrical connections, also be used 
to measure the emf of the concentration cell formed in the junction cham­
ber as described in the last part of Chapter ? with the electrometer used 
as an ultra-high-impedance galvanometer. The Rubicon galvanometer is 
also used to measure the emf of the several copper-nickel thermocouples 
distributed throughout the apparatus. By means of another decade resist­
ance box which can be put in series with the galvanometer, the resistance 
can easily be adjusted so that 75 mm on the scale is equivalent to 25°C.
In the preceding chapter, it was mentioned that induced emf from 
alternating current affected the operation of the apparatus. Since, a 
priori, alternating currents would not likely be suspected to cause trou­
ble in a perfectly shielded electrostatic instrument, a further discussion 
of this interesting effect will be given here. When the apparatus was
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first put into operation, it was noticed that the random (in sense and 
magnitude) electrometer deflections that occur when the "floating" part 
of the circuit is ungrounded were considerably larger than those experi­
enced with the exploratory apparatus— indeed were so large on the average 
that the variable-capacitance switch could only bring the system back to 
zero only about one time in three. Furthermore, to avoid slamming the 
needle against a stop pin, it was necessary to use a less sensitive scale 
on the electrometer while the switch was opened and then switch to a more 
sensitive electrometer scale for the measurement. This procedure causes 
some uncertainty in the zeroing of the needle on the scale.
An investigation revealed that the effect was reduced by an order- 
of-magnitude when all sixty-cycle per second alternating voltages in the 
room were turned off. The residual deflections were then still somewhat 
random in magnitude but were almost always in one sense. It was subse­
quently found that the residual deflections were essentially the same 
when only the power to the apparatus was switched off at the wall outlet. 
The alternating current normally supplies the galvanometer lamp, the flu­
orescent lamp, and the incandescent lamps in the thermoregulatory circuit. 
Mien the current was interrupted at the lamps rather than at the wall pan­
el, the deflections were about the same as when the current was flowing. 
Thus the effect is not due to alternating magnetic fields caused by the 
currents but is due to an electrical alternating potential from the power 
wires. Trying different ground connections and running the ground wire 
(to which the structural framework, all shielding, and the electrometer 
are connected) out from different sides of the apparatus produced no no­
ticeable difference in the effect. Shielding some of the power wires co­
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axially only made the effect worse; presumably because this shielding 
had to be connected to the same ground as the apparatus. Eventually it 
was decided to eschew further attempts at shielding these potentials and 
merely to turn off all power to the apparatus at a wall switch during 
each measurement. For precision thermoregulation it would be necessary 
to supply the thermoregulatory lamps with filtered direct current but 
this was not required for our work. Thus, it also eventuates that our 
early choice of a battery-powered electrometer was fortuitously fortunate.
An interpretation of these phenomena can be given as follows; 
the alternating electrical fields from the power lines induce alternating 
potentials in the metal of the grounded chassis and shielding of the ap­
paratus. When the probe-to-electrometer part of the circuit is unground­
ed and thus "floating," it is not appreciably affected by the alternating 
potentials and therefore a tiny sixty-cycle potential fluctuation exists 
across the electrometer which is too small and of too high a frequency to 
be apparent as a needle oscillation. However, in the millisecond instant 
when, on the atomic scale, the mercury and the amalgamated brass rod of 
the variable-capacitance switch are just separating, an electrostatic 
charge is given to the almost-"floating" system across the separating 
contact. Thé magnitude and sign of this charge depends on the portion of 
the sixty-cycle period which happens to exist in the power wires during 
the instant the switch contact is broken. As might be anticipated, the 
average magnitude of these deflections also depends on the capacitance 
of the "floating" system— when the probe assembly is raised high above 
the solutions, the average magnitude of the deflections is increased sev­
eral-fold. Since a much smaller and unidirectional effect persists after
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all alternating potentials in the vicinity of the apparatus have been 
turned off, it is reasonable to suppose that these unidirectional elec­
trometer deflections are caused by charge transfers at the moment con­
tact is broken having their origin in the intrinsic properties of the 
metal surfaces themselves.
CHAPTER VIII 
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES AND RESULTS 
Introductory Discussion
In a strict sense all that has been discussed in the previous 
chapters has been merely a prologue— although quite a necessary one— to 
the experimental work now to be reported. In the introductory chapter 
we labeled the unfolding drama of attençts at determining single phase- 
boundary potential differences a "comedy of errors"; that it may well be, 
but it is now certain that the experimental work reported here will by no 
means constitute the last act of that drama. Our hope is that these ex­
periments will point toward a method by which the goal of precision de­
termination of liquid-junction potential difference can eventually be 
attained.
Altogether, about lUOO Volta potential difference measurements 
were taken with the final apparatus. Most of these measurements were con­
cerned with evaluating the performance of the apparatus and its several 
components under varying experimental conditions. This was necessary in 
order to be able to interpret the solution-solution contact potential dif­
ference measurements with some assurance.
The numerical values of the individual solution-probe Volta po­
tential differences are meaningless and need not be recorded here, since
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an individual Volta potential difference is constituted of the silver- 
chloride electrode emf, the silver-nickel Galvani potential difference, 
the nickel probe surface potential difference, and the solution surface 
potential difference— none of which are individually determinable. How­
ever, as has been explained previously, the difference of two solution- 
probe Volta potential differences determines the solution-solution contact 
potential difference under the assumption that all four of the individual 
phase-boundaiy potential differences remain constant during a measurement. 
Moreover, as will become clear later, some idea as to the individual var­
iations of the separate potentials under varying experimental conditions 
can be distilled from the vast number of Volta potential difference meas­
urements which have been recorded. For now, it is sufficient to note 
that, under normal conditions, only the two surface potentials are sub­
ject to variation with time. It may be of interest that the Volta poten­
tial differences measured with the final apparatus under widely varying 
conditions lie in the range from -300 to +300 mv.
The precision of the individual Volta potential difference meas­
urements normally varies from ±0.1 mv to ±0.U mv (in terms of extreme 
variation) depending on
a) the grid current of the particular pair of matched 
electrometer input tubes being used,
b) the time rate of change of the surface potential 
differences, and
c) the distance across the probe-to-solution air gap.
Of these, (c) is of least importance: whether the gap distance is two 
or three millimeters is not critical. However, under conditions where
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static charge is present, the precision may be as poor as ±30 mv. The 
precision of most of the normal measurements reported in this chapter is 
close to ±0.2 mv and ±0.1 mv is not at all uncommon when time variation 
is slight.
Each individual Volta potential difference measurement is actually 
a series of null determinations made in quick succession. Naturally, find­
ing that "IR drop" which will just balance out the Volta potential differ­
ence is a trial-and-error process involving many separate upward movements 
of the probe disk. However, with sufficient practice and experienced "in­
tuition" the annulling "IR drop" can be found fairly quickly. After a 
balance has been attained, a series (usually five) of additional, check 
balances is quickly made to insure that a reading to within the sensitiv­
ity of the instrument is obtained and to ascertain the precision of the 
measurement. This procedure usually takes from one to eight minutes de­
pending on time rate of change and on the foreknowledge as to the approx­
imate reading expected. However, the time between measurements on the 
two solutions is somewhat longer because of the added mechanical manipu­
lations necessary. This time usually varies from four to ten minutes and 
is normally about five or six minutes.
Organic Surface Films
From the work done with the exploratory apparatus, it was evident 
that one of the problems involved in determining liquid-junction emf's 
from contact potential measurements would be to control the amounts of 
organic impurities present at the solution-air interfaces; and indeed, 
the final apparatus was designed with this problem of organic impurity 
in mind. The knowledge of the change in surface potential brought about
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by the orientation of relatively insoluble dipolar molecules at the sur­
face of aqueous solutions is by no means new.^ Along with the very ex­
tensive work carried out during the last four decades on the properties 
of surface films (usually monomolecular layers), some surface potential 
measurements have been performed on an ancillary basis using a polonium- 
coated probe supported above the solution. The difference between the 
surface potential of "pure" solution (cleaned by a sweeping technique) 
and the same solution covered with a monomolecular layer of a non-vola­
tile organic substance is called the "surface potential" of that substance. 
However, the limited reproducibility and difficult interpretation of these 
measurements has greatly restricted their significance. The present con­
sensus is that the only utility of these measurements is to show the homo­
geneity or degree of "patchiness" of the surface film. The measured "sur­
face potentials" of most relatively insoluble organic dipolar substances 
lie in the range from about 200 to $00 mv. The precision of these meas­
urements is usually in the neighborhood of ±20 mv. Alternatively, from 
a knowledge of the number of organic molecules per unit area and of the 
dipole moment of each molecule, the "surface potential" of compressed 
(that is, vertically oriented) monomolecular films can be calculated.^
For hydroxylie compounds such as fatty acids and alcohols having dipole 
moments of about 1.7 Debye units, the calculated "surface potentials" 
turn out to be in the neighborhood of 2$00 mv. The huge discrepancy be­
tween the calculated and measured values is usually attributed to the
^N. K. Adam, The Physics and Chemistry of Surfaces (Oxford Univ. 
Press, London, 19lil), p. $3.
%. 0. Haikins, The Physical Chemistry of Surface Films (Reinhold 
Pub. Corp., New York, 1952), p. 129.
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orientation of water dipoles under the film caused by the presence of the 
film and to the formation of a "gegenion" atmosphere in the solution be­
neath the film. However, especially in view of the poor reproducibility 
usually obtained, a portion of the discrepancy might arise because the so­
lution surface is not perfectly free from organic impurities at the be­
ginning.
For our work, the implication of these facts is clear: in order
to achieve a reproducibility of about ±0.5 mv, the maximum permissible 
surface concentration of dipolar molecules is in the neighborhood of one- 
thousandth of the number of molecules necessary to form a monomolecular 
layer. Thus, since the monomolecular layer is the stable configuration 
of most surface films on solutions, in a sense the "background" potential 
is about ten times larger than the solution-solution potential to be meas­
ured. It is this fact, more than any other, which makes the experimental 
woric quite tedious. Although most of the experimental work has been done 
with practically insoluble long-chain fatty acids and higher alcohols, it 
is nonetheless true that relatively soluble short-chain compounds also 
form dipolar monomolecular layers but with decreasing concentration into 
the bulk of the solution. This fact makes it impossible to skim off the 
impurities by a sweeping technique and impossible to achieve purity by 
allowing the impurities to float to the top of a vessel and then drawing 
the solution off from the bottom.
The Problem of Obtaining Reproducibility
Since, of the four potentials in the Volta potential measuring 
circuit, only the solution surface potential and the probe disk surface 
potential are subject to appreciable change, reproducibility of the Volta
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potential difference depends on the reproducibility of these surface po­
tentials. Actually, since only the difference of two probe-solution 
Volta potential differences is of importance, it is sufficient that the 
surface potential of the probe disk remain constant during a series of 
measurements and during the repositioning of the probe from one solution 
to the other. There is no need for the surface potential of the probe 
disk to remain constant over a long duration or to be reproducible from 
one experimental set-up to another.
On the other hand, the difference of the surface potentials of 
the two solutions is an integral part of the solution-solution contact 
potential difference. Thus, to achieve C.P.D. reproducibility, the dif­
ference of the solution surface potentials must be reproducible. A pri­
ori, it would seem that the only practical way to assure the reproduci­
bility of this difference is to have perfectly clean solution surfaces 
at all times. But this, needless to say, is easier said than done.
Toward the goal of achieving C.P.D. reproducibility, our first 
experimental project— and, indeed, the larger portion of the experimental 
work with the final apparatus— was to measure the C.P.D. between identi­
cal solutions. Naturally, the prime requirement for this is that organ­
ically pure water be obtained. Multiple distillation was carried out 
starting with a commercial tin-lined still and finishing with distilla­
tions from Pyrex flasks into Pyrex reservoirs. Triple distillation was 
abandoned early when it was found that no difference in reproducibility 
could be detected between triply and doubly distilled water. All vessels
with which the water came into contact were carefully cleaned and given
-2 -3
final rinses with Fisher "Certified” reagent acetone. Both 10 and 10
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N HCl solutions were measured but almost all of the early work was done 
with 10”  ^N HCl. The solutions were made from distilled water and the 
appropriate amounts of a commercial 1.00 N HCl standard solution.
In this early work, no direct attempt was made to obtain zero 
C.P.D. but rather, use was made of the fact that the surface potential 
of a solution reaches a value after about three weeks which remains con­
stant save for a slow fluctuation of one to five millivolts a day. There­
fore, this "old" solution can conveniently serve as a reference potential 
against which the Volta potentials of the probe disk and the other solu­
tion can be compared. Thus, with this artifice, the labor involved in 
studying the reproducibility of solutions is about halved. This saving 
is considerable since the set-up time required— for disassembling parts 
of the apparatus, thoroughly cleaning them as well as diverse auxilliary 
equipment, and reassembling them with meticulous care in order to mini­
mize organic contamination— is from two to three days of full-time work. 
After the reassembly is complete, the hood is replaced and about ten to 
twelve hours is required before the concentration of solution vapor in 
the hood reaches practical saturation, so that the surface potential of 
the probe disk remains essentially constant as the probe is moved from 
one solution to the other.
Measured against the "old" solution as a reference, the reproduc­
ibility of the Volta potential differences was extremely poor— roughly 
±70 mv extreme variation about the mean of a set of six determinations. 
Each of the above measurements was taken about twelve hours after the 
trough was filled and the hood replaced. Three fillings were made from 
a single five-gallon carboy of the solution, then a new carboy was pre­
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pared and three more determinations were made. The time rates of change 
(after twelve hours) of the solution surface potentials were roughly 
equivalent so that their decay curves were roughly exponential and paral­
lel. In every case the Volta potential of the solution became more pos­
itive with the passage of time and the initial time rate of change was 
roughly h. mv/hr. As the solutions aged, the discrepancy among their sur­
face potentials increased.
An interpretation that can be given is that dipolar organic com­
pounds, such as fatty acids, are present in the water supply and that 
these are carried over with the steam during the successive distillations. 
Attempts were made at obtaining higher purity by letting the final distil­
late set for several days and then siphoning off the bottom two-thirds of 
the water. However, reproducibility was not conclusively improved.
It was then found that a commercial distilled water ("Shamrock 
doubly-distilled water from the Eureka Water Co. of Oklahoma City) sig­
nificantly improved the reproducibility. This water has since been used 
in all of our experiments. With this "Shamrock" water nine determinations 
(three from each carboy) gave "initial" Volta potentials of +5, -2, +21; 
-19, -29, -llij +20, +$, +13 mv with respect to the mean of the nine read­
ings. While in terms of extreme variation from the mean of the nine read­
ings, this represents an improvement by only a factor of two, the extreme 
variation from the mean of each set of three is at most about ±13 mv.
While the improvement in reproducibility is definite, it still falls far 
short of the ±0.3 mv which is needed for an accurate determination of the 
liquid junction emf.
Much later in our experimental work, after trying two other tech-
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niques to be discussed later, we returned to this problem and achieved 
considerably better results. This time, instead of using an "old" solu­
tion as a reference Volta potential, we cleaned both solution systems 
each time and refilled them with identical solutions from the carboys.
An approach to identity of organic impurities was achieved by premixing 
two 5-gallon carboys together. Thus, since in this work only two fill­
ings were obtained from each carboy, the data appears as two sets of four 
measurements— each set being drawn from two premixed carboys. The con­
tact potential differences between the two "identical" solutions were 
+1.6, -1.9; +0.7, +2.5 mv and -U.2, -2.7; -O.U, -2.8 mv where the semi­
colons separate the readings from different but premixed carboys. The 
mean of the eight readings is about -1 mv but this is probably not sig­
nificant. Thus, in these measurements, the extreme variation from zero 
C.P.D. is about U mv. The reason for this relatively large gain in re­
producibility is not too clear: it might be due to the inclusion of a
soaking and rinsing cycle of n-Heptane in the washing operation (which 
had not been done previously) or it might possibly be due to the fact 
that many months of washing and soaking have finally leached out organic 
impurities in the polyethylene troughs which were previously dissolving 
and floating to the surface. A small amount of reflection can conjure 
up many other possibilities but there is no point in stressing the obvi­
ous lack of complete control of the cleanliness parameters in this exper­
iment. In each of the above measurements, the course of the Volta poten­
tial of each solution was followed for at least three days. For the first 
day or so in every case the Volta potential of each solution remained 
about the same or increased by at most 20 mv. After the first day, the
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Volta potential became more positive at a rate of roughly 2 mv/hr; and 
after three days at the rate of about 1 mv/hr. But in every case, al­
though the Volta potential of each solution may have increased by about 
1^0 mv or so, the Volta potential difference between the solutions re­
mained the same within 1 mv of its initial value for at least two days 
after filling. Indeed, in one case the contact potential difference was 
originally -1.9 mv, after five days was -3.2 mv, and after twenty-one 
days was -18.2 mv. (A study of the behavior of the Volta potential of 
the probe disk was also conducted during this time.) During this twenty- 
one day period the Volta potentials of the solutions increased about 
^00 mv.
In summary: it has been demonstrated that, by meticulous cleans­
ing and handling, it is possible to attain a solution surface potential 
reproducibility of about ±3 mv. This is not to be construed to mean that 
near-organically-pure solution surfaces have been obtained. On the con­
trary, it is probable that each solution is at all times covered with a 
monomolecular organic film. What has been demonstrated here is that me­
ticulous techniques can almost assure identical monomolecular layers on 
different solution troughs filled from the same vessel. Unfortunately, 
this ±3 mv reproducibility is not quite good enough to permit a determi­
nation of the liquid junction emf to within the ±0.^ mv necessary to make 
a really significant contribution to electrochemistry.
At this point, rather parenthetically, it might be mentioned that 
an evaluation of the constancy of the Volta potential of the probe disk 
was continually carried out during this research. Several methods have 
been used in this study but all depend on the greater constancy of the
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solution surface potentials than the probe disk surface potential during 
the short time between measurements. This criterion is adequately ful­
filled during the first day and after the first week after filling. One 
technique in this study is to measure the Volta potential difference with 
the probe above one solution, then above the other, again above the first, 
then above the second, and so on with various periods of waiting in be­
tween. Another technique is to allow the probe disk to remain about two 
millimeters above one solution for an hour or longer or until a steady 
state of adsorption has occurred and then to raise it about five inches, 
immediately lower it again, and then redetermine the Volta potential dif­
ference. Another technique is to allow the probe disk to remain about 
five inches high in the general atmosphere in the hood and then to lower 
it into position above one of the solutions and determine the Volta po­
tential difference as a function of time. This technique is also carried 
out with the hood removed so that the probe reaches adsorption equilibrium 
with the room air.
The several hundred measurements directed toward the evaluation 
of the behavior of the surface potential of the nickel-plated probe disk 
can be summarized as follows:
a) The short-term changes induced in the surface potential 
of the probe are usually rather completely reversible. This, 
undoubtedly, is correlated with the reversibility of water-va- 
por adsorption on the surface of the probe.
b) After it has attained adsorption equilibrium in an at­
mosphere of essentially 100 per cent relative humidity (and with 
HCl vapor), exposure to room air makes the probe 1^ to UO mv
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more negative.
c) After it has attained adsorption equilibria at a dis­
tance of about two millimeters above a solution surface, rais­
ing the probe a distance of about five inches idiere a new equi­
librium is established in an hour or less, causes the probe to 
become about 3 to 6 mv more negative when water vapor satura­
tion is established within the main chamber.
d) Quickly raising the probe five inches above a solution 
and immediately lowering it again to the solution causes it to 
become 0.5 to 2 mv more negative.
e) Moving the probe from a position two millimeters above 
one solution to a like position above the other (as during an 
actual contact potential measurement) makes it 0.5 to 1.5 mv 
more negative when the two solutions have the same concentra­
tion and when adsorption equilibrium had been established about 
two millimeters above the first solution.
The actual behavior of the probe disk surface potential depends 
somewhat on the "aging" of the probe— that is, on its overall time of ex­
posure to the vapor from HCl solutions. During the first six weeks of 
operation of the instrument, the surface potential variations were about 
twice as large as indicated above.
It is, of course, condition (e) which is the most important for 
our contact potential work. When the two solutions are identical in con­
centration, a quick succession of measurements taken above the first so­
lution, above the second, first, second, and so on, can reduce the uncer­
tainty of the Volta potential of the probe disk to about 0.5 mv at most.
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This is well within the reproducibility of the solution surface poten­
tials which we have attained. Thus, to within about 0.$ mv, the differ­
ence of the probe-solution Volta potential differences is the solution- 
solution contact potential difference. In this connection it is note­
worthy that reversing the interchangeable silver chloride electrodes in 
the junction chamber changes the probe-solution Volta potential differ­
ence by an amount which ranges from undetectable to about 0.6 mv depend­
ing on conditions. If the electrodes have been standing for a week or 
so in the same solution, the interchange potential difference is usually 
less than 0.3 mv. Moving the liquid switch and thus causing some rela­
tive motion between the Eq silver chloride electrode and its solution,
results in an initial change of Volta potential difference of about 1.3 
mv. However, the change is self-reversing and after about two minutes 
the potential returns to its former value to within about ±0.2 mv. If 
the liquid switch is moved too abruptly, tiny air bubbles are admitted 
into the capillary tips. These cause large and random fluctuations in 
potential. However, no trouble arises if the switch is moved without 
large acceleration. Nonetheless, in some of our final work, the liquid 
switch was bypassed and contact was maintained between the potentiometer 
and both solutions at all times. This did not introduce any of the dif­
ficulties that had earlier been suspected.
In conclusion, we may say that with this apparatus it is possible 
to measure the contact potential difference between solutions of the same 
concentration to within at most ±0.3 mv uncertainty. Moreover, zero con­
tact potential difference can be measured between ostensibly identical 
solutions with about ±3 mv extreme variation. Unfortunately, as we shall
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see later, the uncertainty in the contact potential difference measure­
ment between solutions of different HCl concentration is somewhat greater.
Additional effort could be expended in an attempt to obtain or­
ganically purer water but, because of the large volume of solution re­
quired in the washing and filling operations, this would not be easy.
More will be said about this approach at the end of this chapter. How­
ever, even if organically pure water could be obtained in sufficient quan­
tity, the reproducibility would still be limited by organic impurity in 
the electrolytes. In order to have a non-zero junction emf, the two so­
lutions must either have different solutes or different concentrations of 
the same solute. In either case, the solutions— even if made from water 
totally free from organic compounds— would have different amounts of or­
ganic impurities from the electrolytes used. Moreover, the techniques 
required to obtain organically pure electrolytes would be rather elaborate.
It was the consideration of these facts which led us to attempt to 
remove the organic film present by sweeping the surface and to attempt to 
annul the oriented-dipole double layer surface potentials by floating a 
film of a non-polar organic liquid on the solution surfaces. These tech­
niques will now be described in the sections which follow.
The Sweeping Method
Langmuir and later Adam^ perfected a technique for measuring the 
surface pressure exerted by a monomolecular film of an insoluble organic 
substance floating on an aqueous solution surface. The usual substances 
studied were long-chain fatty acids and alcohols of more than twelve car-
^Adam, op. cit., p. 28.
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bon atoms. The vessels were rectangular troughs usually made of glass 
and coated with paraffin wax. In order to obtain "clean" surfaces at the 
start of each experiment, the trough was filled brimful with the solution 
and its surface was swept by moving one or more paraffin-coated glass 
strips across it. Both the trough and the sweeping strips were recoated 
with paraffin before a new run was begun. The surface pressure of "clean" 
water (obtained by sweeping the surface with different paraffined strips 
several times in succession) was usually roughly a hundred times less 
than that of a monomolecular film.
As was described in the last chapter, the final apparatus was de­
signed so that sweeping could be performed without removing the hoods and 
thus disturbing the water-vapor equilibrium. In the initial work the two 
identical sweeping assemblies (each consisting essentially of two verti­
cally mounted Teflon strips) were drawn across the two identical polyeth­
ylene solution troughs which had been filled brimful and "heaping" with 
the solution. Prior to being mounted in the apparatus before each run, 
the sweeping assemblies were thoroughly cleaned with "Tide" brand deter­
gent solutions, scrubbed and soaked in three separate solutions of ammo­
nia in distilled water, and finally rinsed with reagent grade acetone.
All handling, as also with other parts of the solution system, was done 
while wearing Neoprene gloves thoroughly cleaned and rinsed with acetone 
each time.
It was discovered that the sweeping process invariably produced 
static charging of the trough surfaces to such an extent that precise 
measurement was impossible for about twenty-four to thirty-six hours af­
terwards. Indeed, as had been noticed earlier, handling the troughs in
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the cleaning and remounting operations also caused static charging which 
normally required more than twelve hours to dissipate. This difficulty 
was obviated by exposing each trough after mounting and sweeping to eight 
milligrams of radium ( surrounded by two centimeters of lead) at a dis­
tance of about six inches. The exposure time required to dissipate the 
static charge is about fifteen minutes.
Sweeping usually caused the Volta potentials of the solutions to 
become roughly 230 mv more negative but the reproducibility of different 
sweepings of "identical" solutions was only roughly ±30 mv in terms of ex­
treme variation. Furthermore, the time rate of change of solution Volta 
potential after sweeping was in the neighborhood of 1 mv/min for the first 
hour or so and gradually declined to about 1 mv/hr after the first day. 
This rapid time rate of change limited the precision of the measurement 
rather severely. Usually, the first measurements were taken at the set
time of forty-five minutes after the solution had been swept in order to
allow time for charge dissipation from both troughs. Thereafter, the 
course of the potential was usually followed for a day or so through a 
change of roughly 3OO mv.
Because of the very poor reproducibility, several minor modifi­
cations were tried in the cleaning and handling operations and in the 
height of solution in the troughs but no conclusive improvement was noted. 
It was then decided to try different materials as sweepers. Sweeping
strips wrapped with waxed paper gave considerably poorer reproducibility.
Polyethylene rods gave about the same reproducibility as before and, odd­
ly enough, about the same static charging against the polyethylene troughs 
as Teflon did. Glass strips, however, gave a somewhat better reproduci-
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bility of ±12 mv extreme variation and somewhat less static charging but 
about the same post-sweeping time rate of change.
The poor reproducibility of the sweeping procedure in our work 
and the rapid post-sweeping time rate of change are likely due to re- 
spreading of an imperfectly removed insoluble surface film and/or to re­
diffusion of soluble organic compounds back to the solution surface after 
the sweepers have passed. There remains, of course, the possibility that 
the sweepers themselves were never perfectly free from organic compounds. 
The somewhat better performance of the glass sweepers could be due to the 
fact that the possibility of edge-leakage under the sweepers is minimized 
by the wettable nature of the glass surface,
Instead of devoting more time to refining the sweeping technique, 
we decided to try the totally different technique described in the next 
section. The prime reason for eschewing further attempts at sweeping is 
that more than an order-of-magnitude greater organic purity would be re­
quired and this would entail an almost prohibitive amount of labor, since 
about ten gallons of water are required for a single run when the sweep­
ing assemblies must also be cleaned.
The Macroscopic Organic Film Method 
Since the reproducibility and time stability of the sweeping meth­
od turned out to be rather poor, we decided to try a different tack in the 
course of our investigation. The essence of this method is to float a 
film of macroscopic thickness of some liquid organic substance of very low 
dielectric constant on the solution surfaces. The principles on which our 
hope for the success of this stratagem rest are the following:
Molecular orientation probably occurs at the solution-organic
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liquid phase boundary in the same manner as at the solution-air 
boundary. However, in the former case, ionic charge carriers 
can penetrate into the upper phase and thus thermodynamic equi­
librium can, in time, be established across the phase boundary.
It is this ionic equilibrium alone which determines the equilib­
rium potential difference between the two phases. Thus, if 
there be an initial potential difference across the interface 
due to the orientation of molecular dipoles, this dipolar po­
tential difference should disappear in time due to the migra­
tion of the ions to form opposing ionic atmosphere double lay­
ers in both the aqueous and organic phases. At thermodynamic 
equilibrium, the Volta potential of the organic phase should be 
that of the pure aqueous phase plus the Galvani potential dif­
ference between the two phases. From the Nernst distribution 
law, this Galvani potential difference should, at least to ap­
proximation at low concentrations 5 be independent of concentra­
tion; but this must be checked by experiment. It should also 
be pointed out that the Volta potential of the organic phase is 
independent of dipole orientation only if no such orientation 
occurs at the organic phase-air boundary. This supposition seems 
reasonable in view of the 2:1 ratio of dielectric constants 
across this boundary compared with the 30:1 ratio across the so­
lution-air boundary. Moreover, this ratio of about U0;1 probably 
appears exponentially in a Boltzmann-type distribution function.
The first organic liquid tried was "Nujol," a brand of highly puri­
fied mineral oil. Its spreading coefficient was so low that a.lens of it
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had to be almost six millimeters thick before it would cover the solution 
(10~^ N HCl). The Nujol had previously been allowed to stand, with occa­
sional agitation, in contact with the identical solution onto which it 
was to be poured for three days before it was used in order to allow it 
to come to solution equilibrium with the aqueous phase. The presence of 
the Nujol initially caused the Volta potential to be about 60 mv more neg­
ative and, after a day, about UO mv more negative than it was in the ab­
sence of the Nujol. Thereafter, the Volta potential above the Nujol was 
a function of the position of the probe disk above it. If the probe disk 
was stored overnight at a distance of about three millimeters above the 
Nujol, the Volta potential of the latter was roughly what that of the so­
lution had been before the Nujol was added. On the other hand, if the 
probe disk was stored totally away from the Nujol overnight, the Volta 
potential of the Nujol was about 110 mv more negative. Intermediate dis­
tances gave intermediate effects. Further investigation disclosed that 
the Volta potential of the Nujol would change approximately exponentially 
from one equilibrium to the other with the initial rate of about 30 mv/hr. 
The final equilibrium would be attained in about nine hours. Furthermore, 
during a period of almost three weeks, the phenomenon was approximately 
reversible and reproducible,
A possible explanation is that some volatile, dipolar impurity 
from the Nujol deposits on the probe disk whenever it is left close to 
the Nujol; but this is by no means certain. It is also possible that the 
potential of the Nujol layer changes due to the deposition of static charge 
on its surface whenever the probe disk is close. Presumably, natural radio­
activity would be sufficient to carry the small amount of charge required
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across the air gap; the conductance across six millimeters of Nujol is 
extremely low. However, what is certain in any case is that Nujol films 
do not function in the way they must in order to be of value for our work.
A search was initiated for an organic liquid which would combine 
the necessary and the optimum qualities thought to be required for good 
performance. These qualities are:
Density less than that of water.
High spreading coefficient so that relatively thin films can 
be used.
Zero permanent dipole moment so that adsorption on the probe 
disk would be less likely to cause trouble and so the dielec­
tric constant is very low.
Relative insolubility of it in water and water in it.
Low volatility.
No effect on polyethylene plastic.
Relatively inexpensive for the quantity and purity needed.
From data and information on more than a thousand compounds, only p-Xylene 
and the aliphatics from n-Octane to n-Tetradecane were found to meet these 
requirements.
For the initial woik, p-Xylene was chosen since it is considerably 
less expensive than the aliphatics. In the experiments 200 ml of p-Xylene 
were poured onto each solution to form a layer about two millimeters 
thick. In the span of one day evaporation into the space of the inner 
hood decreased the film thickness to slightly under one millimeter. The 
vapor pressure of p-Xylene is about 9 mm of Hg at 2^°C.
While shipment of p-Xylene was awaited, pure but mixed-isomer
lilO
Xylene was tried. This was found to make the Volta potential of the probe 
disk more negative by roughly 100 mv. Moreover, this probe disk potential 
depended severely on the "history" of the position of the disk with re­
spect to the Xylene surfaces. This experimental aside served to emphasize 
the wisdom of using compounds with zero permanent dipole moment.
Addition of layers of p-Xylene to the solutions caused their Volta 
potentials to become more positive initially by about 190 mv. The Volta 
potential of the probe disk was not noticeably changed by the presence of 
p-Xylene vapor. The Volta potentials of the p-3ylene films slowly in­
creased with time until they stabilized after about thirty hours at rough­
ly 60 mv higher than initially where they remained with fluctuations of 
about ±10 mv for almost a week.
Altogether, seven attempts were made to measure zero C.P.D. be­
tween two 10"3 N HCl solutions drawn from the same carboy with 200 ml of 
99 per cent pure p-Xylene poured onto their surfaces. These measurements 
were recorded after the Volta potential of the p-Xylene had essentially 
stabilized— that is, a day or so after the p-Xylene was poured on. These 
results are recorded below. The first row gives the solution-solution 
C.P.D. about one hour after filling and just before the p-Xylene was add­
ed. The second row gives the respective Xylene-Xylene Volta potential 
difference after stabilization (about a day later).
-0.8 -2.2 +6.5 +1.7 +L.9 -7.6 +3.0 mv
+7.3 +11.1 +3.8 -S.8 +0.6 +2.5 -l.U mv
The mean of the seven solution-solution contact potential differences is 
+0.8 mv while that of the seven Xylene-Xylene Volta potential differences 
is +2.6 mv. The respective maximum variations from zero are about 8 and
. lUi
11 mv. There does not seem to be any correlation between the Volta po­
tential differences before and after adding the p-Xylene.
One attempt at using n-Heptane instead of p-Xylene was made. How­
ever, the two millimeter layer evaporated before stabilization of the Vol­
ta potential measurements occurred. (The vapor pressure of n-Heptane is 
about U6 mm of Hg at 25°C.)
It is apparent that the reproducibility of the p-Xylene measure­
ments is somewhat inferior to that of the solution-solution C.P.D. The 
mean values of the respective sets are particularly discordant. However, 
on this basis alone, it is impossible to predict what the mean values 
would be if another set of measurements were taken. It is also difficult 
to point out the probable causes of the relatively poor reproducibility 
of the p-Xylene measurements. Dipolar impurities in the p-Xylene could 
be responsible. A better guess might be that, since long-chain dipolar 
molecules are preferentially soluble in the organic phase, these impur­
ities from the aqueous phase diffuse into the p-îQylene and orient very 
slightly at the Xylene-air interface. If this latter conjecture is cor­
rect, then it is obvious that the macroscopic organic film technique is 
of no use at all for our purposes.
It was a pleasant surprise to find that the solution-solution 
C.P.D. reproducibility in the set of seven measurements was considerably 
better than the ±30 mv previously recorded. Perhaps the reason lies in 
our measuring the C.P.D. between two fresh solutions in this set of sev­
en, whereas in the older set of nine the readings were taken fourteen 
hours after filling and were referred to the Volta potential of an "old" 
solution. Or, perhaps the reason lies in our including soaking with
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n-Heptane in the washing cycle used in the later work.
Because of this improved solution-solution C.P.D. reproducibility, 
we then decided to make a further, careful investigation of the possibil­
ity of measuring zero C.P.D. between solutions of identical concentration. 
In order to obtain more measurements from the same solution, we pre-mixed 
two ^-gallon carboys at a time. The data were taken forty-five minutes 
after filling (and after the static charge caused by handling the troughs 
had been dissipated by radium). These data are recorded in the previous 
section, "The Problem of Obtaining Reproducibility." These eight measure­
ments have an extreme variation of about ±U mv from zero C.P.D. If these 
eight are combined with the seven from the p-Xylene work, the mean of the 
set of fifteen is -0.3$ mv. However, this near-zero mean may be fortui­
tous, Moreover, even if we assume that the mean of a set of twenty meas­
urements would always give the correct solution-solution C.P.D., the pro­
digious amount of labor required reduces the practicality of the method. 
The great value of these measurements is that they unequivocally demon­
strate that the apparatus functions properly as a whole and the appreci­
able extraneous contact potential field assymmetry in the main chamber 
does not exist. Therefore, interchange of solutions between the two 
troughs (when different concentrations are used) is not required.
A Determination of a HCl Concentration Junction Emf 
Since it had been found that careful procedure and meticulous 
cleanliness could give about ±U mv (extreme variation) reproducibility
between solutions of identical concentration, we decided to attempt to
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measure the liquid junction emf between a solution of 10 N HCl and
p
10” N HCl. This solution pair was chosen since most of the previous
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work had been done at 10”  ^N and since the emf is predicted to be rela­
tively large (about 37 mv) so that the inaccuracy due to organic impuri­
ties would be relatively small.
However, much to our chagrin, the behavior of the Volta potential 
of the nickel-plated probe disk was found to be considerably less reliable 
and less predictable than when the solutions were identical so that the 
uncertainty caused by the probe is ±2 to ±3 mv. This variation of probe 
Volta potential is presumably due to different concentrations of HCl in 
the vapor immediately above the different solutions. To be more specific: 
if the probe disk is left for an hour or so at a distance of 2.^ mm above
p
the 10“ N HCl solution, it becomes about 17 mv more positive than when 
it is left for an hour or so at an equal distance above the 10  ^N HCl so­
lution. The effect is approximately reversible. When the probe disk has
been stored at 2.5 mm above the 10~^ N solution and then is positioned at
-2the same distance above the 10" N solution, its Volta potential increases 
about 7 mv in six minutes and then slowly increases to the equilibrium 
value in about forty-five minutes. When the probe disk has been stored 
above the 10"^ N solution and then is positioned above the 10  ^N solu­
tion, the same phenomenon, but with reverse sign, occurs.
A way of miniiriizing this variation is to measure the solution- 
probe Volta potential differences as quickly as possible by taking a read­
ing above one solution, above the second, again above the first, again 
above the second, and so on. In this manner the time between successive 
measurements over different solutions is about five minutes. After the 
third or fourth cycle of measurements, the Volta potential of the probe 
disk is quasi-stationary and the amplitude of its fluctuations is reduced
ihh
to ±2 mv or, at worst, ±3 mv. This technique was used in taking the 
measurements recorded below.
In each case the junction between the solutions was formed in a 
porous plug of tightly-packed Pyrex glass wool in the junction cell de­
scribed in Chapter VII. The junction was formed while the solution 
troughs were being irradiated with gamma radiation in order to dissipate 
static charge. The first measurements were taken forty-five minutes af­
ter the troughs had been filled and just after the hood on the main cham­
ber was replaced. The course of the solution-solution C.P.D. was followed 
for at least two days thereafter. Five different experimental runs were 
carried out. The first two measurements were on solutions drawn from two 
carboys which were mixed before the respective quantities of 1.00 N HCl 
standard solution were added, the second two measurements from another 
pre-mixed pair of carboys, and the last measurement from yet another pre­
mixed pair.
C.P.D.
min. 13.2 39.U 39.3 35.7 38.0 mv
after filling
C.P.D.
3 hrs. U8.1 38.6 U2.7 36.9 37.7 mv
after filling
C.P.D.
20 hrs. 36.3 UO.9 UO.O 37.il 39.2 mv
after filling
C.P.D.
2 days 61.6 ii2.3 LO.8 39.2 h3.$ mv
after filling
The means of the sets of five measurements at' the several times are ii3 
min., 39.5 mvj 3 hrs., iiO.8 mvj 20 hrs., 1|2.8 mv; and 2 days, ii3.3 mv.
If we were to throw out the first run as spurious (as it possibly is).
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the apparent reproducibility would be considerably improved— however, 
there would be no possible justification for this. Since the unpredict­
ability of the probe Volta potential amounts to about ±2 mv, the third 
digit in these data is really not significant. The calculated standard 
deviation of the sets of five measurements is about 3 mv and the probable 
error is about 2 mv. Thus, in the limited sense in which statistics can
be applied to a set of only five measurements, we may say that our meas-
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urement of the contact potential difference between 10 " N and 10 N HGl 
is UO ±3 mv.
In Chapter III considerable discussion was devoted to methods of
calculating the homosolute liquid junction emf Ej. From this discussion
it follows that Method I and Method II are a priori about equally correct
-3 -2
in the range from 10 N to 10 N. Table 1 of Chapter III presents the 
values which we calculated by the several methods. Method I gives for 
the above junction Ej =  36.9 mv while Method II gives 37.5 mv. We shall 
take the mean of these as the most probable theoretical value for Ej, 
that is, Ej == 37.2 mv. Of course, the accuracy of these calculations 
depends not only on the correctness of the theoretical concepts and on 
the approximations introduced, but also on the reliability of the empir­
ical constants used. Fortunately, for HCl these constants are known with 
very good reliability. It is our conjecture that the uncertainty in the 
calculated value is no greater than ±0.^ mv. Thus, our measured value of 
UO ±3 mv is to be compared with the calculated value of 37.2 ±0.$ mv,
Assuming, for the moment that the correct value of Ej is 37 mv and 
that the measured value is exactly UO mv, we might speculate on the causes 
of this "error." Three likely causes for this discrepancy could be ad-
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vanced:
a) The different HCl concentrations in the vapor immedi­
ately above the different solutions could cause an assymmetry 
in the Volta potential of the probe in spite of the experimen­
tal technique used. The sign of the observed change of Volta
_2
potential with time when it is above the 10” N HCl solution 
is consonant with this hypothesis.
b) The different amounts of 1.00 N HCl standard solution 
used to make the working solutions will, of course, carry dif­
ferent quantities of organic impurities. These impurities 
could also account for the average increase of the discrepancy 
with time.
c) The difference of the surface potentials of two organ­
ically pure HCl solutions could be a not-exactly-zero function 
of concentration. Should this be so (even though the work of 
Gfirlich mentioned in Chapter V indicates otherwise), then it 
would mean that our method of determining Ej from C.P.D. meas­
urements is not valid.
Of course, there is, in addition, always the possibility that our method 
of forming the junction or making the solutions is faulty. However, the 
concentration junction has long been celebrated as being foolproof. Nev­
ertheless, and in a larger sense, none of these speculations should, at 
this stage of the work, be taken very seriously. After all, because of 
. the regrettable lack of reproducibility, UO ±3 mv is compatible with 
37.2 +0.2 mv.
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Prospectus
At the completion of the present woric, our thoughts naturally 
turn to ways in which it could have been done better and to ways for re­
fining the techniques in the future. At the present time it seems that 
our method for determining the liquid junction emf from contact potential 
measurements is valid. However, before the determinations can be of 
great significance to the field of electrochemistry (and perhaps to the 
field of physiology) their reproducibility must be improved by ten-fold. 
This will not be an easy task. The best that one can do is to attempt 
to glean from the chaos of measurements some hint as to probable improve­
ments in the technique.
In our final apparatus, polyethylene was chosen for the troughs,
because of its relative ease of fabrication, its high degree of chemical
inertness, and its non-wettability. This latter characteristic was de­
sirable so that the solution would not flow over the sides of the trough
when it is swept. Low conductivity in the presence of water vapor and 
low dielectric constant are two secondary characteristics which were also 
regarded as important. With hindsight, we now realize that polyethylene 
troughs have two serious defects: it is impossible to make certain that
they are organically clean and they are not dimensionally stable over a 
period of many months. Even the nominally one-inch thick troughs have
deformed appreciably by plastic flow so that edge effects during sweeping
become a serious problem. (Any additional supports for the troughs would 
have to be non-metallic in order to prevent contact charging.) The sweep­
ers were made from Teflon for the same reasons as above plus the fact the 
low friction and the absence of stick-slip sliding are very desirable.
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Now, however, we would recommend that both the solution troughs 
and the sweeping assemblies be made from "Vycor" brand, 96 per cent sil­
ica glass if this is economically feasible. Vycor is much more chemi­
cally inert than any other glass and does not exhibit plastic flow below 
1000°C. The Vycor troughs and sweeping assemblies would be heated to 
around 700°C before the start of each run. Then the troughs would be in­
stalled in the apparatus and filled edge-to-edge full of solution. The 
sweepers would then be drawn across and the excess solution would run down 
the sides of the trough. Any organic film which did not adhere to the 
sweepers would presumably go along with the overflow solution. Heating 
to red incandescense would seem to be a fairly certain way of making sure 
that the surfaces of the troughs and wipers are free of organic impurities.
With this system of cleaning by incandescence, sweeping would not 
be necessary if organic-free water and electrolytes could be obtained. 
Perhaps organic-free water could be obtained by distillation from a con­
centrated solution of potassium hydroxide and potassium permanganate to 
which a salt of a heavy metal has been added in order to form a non-vol­
atile soap from the fatty acid impurities. Two further distillations 
would then be caught in Vycor vessels previously heated to 700°C. If
this technique proves to be insufficient, steam could be superheated to 
0
700 C and then condensed.
In the case of crystalline electrolytes such as KOI, organic pu­
rity could.probably best be achieved by heating the fused salt to incan-
. .
descence. (Recrystallization would be a- slow and uncertain technique 
complicated by adsorption on the surfaces of the crystals.) In the case 
of HCl it might be possible to achieve organic purity by simply boiling
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sulfuric acid (330°C) with sodium chloride and dissolving the effluent 
HCl gas in a flask of organically pure water. If this is not sufficient, 
then HCl gas could be heated to 700°C. However, the technical problem of 
finding an inert container for HCl at this temperature might not be easy.
Difficult as they may be, problems of organic impurity are not 
the only ones which must be solved before the reproducibility of solution- 
solution contact potential measurements can approach ±0.3 mv. The Volta 
potential of the probe disk must be made to be essentially independent of 
the position of the probe with respect to the solutions of different con­
centration or of different electrolytes. Admittedly, in investigating 
HCl solutions, we have probably encountered this problem at its worst.
For non-volatile electrolytes such as KOI, it may well be that the Volta 
potential of the probe disk is as stable for different concentrations as 
it is between two identical HCl solutions although this question is moot 
since different concentrations of KCl have very slightly different vapor 
pressures which might significantly affect the adsorption potential.
It could be that the source of the difficulty in the case of the 
nickel probe is that it acts like an electrochemical electrode whenever 
it is in a saturated atmosphere. At saturation, metallic surfaces are 
covered with water films of nearly macroscopic thickness— indeed, water 
droplets of condensation were often observed on the shielding surrounding 
the probe disk. Nickel ions presumably dissolve in the adsorbed water 
film to form essentially the electrochemical nickel electrode, the emf of 
which is added to the surface potential of the adsorbed water. It is easy 
to see how the potential of this complex system could be a function of the 
HGl concentration of the vapor phase. If platinum were used instead of
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nickel, no metallic ions would dissolve in the adsorbed water film and 
it might eventuate that the probe Volta potential is less a function of 
position with respect to solutions of different concentrations. However, 
it could also easily be otherwise. The chief problem with platinum is 
that it would be economically impossible to also plate the large shield­
ing surfaces with it.
It may turn out that all relatively inert metals behave about the 
same in an apparatus of this type. The main source of the difficulty with 
variable capacitance instruments may be that they require a small air gap 
in order to afford great enough sensitivity. The small air gap between 
the probe disk and the solutions during measurement predisposes the probe 
disk to small differences of vapor pressure and vapor composition above 
the two different solutions. If a large air gap could be made consistent 
with the sensitivity requirement, the Volta potential of the probe disk 
would be more independent of the position of the probe. At least, the 
time rate of change of the probe Volta potential would be diminished and 
this would result in negligible variation during and between measurements.
Thus, a way out of the dilemma might be to use the ionization 
method rather than our variable capacitance method to measure the solu­
tion-solution contact potential difference. Two great advantages attend 
the ionization method: elaborate shielding is not required and the
prbbe-to-solution air gap may, with the help-of modern instrumentation, 
be relatively large and yet afford sufficient sensitivity. We envision 
a platinum plated, polonium coated probe disk of around three-inch diam­
eter about one inch above a solution of nine-inch diameter. The only 
shielding required would be a simple Faraday cage around the apparatus
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as a whole, since the range of the alpha particles from polonium is only 
four centimeters. The chief objection to this method is that the effects 
of alpha particle bombardment of the solution surfaces are largely un­
known. However, since the advent of electrometer input tubes with grid
-lit
currents in the neighborhood of 10 ampere and good stability in bal-
-lli
anced-bridge type circuits, currents as small as 10 ampere can be eas­
ily and quickly measured. This great current sensitivity means that only 
relatively low ionization density is necessary between the probe and the 
solution for the required sensitivity. Thus, the measurement could prob­
ably be effected with negligibly small radiation-induced changes at the 
solution surfaces. And, with an air gap distance of one inch, the change 
in probe Volta potential due to differences in the vapor immediately 
above different solutions should be negligibly small during the minute 
or so required for the probe-solution Volta potential measurement. Our 
present apparatus could readily be adapted to the ionization method.
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APPENDIX
CONTACT CHARGING AT A METAL-PLASTIC INTERFACE 
The Experiments
In the course of preliminary investigations, we hoped to make the 
metal Volta potential probe less susceptible to the changes caused by wa- 
ter-vapor adsorption by coating it with an acrylic plastic spray such as 
"Krylon." For this technique to be of use, it is, of course, mandatory 
that the plastic coating be electrically inert in order that the contact 
potential measurements be unaffected by its presence. Whether or not this 
might be so remained moot until ascertained empirically. Fortunately, the 
question could be settled by recourse to only relatively crude experiments 
but these, in turn, raised more and larger questions.
The experiments to be described here were performed with the ex­
ploratory apparatus described in the first part of Chapter VI. The sys­
tem was essentially that diagrammed in Figure 1 of Chapter IV; the upper 
plate was of brass, the lower plate of aluminum, and the potential-change 
detector was a quadrant electrometer. (In later work the plates were 
plated with nickel and gold and a special vacuum-tube electrometer was 
used.
The plates were six inches in diameter and accurately plane. In 
the measurement process their separation was altered from about one-eighth
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inch to about five-eighths inch. The mechanism was so constructed that 
the gap, once set, would be reproduced every time.
To one side a vertical shaft, controlled in rotation and trans­
lation from below the housing, was provided in order to furnish a one- 
corner support for the plastic sheet to be swung in and out from between 
the plates. In its "out-of-the-way" position the plastic sheet was sup­
ported untouched in a sheet-metal niche in the housing which electrostat­
ically shielded it from the condenser plates. The whole assembly was 
covered by an air-tight galvanized iron housing which, together with the 
aluminum base-plate, served as a Faraday cage. The experiments reported 
here were done in the normal air trapped within the housing.
With the quadrant electrometer the sensitivity of this apparatus 
(using an air-gap between the plates large enough to accommodate the plas­
tic sheet) was about ±8 mv— that is, among about ten successive measure­
ments, the total spread of values would be within 16 mv.
The first experiment was conducted with a l/8x8x8 inch Lucite 
sheet supported at one corner by the rotatable vertical shaft so that it 
could be swung between the metal plate without removing the housing or 
touching the sheet against anything. The brass-aluminum (actually between 
the oxide and water-vapor coated surfaces) contact potential difference 
(brass negative) held fairly steady at about 0.850 volt with a maximum 
daily variation of 10 mv. When the Lucite sheet, was.-first-inserted be­
tween the plates, the apparent contact potential difference was' so great 
that measurement was impossible. Since static charge was suspected, "flam­
ing" the sheet was tried but with no success. Gamma bombardment from 8 mg 
of radium at about one foot distance for two days reduced the amount of
Iff
static charge significantly but the apparent C.P.D. of 0.660 volt showed 
the probability of residual static charge. However, after four more days 
(without radiation) the static charge disappeared and henceforth for a 
week the C.P.D. with or without the presence of the Lucite sheet were al­
ways identical to within 10 mv. That semi-permanent polarization is not 
involved was demonstrated by the absence of any effect caused by storing 
the Lucite sheet overnight in various field strengths. Thus, save for 
the difficulty of dissipating the initial surface charge (which, inciden­
tally, was always negative) this experiment indicated that a separately- 
supported Lucite sheet was indeed electrically neutral toward C.P.D. meas­
urements .
The next question was whether or not a sheet of plastic in contact 
with one of the metal plates would also be electrically neutral. In order 
to increase the sensitivity by decreasing the dielectric gap between the 
plates, a carefully cleaned l/l6x8x8 inch Lucite sheet was used (instead 
of the former 1/8 inch) and was laid directly onto the lower (aluminum) 
plate. The metal-metal C.P.D. had now stabilized at O.83O volt.
The same difficulty with static charge was encountered as before 
and again radium was of little help in getting rid of the last traces of 
charge. However, after four days the apparent C.P.D. seemed to stabilize 
at about l.U volts. Of course, since it was assumed that the difference 
between 0.830 volt and l.U volts was due to static charge, there was noth­
ing to do but wait. (During all this time, between measurements and over­
night, the plates were grounded at the least distance— about 3 mm— of sep­
aration.) For eight days the apparent C.P.D. remained approximately con­
stant and the suspicion grew that something besides free surface static
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was involved. In order to determine whether serai-permanent polarization 
was involved, it was decided to change the "storage" field strength.
In order to ascertain the effect of various field strengths, meas­
urements were limited to a given hour of each day and between measurements 
the apparatus was undisturbed. The field strength was varied either by 
changing the potentiometric potential difference between the plates or by 
changing their separation. The field strength experienced by the Lucite 
sheet (exclusive of that caused by the presence of the sheet) was simply 
calculated by dividing the metal-metal Volta potential difference by the 
separation distance of the plates.
The apparent C.P.D. had been stable at about 1.U3 volts for eight 
days (both with and without gamma irradiation) in a field of roughly 3 
volts/cm upward; then the Lucite sheet was kept (for 21; hour intervals 
as always unless otherwise stated) in a field of roughly 0.2 volt/cm up­
ward. The next day the apparent C.P.D. was 0.61; volt and the succeeding 
day 0.23 volt. For another day the reading remained the same and then 
the field was changed back to 3 volts/cm upward. For two days the appar­
ent C.P.D. rose at a rate of about 0.06 volt/6 hours and then the rate 
decreased slowly until after about two weeks the apparent C.P.D. stabi­
lized at about 1.30 volts. After three days of relative stability (±0.02 
volt) a field of ll; volts/cm upward was applied and the apparent C.P.D. 
started drifting upward again and stabilized about eighteen days later 
at 2.1;1 volts. The field was then reduced to about 0.2 volt/cm upward 
again. One day later the apparent C.P.D. was 0.53 volt. Another day re­
duced it to 0.18 volt where it remained stable for three days. The field 
was again set at 3 volts/cm upward and caused the apparent C.P.D. to rise
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in the same manner as before to a stable value of 1.22 volts in about 
twelve days. As before, reducing the field to 0.2 volt/cm upward caused 
the apparent C.P.D. to stabilize at 0.20 volt in two days.
Thereupon a new thing was tried: the sense of the field was re­
versed and the field was set at 19 volts/cm downward. The next day the 
apparent C.P.D. was -3.25 volts and the following day was -U.12 volts and 
it stabilized after three days at about -U.U volts. Then the field was 
set at 1 volt/cm downward. In four days the apparent C.P.D. stabilized 
at -2.55 volts.
Then the field was reset to the former value of about 0.2 volt/cm 
upward. The readings on successive days were -0.16, +0.03, +0.12, +0.20, 
+0.23, +0.23, +O.2I4. volt. "Storage" fields of first 1 volt/cm upward and 
later 3 volts/cm downward were then applied. Table 2 records the results 
of these twelve different "runs" under the influence of the various field 
strengths.
Considering the crudity of the experiment, one may conclude that 
the reproducibility is fairly good. It is evident that the relationship 
between the applied "storage" field strength and the resultant asymptotic 
effective double-layer potential difference is not at all linear. While 
the data of Table 2 are insufficient to justify precise quantitative con­
clusions, they are amply sufficient to qualitatively demonstrate the ef­
fect of applied fields under these conditions. It is apparent that the 
oxide-lucite double-layer spontaneously becomes negative in the absence 
of an applied field. An upward directed field causes the effective double­
layer to become more positive while a downward directed field causes the 
effective double-layer to become more negative. Furthermore, it seems
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TABLE 2
THE EFFECT OF VARIOUS APPLIED FIELD STRENGTHS ON THE APPARENT 
CONTACT POTENTIAL DIFFERENCE OF THE ALUMINUM- 
LUCITE-AIR-BRASS CONDENSER SYSTEM
Applied
field
strength
(volts/cm)
Apparent C.P.D, of 
system (volts)
Effective double- 
layer potential diff. 
(apparent C.P.D. ' 
-C.P.D.) (volts)
Time required 
to reach 
asymptotic 
apparent C.P.D. 
(days)Beginning
Asymptotic
(steady-
state) Beginning Asymptotic
11; up 1.30 2.U1 0.5 1.6 18
3 up • • • • 1.U3 • • • 0.6 • .
3 up 0.23 1.30 -0.6 ■ 0.5 lU
3 up 0.18 1.22 -0.6 ■ o.U 12
1 up 0.2U 0.97 -0.6 0.17 6
0.2 up 1.U3 0.23 0.6 ' -0.6 . 2
0.2 up 2.iil 0.18 1.6 -0.6 • 2
0.2 up 1.22 0.20 0.1; -0.6 2
0,2 up -2.55 0.23 -3.3 -0.6 5
1 down -k.h -2.55 -5.2 -3.3 h
3 down 0.97 -3.8 0.17 -1;.6 2
19 down 0.20 -U.U -0.6 -5.2 3
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that a field of a given magnitude has a greater and faster effect when 
it is directed downward rather than upward. In one case when the appar­
ent C.P.D. was rising slowly under the influence of a field of II4. volts/cm 
upward, the field was dropped to 0.2 volt/cm upward for hours. This 
caused the apparent C.P.D. to drop from I.I6 to 0.95 volt. After these 
field-strength experiments (which took three months) the Lucite sheet was 
removed and the metal-metal C.P.D. was found to be 0.7U volt.
In the absence of the Lucite sheet, the "storage" fields were var­
ied as before in order to ascertain whether or not an effect would be 
found. If it existed at all, the effect without the presence of plastic 
was small— ten to fifteen millivolts at most. This variation, while sus­
piciously well correlated, is suspect since it is on the threshold of the 
sensitivity limit and is partially obscured by the small daily drift.
A 1-|- mm deep layer of vacuum-pump oil was then put on the lower 
(aluminum) plate. Its effect on the C.P.D. was at most 0.02 volt and was 
independent of field strength as was shown by experiments over a period 
of nine days.
Tentative Interpretations 
The crudity of these experiments is apparent. While the Lucite 
sheet was plane to casual observation, its non-planarity was sufficient 
to restrict its intimate atomic-scale contact with the aluminum plate to 
probably less than 10 per cent of the apparent area. Thus there is no 
hope of quantitatively relating the C.P.D. deviation in these experiments 
to the actual double-layer potential difference. A "Krylon"-type plastic 
spray was not used, since with it there would be no way of ascertaining
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whether the intrinsic brass-aluminuin C.P.D. remained sensibly constant 
or not because removal of the "Krylon" film would probably change the 
intrinsic C.P.D.
However, in spite of the preliminary character of these experi­
ments, one conclusion can certainly be drawn: the apparent C.P.D. of the
aluminum-Lucite-air-brass system varies markedly and rather reproducibly 
with the field strength to which it has been subjected prior to the meas­
urement. This effect is probably not caused by semi-permanent polariza­
tion or electret-type behavior of the Lucite, since the experiment in 
which the Lucite sheet was supported independently of the plates showed 
that— after time had been allowed for static charge to dissipate— the in­
sertion of the Lucite sheet between the plates did not measurably affect 
the C.P.D.
The interpretation of the C.P.D. discrepancy which seems most 
probable is that it is caused by the passage of electrons across the in­
terface formed by the aluminum oxide and the Lucite. This diffusion of 
electrons occurs spontaneously from the metal into the plastic in the ab­
sence of an external field across the dielectric gap. The application of 
an external field of the order of a few volts per centimeter biases the 
diffusion of the electrons so that the plastic can be made more positive 
or negative at will. A kind of rectifying action exists at the boundary, 
since the electrons move into the plastic several times more rapidly than 
they move out of the plastic under the influence of fields of opposite 
senses but of roughly the same magnitude. Not all dielectrics exhibit 
contact charging against metal oxide. In the one other case studied—  
vacuum pump oil— contact charging was not evident. Perhaps the fact that
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the volume conductivity of the oil is roughly a thousand times that of 
Lucite is of importance here.
More specifically, since the C.P.D. in the absence of plastic was 
about 0.8 volt on the average, an apparent C.P.D. of greater than 0.8 
volt indicates a net positive charge on the plastic while an apparent 
C.P.D. of less than 0.8 volt indicates a net negative charge on the plas­
tic. Thus, since in the absence of appreciable external field the appar­
ent C.P.D. comes to equilibrium at about 0.2 volt, it follows that the 
oxide-plastic interface has the effect of a double-layer of 0.6 volt neg­
ative outward. This does not mean, however, that the actual oxide-plas­
tic interface comes to a spontaneous potential difference of -0.6 volt 
since the areas of actual contact constitute only a small fraction of the 
area of the aluminum plate. All that can be said is that the negative 
potential difference of the actual double-layer is considerably greater 
than 0.6 volt.
A further conclusion that can be drawn from the variation of ap­
parent C.P.D. with the "storage" field strength is that at some field 
intermediate between 0.2 volt/cm and 1 volt/cm upward— probably nearer 
1 volt/cm— no contact charging of the Lucite would occur. This field- 
induced annulment of contact charging could conceivably be of technical 
importance in industry (particularly in the textile industries) where 
contact charging has proved to be a refractory problem not usually sol­
uble by ionization techniques.
After this work had been terminated, it was discovered that a 
previous study had unambiguously demonstrated the existence of metal-in- 
sulator contact charging. Utilizing a technique totally different from
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that herein described, Peterson and Loeb conducted a thorough study of 
contact charging by rolling small spheres of borosilicate glass and fused 
quartz on a nickel surface and measuring the charge thereby acquired by 
the spheres. Besides being a function of surface conditions including 
the surface conductivity of the "non-conducting" sphere, the maximum 
charge acquired is limited by gaseous discharge to the metal and thus is 
markedly dependent on gas pressure in the system. As was also found in 
our experiment, the spontaneous charging gave the dielectric a negative 
charge. Because of the nature of the experiment only the charge (not the 
potential) could be measured. It is likely that the charge equilibrium 
thus measured on a rolling sphere is considerably different— possibly dif­
ferent in nature— from the long-duration charge equilibrium measured in 
oU'r experiment. There is, moreover, an interesting discrepancy between 
the results of Peterson's experiment and those of ours: Peterson finds
that electrostatic fields of about 1000 volts/cm normal to the nickel sur­
face cause significant changes in the maximum charge of the sphere (ap­
proximately proportional to the field strength) but only in the presence 
of high relative humidity. (This effect is ascribed to the concomitant 
variation of surface conductivity.) Moreover, the magnitude of the ef­
fect at ±1000 volts/cm is smaller than in our experiment at ±3 volts/cm.
It is possible that the two experiments measure different things, since 
the time scales differ by a factor of roughly 10^. Moreover, it must al­
so be kept in mind that rather different dielectric materials were studied 
by these two distinct techniques.
It appears that our modified contact potential technique could be
^J. W. Peterson, J. App. Phys. 2$ $01 (19$U); ^  907 (19$k).
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developed into a valuable complement to the rolling-sphere technique.
If the plastic were applied to the metal from solution, there seems to 
be good reason to believe that our technique could determine the actual 
oxide-plastic double-layer potential difference as a function of field 
strength and time. Provision should certainly be made for evacuating 
the apparatus and for varying the field strength over several orders of 
magnitude.
